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Radiation length measurements with high-resolution telescopes
Abstract
The radiation length imaging method presented in this work can be used to conduct spatially
resolved measurements of scattering angles of particles traversing a object under study. For the
measurements a planar object is centred in a high-resolution telescope and the whole setup is
positioned in a multi-GeV particle beam. The scattering angle distributions depend on the radi-
ation length X/X0 of the traversed object. Combining the radiation length information with the
reconstructed intersections provides the opportunity to generate 2D images of the measurement
objects material profile. Measured radiation length images of detector planes can be compared
to existing detector models for validation and, when necessary, improvement of the detector sim-
ulation.
In order to demonstrate the capabilities and scope of the X/X0 imaging method, several beam
tests have been conducted in the last years. The imaged objects varied from a ultra thin vertex
detector ladder designed for the Belle II experiment to a prototype module for the ATLAS ITk
upgrade. Additionally a series of measurements were conducted to determine the radiation length
constant X0 of hardened conductive glues. To test systematic effects, such as energy loss due to
bremsstrahlung, measurements on copper and aluminium wedges with a continuously increasing
radiation length were conducted.
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The Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM) is one of the most successful and most
thoroughly tested theories in physics describing fundamental interactions between ele-
mentary particles. The three fundamental interactions described by the Standard Model
are the strong force mediated by gluons, the electromagnetic force mediated by photons
and the weak force mediated by W± and Z0 bosons. The gravitational force is not
included in the Standard Model.
Predictions from the Standard Model are tested in particle physics experiments at
high-energy colliders. Particle colliders accelerate charged particles such as electrons,
positrons or protons and collide two high energy particle beams head-on. For example,
at the KEKB [1] accelerator in Japan, electrons and positrons are collided at centre of
mass energies of more than 10 GeV.
The highest centre of mass energies in particle collisions are reached at the Large Hadron
collider [2] (LHC) at CERN, where protons are collided at centre of mass energies of
13 TeV to produce unstable massive particles. These unstable particles decay nearly in-
stantaneously into lighter particles, so that information about them can only be gathered
by reconstructing the decay products. In order to gather information about particles
produced in beam collisions, hermetic particle detectors surround the interaction point.
An example of such a detector is the ATLAS detector [3] at the LHC . These detec-
tors typically consist of multiple sub-detector systems with different functionalities: The
inner part of the detector consists of several layers of position sensitive sensors in a
magnetic field used to reconstruct trajectories of the decay products and measure their
momenta. Further outside calorimeters for energy measurement and particle identifica-
tion systems are located.
1
1. Motivation and overview
The basic constituents of the Standard Model are elementary particles and mediators of
the three fundamental forces. There are a total of six leptons and quarks, each divided
into three families or generations. Leptons and quarks are fermions with half-integer
spin which obey Fermi-Dirac statistics. Each fermion is paired with an associated anti-
particle that has the same mass but opposite additive quantum numbers such as the
electric charge. There are four types of bosons, namely gluons, the photon, the Z0 and
W± bosons with integer spin, which are mediating the fundamental forces with the ex-
ception of gravity. They behave according to Bose-Einstein statistics. The last part of
the Standard Model is the Higgs mechanism [4, 5] which causes the electro-weak sym-
metry breaking and gives mass to the mediators of the weak interaction, called W± and
Z bosons, as well as the charged fermions. The Higgs mechanism requires at least one
additional boson, called Higgs boson. The discovery of a SM-Higgs-like particle at the
ATLAS [6] and CMS [7] experiments at the LHC in 2012 was a great success for the
Standard Model.
The weak interaction has a special role in the Standard model because, unlike strong
and electromagnetic interactions, it allows direct coupling between different generations
of quarks. This mixing of all three generations in the weak interaction was described
by Cabibbo, Kobayashi and Maskawa in the form of the CKM formalism [8]. Small
violations of the combined CP symmetry, where C corresponds to charge-conjugation
and P to parity symmetry, in weak interactions can be explained within the frame of
the CKM theory. However, the observed CP violation for example in precision measure-
ments on systems of neutral mesons1 [9] is too small to explain the excess of matter over
anti-matter in the universe [10].
Studies of CP violations were mainly conducted at B-factories such as the BaBar [11]
experiment at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory (US) and the Belle [12] exper-
iment at KEK (Japan). B-factories are collider experiments designed to provide boosted
pairs of B mesons2 at the centre of mass energy of the Υ(4S) resonance which corre-
sponds to 10.58 GeV. The Belle experiment at the asymmetric e+ e− KEKB collider
finished its operation after collecting a data sample with an integrated luminosity of
1000 fb−1(corresponding to a final sample of 772 million BB̄ pairs) which led to impor-
tant insights into elementary particle physics and the nature of CP violation [13]. These
measurements ultimately led to the confirmation of the CKM mechanism, which was
rewarded with the Nobel prize in 2008. The upgrade of KEKB, SuperKEKB, started
its operation in 2019. Its instantaneous luminosity of 8 x 1035 cm−2 s−1 will be 40 times
larger than KEKB [14]. In order to cope with the increased particle rates, a new de-
tector, Belle II [15, 16], was designed. The commissioning of Belle II took place in 2018
and first physics runs were recorded in 2019. Belle II is a 4π detector that is used to
reconstruct particle tracks of products from B decays and measure the position of the
decays, called interaction vertices.
1Bound states of a quark and an anti-quark
2Mesons containing a b or b̄
2
The physics program at B-factories depends crucially on resolving the time difference
between the decays of the two B mesons. As the B pair is boosted3, this time difference
can be measured by determining the difference between vertex positions of both B de-
cays along the direction of the boost. The mean flight length of a B meson produced at
SuperKEKB is approximately 100 µm. In order to resolve the spatial distance between
the two decay vertices from the B meson pair, the Belle II detector is required to have a
vertex resolution below 50 µm. To achieve this resolution, a lightweight high-resolution
inner Vertex Detector (VXD) is installed close to the beam pipe and the interaction
point. The planned setup of the VXD consisted of two layers of Pixel Vertex Detectors
(PXD) based on the Depleted Field Effect Transistor (DEPFET) technology [17] very
close4 to the beam pipe and four layers of Silicon Strip Vertex Detectors [18] (SVD)
further outside5. Due to the proximity to the interaction point the PXD is needed to be
radiation hard and able to distinguish between individual particle tracks in an environ-
ment with a high track density.
The tracking and vertex resolution of the VXD is on one hand determined by the in-
trinsic resolution of its sensors and the distance between them. On the other hand,
the resolution is reduced by multiple scattering on the beam pipe, sensor planes and in
the air in between. Multiple scattering affects charged particles traversing matter. The
charged particle is scattered repeatedly due to Coulomb interactions with atomic nuclei
of the traversed material. The net effect of many scattering processes is called multiple
scattering and causes a direction change of the particle.
Multiple scattering angle distributions can be approximated by a Gaussian with a stan-
dard deviation that depends on the radiation length X/X0. X is the thickness of the
material and X0 is a material dependent quantity called the radiation length constant.
Due to the unwanted but unavoidable uncertainty introduced by multiple scattering the
sensors are required to be as lightweight as possible to keep the multiple scattering angles
small. However, a certain thickness of silicon is required to generate a sufficiently large
signal from a charged particle transition. Therefore, a delicate balance between a thin
detector design and a sufficient signal yield has to be found.
Each layer of the PXD is required to have an average radiation length of below 0.2 % [15]
which corresponds to approximately 190 µm of silicon. The sensitive area of the PXD
has a thickness of 75 µm which is sufficient to produce measurable signal due to the
large signal-to-noise ratio of DEPFET pixels. However, the thin and consequently frag-
ile sensitive area has to be supported by a silicon balcony with a thickness up to 525 µm.
The complex design and high level of integration of data acquisition, support structures
and other services on the PXD lead to a complicated material profile. As the vertex
3i.e. has a momentum in the laboratory/detector frame
4The beam pipe has a radius of 10 mm and the first PXD is located at a radius of 14 mm
5Radii between 38 and 140 mm
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resolution depends on the material actually traversed by a particle and not the average
radiation length X/X0, a correct assessment of the vertex resolution is highly dependent
on the accurate description of the radiation length profile of the PXD.
In order to validate and, when necessary, update existing detector models, a method
has been developed to perform spatially resolved measurements of the radiation length.
This method requires a high energy beam of charged particles and a reference telescope,
consisting of two arrays of position-sensitive charged particle detectors with a good in-
trinsic resolution. The particle beam traverses the reference telescope and a target under
investigation, which is placed at the centre of the telescope between the two arrays. The
method is based on accurate measurements of multiple scattering angles and correspond-
ing particle intersections on the scattering target. By dividing the plane of the centred
scattering target into small image pixels and reconstructing scattering angle distribu-
tions in each image pixel, a local radiation length value can be calculated. The resulting
image shows the radiation length distribution projected onto the scattering target plane.
The method has been tested on various measurement objects. It was found that in
order to perform accurate measurements, the beam energy and telescope angle reso-
lution must be known very well. In order to determine these quantities, calibration
measurements on well known materials must be conducted. Spatially resolved radia-
tion length measurements can then be used to cross-check and improve existing detector
models.
In this thesis these measurements and comparisons have been performed for a PXD
module. Additionally, the method can be used to determine the radiation length con-
stant X0, which is presented here for a set of adhesives investigated to be used for the
construction of the future ATLAS Inner Tracker [19] (ITk).
This thesis is structured as follows. In chapter 2, a general overview of the Standard
Model, the Belle II detector and in particular the inner detector are given. The measure-
ments performed in this thesis are motivated by the dependency of the vertex resolution
on multiple scattering effects which depend on the local radiation length. Chapter 3
provides an introduction to particle-matter interactions with a main focus on single and
multiple Coulomb scattering. Beam test experiments, reference telescopes as the required
measurement tool, the relevant analysis steps and software framework are explained in
chapter 4. In chapter 5, the radiation length measurement method is described in detail.
This entails multiple scattering angle reconstruction as well as the imaging and calibra-
tion steps. Chapter 6 summarises results from Monte Carlo simulation experiments that
were used to identify and evaluate systematic effects of radiation length measurements.
In chapter 7, measurement results from various beam tests are presented. These results
include the measurements of PXD prototype modules and comparisons to the detector




The Standard Model of Particle Physics and the Belle II experiment
This chapter gives an overview over the Standard Model and CP violation. In order to
motivate the radiation length measurements presented in this work, the dependence of
the Belle II vertex detector on the radiation length distribution of the detector layers is
explained. The chapter is structured as follows: First, an overview over the Standard
Model is given in section 2.1. This includes the theoretical description of the CKM
formalism as the Standard Model source of CP violation. Section 2.2 presents the B-
factory SuperKEKB and the Belle II detector. In that section, the focus lies on the
vertex detector of Belle II and the vertex resolution. Section 2.3 gives an overview over
the studies performed in this thesis and places them in context.
2.1. The Standard Model and an overview of the foundations
of particle physics
The overview over the Standard Model given in this section follows the explanations
in [20, 21]. More detailed descriptions of the concepts of the Standard Model can be
found there.
2.1.1. The Standard Model
The Standard Model describes interactions between all known elementary particles. An
overview of the elementary particles described by the Standard Model is depicted in fig.
2.1.
All elementary particles have a quantum mechanical angular momentum called spin that
is measured in units of the Planck constant ~. The fermions with spin 1/2 on the left side
of fig. 2.1 are divided into leptons and quarks. The electron e and electron neutrino νe
5
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Figure 2.1.: All known particles described by the Standard Model. The fermions are separated
into three generations indicated by the three columns. There are four bosons with
a spin of 1 that correspond to the carriers of the interactions.
form the first generation. Electrons have an electric charge of −e, called the elementary
charge, while neutrinos are electrically neutral. The second generation is formed by
the muon µ and the muon neutrino νµ, while the third generation consists of the tau
τ and the tau neutrino ντ . The charged leptons interact via the electromagnetic and
weak forces, while the neutrinos only interact weakly. As will be explained later the
weak force violates parity and left-handed1 electrons and left-handed electron neutrinos
form a doublet with respect to the weak isospin T3. The left-handed electron has a weak
isospin of +1/2, while the left-handed electron neutrino has T3 = −1/2. The weak isospins
of the left handed particles in generation 2 and 3 are analogously defined. Right-handed
charged leptons have a weak isospin of zero and form singlets, while right-handed neu-
trinos do not exist in the SM.
The first generation of quarks is formed by the up- (u) and down (d) quark. Gener-
ation 2 has the charm (c) and strange (s) quark and generation 3 consists of the top
(t) and bottom (b) quark. Up-type quarks (u,c,t) have an electric charge of +2/3, while
1The concept of left- and right-handedness in this context and the differences between chirality and
helicity will not be explained here, but can be found in the text books [20,21].
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down-type quarks have a charge of −1/3. In analogy to leptons, quarks also form left-
handed doublets and right-handed singlets. Moreover, quarks have one of three different
colours, the charge of the strong interaction. Quarks interact via the strong, electromag-
netic and weak forces. All fermions have an anti-particle that is identical to the particle
but has opposite additive quantum numbers such as electric charge, colour charge and
weak isospin.
The fundamental interactions are mediated by four types of bosons with spin 1 de-
picted in fig. 2.1. The massless photon (γ) is the mediator for the electromagnetic force,
massless gluons (g) carry the strong force and the massive bosons Z and W± carry
the weak force. In mathematical terms the Standard Model is a relativistic local gauge
invariant quantum field theory. The gauge group of the Standard Model corresponds to
SUC(3) x SUL(2) x UY (1). SUC(3) is the special unitary group of degree three, which
is the gauge group of Quantum Chromodynamics and describes strong interactions [22].
The index C refers to the colour charge. SUL(2) x UY (1) is the gauge group for the uni-
fied electroweak interaction [23,24]. The index L refers to the left-handed doublets2 and
Y to the hypercharge which depends on the weak isospin and the electric charge. The
Higgs mechanism [4, 5] leads to the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the electroweak
group. This electroweak symmetry breaking is the cause for the non-zero masses of the
Z and W± bosons. The Higgs mechanism introduces at least one additional boson with
spin 0, the Higgs boson. The particle discovered in 2012 at ATLAS and CMS [6, 7] has
all properties of the SM Higgs boson.
The Standard Model as it is known today emerged in the 1960s to 1970s as a col-
lection of theories that included all known elementary particles and all interactions with
the exception of gravity. It has been thoroughly tested over the last decades and the
theoretical expectations of the model have been confirmed every time. However, obser-
vations in astrophysics and cosmology show that the Standard Model fails to answer
several fundamental questions. One of these open questions is the nature of dark matter
and dark energy. Dark matter is required to correctly describe the movement of stars
in galactic disks. Dark energy is connected to the acceleration of the expansion of the
universe. Only 5% of all energy in the universe comes from known particles described by
the Standard Model, mostly bound states of quarks called hadrons. The remaining 95 %
consist of 27 % dark matter and 68 % dark energy. Both dark energy and dark matter
cannot be explained with particles in the Standard Model.
Neutrino oscillations have been observed [25, 26] which are not predicted by the Stan-
dard Model. The observation of neutrino oscillations implies that neutrinos have dif-
ferent masses contrary to the expectation of the Standard Model where neutrinos are
considered to be massless. Another open question is the dominance of hadronic matter
over anti-matter in the observable universe. The magnitude of CP violation present
in the Standard Model does not suffice to explain the imbalance between matter and
2SUL(2) is the gauge group of the weak isospin, which is only non-zero for left-handed particles
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anti-matter [10]. This second question motivated the construction of the B-factory Su-
perKEKB which provides the opportunity to study CP violation and reveal new sources
of it in high precision measurements of B meson decays.
2.1.2. CP violation in the Standard Model
Parity transformations P change space coordinates x into -x. In 1957 Wu [27] found the
first evidence for parity violation in β decays of magnetised cobalt (60Co)
60Co −→ 60Ni∗ + e− + ν̄e . (2.1)
She found that the produced electrons were nearly always emitted in the direction oppo-
site to the magnetisation. The magnetisation is an axial vector, therefore it is invariant
under parity transformations. Accordingly, only the momentum of the emitted electrons
is affected by parity transformations. If parity was conserved, the rate of emitted elec-
trons in the direction of the magnetisation would be identical to the rate in the opposite
direction. However, Wus measurements clearly shows that there is a preferred direction.
Accordingly, parity is violated in weak interactions such as the β decay. Today we know
that parity is maximally violated in weak interactions. The charge conjugation trans-
formation C changes the sign of all additive quantum numbers of a particle. It replaces
particles with their anti-particles. As explained in [20] the weak interaction also violates
the charge conjugation symmetry.
The combined symmetry, CP, was observed to be violated in weak decays involving
W± in the quark sector. This was first observed by Cronin and Fitch [9] in the neutral
kaon3 system. In 1963 the concept of quark mixing was formulated by Cabibbo [28]. The
weak eigenstates that couple to the W boson correspond to superpositions of the quark
mass states. Kobayashi and Maskawa extended the formalism and predicted the exis-
tence of a third quark generation that had not been discovered at the time [8]. The 3x3
matrix that connects the weak eigenstates (d′, s′, b′)T to the mass eigenstates (d, s, b)T












As of 2019 according to [29] the magnitudes of the matrix elements are |Vud| |Vus| |Vub||Vcd| |Vcs| |Vcb|
|Vtd| |Vts| |Vtb|
 =
 0.9742± 0.00021 0.2243± 0.0005 0.00394± 0.000360.218± 0.004 0.997± 0.017 0.0422± 0.0008
0.0081± 0.0005 0.0394± 0.0023 1.019± 0.025
 .
(2.3)
3Mesons which contain a u/d quark or anti-quark and a strange quark or anti-quark
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A clear hierarchical pattern in the magnitudes of the matrix entries is visible: The
diagonal elements are close to one, while the off-diagonal entries are small. As a conse-
quence weak interactions between quarks of the same generation are much more likely
than cross-generation interactions. The CKM matrix is a unitary 3x3 matrix and can,
alternatively, be parametrised by three real parameters and one complex phase that is













βi , α 6= β . (2.5)
These equations can be visualised by six unitarity triangles in the complex plane, where
each term in the sum corresponds to a side of the triangle. In case the complex phase
is non-zero the area of the triangles is non-vanishing and can serve as a measure for the
magnitude of CP violation in the Standard Model. One unitarity triangle can be found
in the mixing of the b quark into the three down-type quarks. Consequently, measure-
ments of mesons containing b quarks such as B±, B0 and B̄0 provide an opportunity
to study CP violation. Experiments at B-factories such as BaBar at the PEP-II col-
lider [11] and Belle at the KEKB collider [12] were constructed to measure B decays
and determine the parameters of the unitarity triangle. The goal is to over-constrain
the triangle by conducting independent measurements of all angles and side lengths.
The constraints from the measurements together with the triangle reconstructed from
a combined fit [30] is depicted in fig. 2.2. The parametrisation of the triangle here is
defined in such a way that the base of the triangle has a length of exactly one, start-
ing at (0,0) and ending at (0,1). As can be seen the independent measurements of all
sides and angles agree with a triangle within the systematic and statistical uncertainties.
As mentioned before, the magnitude of CP violation in the Standard Model is not suffi-
cient to explain the observed excess of hadronic matter in the universe. Inconsistencies of
parameters of the unitarity triangle would indicate physics beyond the Standard model
and potentially point to additional sources of CP violation which might explain the ob-
served excess of hadronic matter over anti-matter. In order to expand the knowledge
of CP violations in nature and further constrain the unitarity triangle, the B-factory
SuperKEKB has been constructed.
2.2. Belle II at SuperKEKB
SuperKEKB is an asymmetric ring accelerator that collides 7 GeV electrons and 4 GeV
positrons at a centre of mass energy which corresponds to the mass resonance of the
9
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Figure 2.2.: Constraints due to independent measurements of various parameters and the cor-
responding best fit unitarity triangle (from [30]).
Υ(4S) meson4. The upgrade of the accelerator yields a luminosity increase to 40 times
the level of KEKB. Accordingly, the acquisition of B decay data will increase and the
statistical uncertainty of the measurements of the unitarity triangle is expected to de-
crease rapidly. The luminosity upgrade is accompanied by an upgrade of the detector
system. The inner detector of Belle II is closer to the interaction point, has a larger
radiation hardness and a better vertex resolution.
2.2.1. The B-factory SuperKEKB
A schematic overview of the SuperKEKB accelerator is depicted in fig. 2.3. SuperKEKB
consists of two storage rings, the low energy ring (LER) which accelerates positrons to
4consisting of a bb̄ quark pair
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Figure 2.3.: Schematic drawing of the SuperKEKB accelerator (from [31]). The most prominent
changes with respect to KEKB are indicated in the drawing.
an energy of 4 GeV and the high energy ring (HER) accelerating electrons to an energy
of 7 GeV. The target luminosity of SuperKEKB 8 x 1035 1
cm2 s
is a factor of 40 larger
than the corresponding KEKB value [16]. This luminosity increase is achieved on one
hand by an increase of the HER and LER currents by a factor of approximately two.
On the other hand, a nano-beam scheme is employed. The beams are squeezed to a
vertical size of approximately 50 nm, which corresponds to a decrease by a factor of 20
compared to the vertical beam size of 1 µm at KEKB [16]. The beams collide at an angle
of 83 mrad and due to the asymmetric beam energies, the produced Υ(4S) mesons are
boosted approximately in the direction of the electron beam. The average particle boost
〈γ β〉 relative to the Belle II detector is roughly 0.284, where β is the particle velocity
v relative to the speed of light c and γ is the Lorentz factor. The Υ(4S) meson has a
very short lifetime and decays nearly instantaneously at the interaction point into two B
mesons. The B meson pair consists either of two neutral mesons B0 B̄0 or two charged
mesons B+B−. The B meson decay involves a cross-generation weak interaction and
11
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the lifetime of B mesons is rather large, in the order of 1.5 ps [29]. Accordingly, the
boosted B meson pair travels a short distance before decaying. The average flight path
length is in the order of 130 µm. An example of B decays is depicted in fig. 2.4.
Figure 2.4.: Example decay of a pair of B mesons generated at the Υ(4S) resonance (from [32]).
The distance between the decay vertices of the B mesons ∆z differs from event to
event.
The vertex resolution along the boost direction z of the Belle II detector has to be
well below this value to be able to distinguish the decay vertices of the B meson pair.
The distance between the decay vertices ∆z can also be expressed by a time difference
between the decays ∆t. The time difference can than be used for measurements on
time-dependent CP violation in the mixed B meson state. A good vertex resolution
is therefore crucial for the success of the Belle II experiment. According to [16], the
required vertex resolution lies in the order of 50 µm. However, the vertex resolution with
a full Belle II VXD is expected to be 20 µm for particles with 2 GeV [15].
2.2.2. The Belle II detector
The Belle II detector was designed to deal with a 40 times higher event rate, as well as
10 to 20 times larger background rates compared to Belle [16]. The boost of produced
B meson pairs is slightly smaller than at KEKB and therefore the vertex resolution had
to be improved. The following section gives an overview over the individual systems of
the Belle II detector. The focus lies on the inner vertex system, the VXD consisting of
the pixel detector PXD and the silicon strip vertex detector SVD.
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The Belle II detector is depicted in fig. 2.5. Belle II is a hermetic detector surrounding







Figure 2.5.: Schematic view of the Belle II detector. The vertex detector VXD is located close
to the beam pipe. Tracking, particle identification and calorimeter systems are can
be found further away from the interaction region.
 Vertex Detector (VXD): The VXD consist of two subsystems, the pixel detector
(PXD) and the silicon vertex detector (SVD). The PXD consists of two layers
located at a radius r = 14 mm and r = 22 mm from the interaction point. The pixel
sensors are based on the Depleted Field Effect Transistor (DEPFET) technology
[17]. The SVD consists of four layers located at r = 38 , 80, 115 and 140 mm.
SVD layers consists of double-sided silicon strip sensors. Compared to Belle, the
innermost layer is much closer to the interaction point which improves the vertex
resolution. The VXD volume lies within the volume of a solenoidal magnetic field.
 Central Drift Chamber (CDC): As the VXD, the CDC also lies in the volume of the
magnetic field. It is used to measure particle momenta and perform basic particle
identification via energy loss measurements in its gas volume. The chamber gas
consists of an equal mixture of He and C2H6 and contains approximately 14 000
wires arranged in 56 layers.
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 Particle Identification systems (TOP and ARICH): The time-of-propation counter
(TOP) is located in the barrel region of the Belle II detector. The propagation
time of Cherenkov photons in a Quartz volume is measured. This includes internal
reflections inside the Quartz bar. Using the time information and the measurement
position of the photon, a Cherenkov image can be reconstructed and the Cherenkov
angle can be determined. In the forward end-cap region the Aerogel Ring-Imaging
Cherenkov detector (ARICH) is located. As the name suggests, aerogel is used
as an Cherenkov radiator. The Cherenkov photons traverse an expansion volume
of approximately 20 cm and are reconstructed on a single photon sensitive high-
granularity photon detector to determine the Cherenkov angle which depends on
the particle velocity. The velocity information can be used for particle identification
when combining it with an independent measurement of the particle momentum.
 Electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL): The ECL consists of thallium-doped caesium-
iodide (CsI(Tl)) crystals. The barrel, forward and backward end-caps are equipped
with a total number of approximately 8800 crystals. The ECL is used to identify
electrons and distinguish them from pions. Additionally it is used to measure and
identify photon signals and determine their energy precisely.
 KL and µ detection (KLM): The KLM consists of an alternating sandwich of 4.7 cm
iron plates and active detector elements. The task of the KLM is to identify muons
which traverse the detector volume in an approximately straight line. Long lived
kaons KL can be identified in the detector because they are expected to form a
hadronic shower.
Additional information on the individual subsystems of the detector can be found in
[15,16].
2.2.3. Belle II pixel detector and vertex resolution
The PXD is the innermost detector system of Belle II. It is located outside of the beam
pipe close to the interaction point. The first cylindrical PXD layer consists of eight
ladders arranged in a windmill structure. The second layer has the same windmill struc-
ture, but was planned to consist of twelve ladders. However, due to technical difficulties
only two ladders for layer 2 have been installed for the early Belle II operation. Each
PXD ladder is constructed by glueing together two individual PXD modules, called half
ladders. An overview of a single PXD half ladder and the geometric arrangement of the
PXD as a whole is depicted in fig. 2.6.
The sensitive area, also called active area, of the PXD is based on the DEPFET tech-
nology. Each sensor pixel consists of a MOS-type field effect transistor combined with
a sidewards depleted silicon detector substrate. The structure of a DEPFET pixel is
depicted in fig. 2.7. The silicon is thinned down to a thickness of 75 µm. The side-
wards depletion generates a potential minimum, the internal gate, which is positioned
1 µm beneath the transistor structure by an additional deep n-implantation. Electrons
14
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.6.: (a) Schematic drawing of a PXD half ladder. The most important structures such
as the active area and the switcherB are marked. (b) Depiction of the windmill ar-
rangement of the PXD system. A ladder consists of two half ladders glued together.
The windmill arrangement of the PXD leads to an overlap of neighbouring ladders,
so that particles crossing the non-active balcony region of a PXD also traverse the
active area of a neighbouring ladder.
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generated by a charged particle traversing the substrate are collected in the internal
gate, while holes drift towards the backside contact of the sensor. When the transistor
is switched on the accumulated charge in the internal gate leads to a modulation of the
transistor current. Accordingly, the current holds information on the signal stored in
the internal gate. Signal charges can be removed from the internal gate by applying a
large positive voltage at the clear contact.
Figure 2.7.: Schematic depiction of a DEPFET pixel (from [15]).
In dependence of the distance from the interaction point in z direction, the size of the
DEPFET pixels along the z direction are variable to produce an approximately equal
intrinsic resolution everywhere on the matrix. There are four different types of PXD
sensors. They can be categorised as inner and outer modules as well as forward and
backward modules. Each type of PXD has two different pixel sizes. The pixel sizes
range from 50 µm x 55 µm very close to the interaction point to 50 µm x 85 µm far away.
Each PXD half ladder has 768 x 250 pixels that are read-out within 20 µs. As each pixel
provides an 8 bit digital signal the required data transfer rate to read out the PXD raw
signal is very large and a reduction of the data rate of measured data is mandatory.
A part of the data reduction takes place on the PXD half ladders themselves, another
part must be provided by the data acquisition system. Only PXD hits within a region
of interest defined by tracks in the outer tracking systems of Belle II are read out. All
other hits are discarded.
Outside of the sensitive area, silicon balconies with a maximum thickness of 525 µm
can be found. These balconies are required to mechanically stabilise the PXD half lad-
ders. On one of the balconies next to the long side of the matrix six switcherB chips
are located. They consist of 300 µm thick silicon. An array of bump bonds is located
beneath the switchers. Two other types of chips, the drain current digitizer (DCD) and
the data handling processor (DHP), are located next to the small side of the matrix not
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glued to another PXD half ladder. This area is called the end-of-staves (EOS ) region of
the PXD. The DCD and the DHP consist of silicon with an overall thickness of approxi-
mately 350 µm. In order to reduce the average radiation length of the PXD half ladders,
a groove pattern is etched into the balconies next to the long side of the sensitive area.





Figure 2.8.: Technical design drawing of the backside of a PXD half ladder. The groove patterns
on the balcony are visible and enlargements of both pattern types arranged on
opposite sides of the senstive area are shown (from [33]).
The larger groove pattern (H in the picture) is located on the balcony with the switch-
ers. The smaller groove pattern (G in the picture) lies on the opposite side of the
sensitive area. The grooves are added to the silicon via deep anisotropic etching [34].
The lightweight concept of the PXD design leads to a small material budget which is
crucial to achieve a good vertex resolution for the PXD.
The vertex resolution in z is dependent on the radii of the PXD layers with respect
to the interaction point, the material of the PXD layers and the beam pipe and the
particle momentum. Determining the vertex resolution is a non-trivial task. A simple
approach to modelling the vertex resolution in z direction is given by a quadratic sum
as explained in [35,36]
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where the first term a is purely geometrical and the second term b/p sin
5
2 (θ) comes from
uncertainties introduced by multiple scattering. The second term depends on the mo-
mentum of the particle p and material quantities described by b. Multiple scattering
corresponds to the combined effect of a large amount of individual Coulomb scatterings
on nuclei in the detector material. The uncertainty due to multiple scattering must be
considered for every material layer between the interaction decay vertex and the outer-
most VXD layer.
The geometrical term depends on the intrinsic resolution of the sensors and the distances
from the interaction point. For example, for two identical sensor layers with uniform








This formula neglects the magnetic field and assumes straight lines as particle trajec-
tories. The multiple scattering term depends on the momentum p of the particle, the
polar angle of its trajectory θ as well as the radiation length of the traversed material
planes. The quantity b can be expressed by the sum over the material surfaces along
the particle track. In case of two detector layers at r1 and r2 the uncertainty due to













The quantity X1/X0 is called the radiation length of the first detector layer. It corre-
sponds to the thickness of the layer X1 divided by a material dependent constant X0,
called the radiation length constant.
In case of more than two detector layers with different intrinsic resolutions and non-
equidistant detector layers, as is the case for the Belle II VXD, the formula for the
vertex resolution is more complicated. However, the vertex resolution of the detector
system can still be computed with eq. 2.6. According to simulations [37], for the Belle
II VXD with two PXD and four SVD layers the constants are given by a = 18.2 µm and
b = 10.8 µm GeV. The corresponding vertex resolution according to eq. 2.6 in depen-
dence of p sin
5/2(ϑ) is depicted in fig. 2.9.
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Figure 2.9.: Vertex resolution as a function of p sin
5/2(ϑ) according to eq. 2.6. The parameters
a = 18.2 µm and b = 10.8 µm GeV were determined from simulations [37].
The multiple scattering term is very important in the Belle II case, because the par-
ticle momenta can be very small, in the order of 500 MeV. As can be seen from fig. 2.9
and from the multiple scattering term in eq. 2.6 the vertex resolution increases with
decreasing momentum p. It has a value of approximately 30 µm at 1 GeV and a value
of approximately 40 µm at 500 MeV. In addition to the material of the detector layers,
particles also have to traverse the beam pipe with a 6 µm thick gold foil to shield the de-
tectors from synchrotron radiation. This is an unavoidable contribution to the multiple
scattering term in eq. 2.6. Consequently, minimising the average radiation length of the
VXD layers is crucial to ensure a sufficiently small vertex resolution. PXD modules, for
example, are required to have an average radiation length X/X0 below 0.2 % per layer.
However, as explained on the last pages, the PXD does not consist of a homogeneously
thick layer of silicon, but has a more complex material profile consisting of 75 µm thick
silicon in the sensitive area and of 525 µm silicon in the balcony regions. When deter-
mining the uncertainty of the decay vertex position on the level of individual events and
tracks, the local radiation length may therefore differ widely from the average radiation
length. This has to be considered in track and vertex reconstruction. For example a
particle crossing the sensitive area of a PXD at perpendicular incidence will be affected
by multiple scattering on a layer with a radiation length of X/X0 = 75 µm/93.66 mm =
0.08 %. Alternatively, due to the windmill arrangement and the consequential overlap
of ladders (see fig. 2.6b) it is possible for a particle to first cross the balcony of a PXD
in layer 1 and afterwards generate a hit on the sensitive area on a neighbouring plane
in layer 1. In this case, the particle could traverse the balcony with 525 µm silicon at
its thickest point and additionally traverse a switcher volume and possibly bump bonds.
Admittedly, this scenario is rather unlikely, however in this case the actually traversed
material would have a radiation length of approximately 1.6 %5. This value widely dif-
5Assuming a bump bond diameter of 80µm and the length constant X0 of tin as 12 mm [29]
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fers from the expected average radiation length of a PXD layer of below 0.2 %. On the
level of individual tracks the radiation length of the traversed material in the VXD is
expected to vary strongly. It is therefore important to have a precise description of the
detector material to ensure reliable uncertainty estimations of individual tracks.
2.3. Overview of research topics
The precise knowledge of material distributions in vertex detectors is important to en-
sure a reliable estimation of the vertex resolution. In the frame of this thesis a spatially
resolved radiation length measurement was developed and validated. This included de-
veloping C++ code, conducting beam test measurements and analysing the recorded
beam test data. The presented method requires a scattering target centred in a high-
resolution reference telescope, i.e. an array of at least six charged particle pixel sensors
with a good intrinsic resolution, and a particle beam with an energy of several GeV.
These requirements are fulfilled at beam test facilities such as DESY. The radiation
length measurement method is based on the precise measurement of scattering angles
and intersection positions on the target plane (see fig. 2.10). The reconstructed scatter-
ing angle distributions can be fitted by a model function based on theoretical descrip-
tions of multiple scattering distributions to determine the local radiation length. The
scope of this section is to give an overview of the research presented in this thesis. There
are five distinct chapters in which the research conducted in this thesis will be presented.
In chapter 3 the theoretical description of multiple Coulomb scattering processes will
introduced. Multiple scattering corresponds to a large number of single Coulomb scat-
terings on atomic nuclei. Even in comparably thin material layers such as 50 µm of
aluminium well above 300 scatterings take place. Each scattering leads to a small di-
rection change. Due to the large number of independent scatterings the net effect after
traversing the material, called multiple scattering, leads to an approximately Gaussian
distributed scattering angle distribution. There are, however, non-Gaussian tails located
at large scattering angles caused by rare, large-angle single scattering events. Several
different multiple scattering models are introduced in this chapter. The Highland model
for example can be used to describe the Gaussian core of the distribution. The Moliere
model additionally describes the non-Gaussian tails. For materials with a large radia-
tion length and in case of an electron beam, energy losses due to bremsstrahlung have
to be considered. Two different models which take energy losses into account will be
presented. Typically, the standard deviation of the Gaussian core of multiple scattering
angle distributions is larger than 50 µrad and smaller than ten mrad. All of these angles




2.3. Overview of research topics
In chapter 4 beam test experiments and the analysis and calibration of beam test data
will be explained. In this work the Test Beam Software Framework (TBSW ) is em-
ployed to process the beam test data. The analysis starts with a collection of digitised
measurements of the sensor pixels, called digits. The analysis combines these digits to
clusters and subsequently yields an estimate of the intersection of a charged particle.
Afterwards hits on multiple telescope layers are combined with a Kalman filter tracking
approach to precisely predict the intersections and slopes of the particle trajectory on
the telescope planes. As multiple scattering angles are very small, trajectory slopes and
their uncertainties have to be determined very accurately. This is only possible, when
the intrinsic resolution of the telescope sensors and the position and orientation of the
telescope planes is well known. Consequently the beam test analysis also includes a tele-
scope calibration step in which these quantities are determined precisely by exploiting
the resolution of the reference telescope. In preparation to this thesis, a new scheme to
measure the spatial resolution of binary detectors was developed and validated7. This
measurement scheme is now a core functionality of TBSW.
beam
downstream arm upstream arm
target
tel. plane:      6      5      4       3       2      1      0
Figure 2.10.: Schematic drawing of a reference telescope with two arrays of three position-
sensitive sensor planes, called up- and downstream telescope arm. The scattering
target is placed between the upstream and the downstream telescope arm.
Chapter 5 gives a detailed summary of the functionality of spatially resolved radiation
length measurements. The C++ code required to extend TBSW to also cover the ra-
diation length measurements was developed and tested in the scope of this thesis. A
typical telescope setup for radiation length measurements is depicted in fig. 2.10. The
method uses measured tracks in the upstream and downstream telescope arms to re-
construct multiple scattering angles. After matching up- and downstream tracks which
are likely coming from the same particle transition according to a distance criterium,
the multiple scattering angles are reconstructed from the corresponding track states on
the central scattering plane. Due to the finite resolution of the track states, the angle
reconstruction broadens the reconstructed scattering distribution. The telescope angle
7in cooperation with Benjamin Schwenker
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resolution, a measure for this broadening, must be determined via error propagation.
Wrong assumptions of the beam energy and the telescope angle resolution can have a
large impact on the quality of radiation length measurements. Consequently, these pa-
rameters must be determined in a radiation length calibration measurement performed
on a well known reference target.
In chapter 6 results from Monte Carlo simulation experiments are presented. Simu-
lations provide the opportunity to study, evaluate and disentangle individual systematic
effects of the radiation length measurements. Radiation length values are determined
by performing a binned fit of scattering angle distributions. In order to find the optimal
range and binning of scattering angle histograms, simulations of angle distributions are
used. Fits are performed with ROOT [38], which provides two different fitting proce-
dures: Binned χ2 and binned log-likelihood fit. These two different fitting options are
tested and compared. Additionally, the influence of position measurements with binary
pixel sensors on the reconstructed angle distributions are examined. The chapter ends
with the validation of the radiation length calibration measurements.
In chapter 7 several radiation length measurements are presented. The versatility of the
method is demonstrated on different scattering targets such as wedges with a continuous
material profile and high radiation length values, PXD prototype modules, hardened
conductive glues and an ATLAS ITk prototype module. The wedge measurements were
conducted to test the upper limit of radiation length values that can be determined
with the method introduced in this thesis. For large X/X0 values, energy losses due
to bremsstrahlung have to be considered and two different approaches to include the
energy losses in the fit models are explored. Results from measurements on a PXD pro-
totype were compared to the detector model of the PXD in the Basf2 framework [39].
The comparison revealed flaws in the detector model which have been corrected. The
detailed changes are summarised at the end of chapter 7.
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Interactions between charged particles and matter
On the following pages, an overview of particle interactions with surrounding matter
will be given. The emphasis is on interactions which are especially important for the
radiation length measurement method described in chapter 5 and applied in chapters
6 and 7. As all measurements presented in this work were conducted with an electron
beam of several GeV, the focus of this chapter will be on the interactions of high-energy
electrons. For such large energies, the electron mass can be neglected so that energy E
and momentum p are interchangeable
1 ≈ β = p c
E
, (3.1)
where β = v/c is the particle velocity relative to the speed of light c. Energy loss due
to ionisation of the traversed material will be explained in the first section of this chap-
ter. Section two gives an overview of bremsstrahlung. The final section of this chapter
concerns Coulomb scattering on atomic nuclei. As the method presented in this work
is based on measurements of multiple scattering distributions due to Coulomb scatter-
ing, three different multiple scattering models will be explained in detail. Afterwards,
a short overview of possible corrections of multiple scattering models in extremely large
radiation length materials will be given.
3.1. Ionisation and energy loss straggling
A relativistic charged particle traversing matter undergoes a continuous loss of its kinetic
energy due to collisions with electrons on the outer shell of atoms. These collisions cause
excitations of electrons and thereby ionisations of individual atoms in the traversed
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material. The average energy loss per unit length of a homogeneous material due to































where γ is the Lorentz factor, K is a constant with a value of 0.3071 MeV/(g/cm2) and
me is the electron mass. I is the ionisation constant, Z is the atomic charge and A is
the number of nucleons of the material. The calculation of ionisation energy losses in
mixtures and compounds is more complicated because typically the ionisation energy is
larger in composites, where the electrons are more tightly bound. Some strategies for
calculating the energy loss in mixtures are explained in [29]. Eq. 3.2 takes screening
effects and special kinematics due to electron-electron scattering processes into account.
Energy losses of individual particles due to ionisation, especially in thin materials, are
fluctuating. dE/dx has a broad distribution with large tails towards large energy losses.
This effect is called energy loss straggling and it is best described by a Landau func-
tion [41] with the most probable energy loss per unit length given by eq. 3.2.
3.2. Bremsstrahlung and the radiation length constant X0
Another important contribution to the energy loss of relativistic electrons traversing
matter is bremsstrahlung. When moving through matter, electrons are affected by
Coulomb fields of nuclei in the proximity of their path. The most common result of
these interactions is a direction change of the electron trajectory at a constant energy
as described in the next section. However, in some cases the interaction with a nucleus
leads to a deceleration of the electron. As a consequence, it loses part of its kinetic
energy in the form of an emitted photon. As can be seen from fig. 3.1, this process,
called bremsstrahlung, is the predominant source of energy loss for high-energy electrons.








where ρ is the density of the traversed material. This equation defines the radiation











3.2. Bremsstrahlung and the radiation length constant X0
Figure 3.1.: Fractional energy loss in lead as a function of the particle energy for electrons and
positrons (from [29]).
Here α is the fine-structure constant, re is the classical electron radius and NA is Avo-
gadro’s number. Lrad = ln (184.15Z
− 1
3 ) and L′rad = ln (1194Z
− 2
3 ) for elements with Z





+ 0.20206− 0.0369 ã2 + 0.0083 ã4 − 0.002 ã6
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. (3.5)
Here ã = αZ. A simpler approximative way of calculating the radiation length constant,













The radiation length constants X̃0 in eq. 3.4 and 3.6 are given in units of g/cm
2, but
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In this work the dimensionless quantity X/X0 is of interest, where the thickness of the
material X is given in cm, mm or µm and the radiation length constant in eq. 3.7 is
used. X/X0 is called the radiation length.
The approximation in eq. 3.6 deviates from the exact values in eq. 3.4 by less than
2.5% for all elements but helium. A comparison between the correct radiation length
constants and the constants determined from eq. 3.6 is summarised in table 3.1. A list
of radiation length constants for all elements can also be found in [44]. The densities
necessary to convert the radiation length constants were taken from [29].
Element Z A ρ[g/cm3] X0[mm
2] (from [29]) X0[mm
2] (eq. 3.6)
Al 13 26.9898 2.699 88.97 89.92
Si 14 28.086 2.329 93.70 94.79
Cu 29 63.5400 8.96 14.35 14.68
Ag 47 107.87 10.50 8.54 8.74
Table 3.1.: Literature value and approximation of the radiation length constant for dif-
ferent materials relevant for this work. The literature values were used for
all relevant calculations in chapter 6 and 7.
In this work, the approximation in eq. 3.6 is not used, because for most materials a
literature value of X0 can be found in [29]. However, eq. 3.6 can be used in case no
literature value of the radiation length constant is available. According to [29], the









where wi is the fraction of element i by weight and X0i is its radiation length. Using
eq. 3.3 the resulting average energy of particles after transition of a material with the
radiation length constant X0 and a thickness X with an electron energy E0 at X = 0 mm
is






Energy loss probabilities due to bremsstrahlung can be described by the Bethe-Heitler
model [45,46].
If Ei denotes the initial energy of a particle before an energy loss due to bremsstrahlung
and Ef is the energy of the particle after transition, the energy loss due to bremsstrahlung
is given by ∆E = Ei − Ef . The probability density function f of the ratio of the final








b = X/(X0 ln 2) (3.11)
and Γ(b) is the Gamma function. Using the cumulative distribution function F , one can
calculate the probability to have a relative energy loss ∆E/Ei larger than ξ/Ei as
p
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Table 3.2 gives an overview of the probability of bremsstrahlung processes with resulting
ratios g smaller than 80 %, 90 % and 95 % depending on the material thickness. The
numbers were extracted from a simulation, which employs the Bethe-Heitler model of
bremsstrahlung. Note that a ratio g < 1−x is equal to a relative energy loss ∆E/Ei ≥ x.
Fig. 3.2 depicts the energy distribution Ef after energy losses due to the Bethe-Heitler
model of a charged particle beam with an initial energy Ei of 3 GeV.
Thickness 1.0 mm 2.0 mm 6.0 mm 30 mm
p(g ≤ 80%) (1.836±0.004) % (3.686±0.006) % (10.98±0.01) % (49.28±0.02) %
p(g ≤ 90%) (2.862±0.005) % (5.671±0.008) % (16.42±0.01) % (63.49±0.03) %
p(g ≤ 95%) (3.890±0.006) % (7.693±0.009) % (21.73±0.01) % (73.82±0.03) %
Table 3.2.: Probabilities for fractional energy losses due to bremsstrahlung in aluminium.
Bremsstrahlung energy spectra are simulated from 107 bremsstrahlung events
using eq. 3.10. The given probabilities are calculated from the number of
events with the corresponding energy losses, stated uncertainties are therefore
Poisson uncertainties.
As can be seen from the energy distributions and table entries, for thin materials most
particle transitions are not affected by bremsstrahlung at all. There are, however, a few
events, where the particle loses a large fraction of its initial energy. The probability for
high energy losses increases with the thickness of the traversed material. For example
in case of a 30 mm aluminium layer almost 50 % of traversing particles will lose at least
20 % of their energy due to bremsstrahlung.
3.3. Coulomb scattering
The last interaction of interest between electrons and surrounding matter is Coulomb
scattering on atomic nuclei.
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Figure 3.2.: Energy spectra of 107 electrons with an initial energy of 3 GeV after traversing an
aluminium block with different thicknesses. The distribution peaks at the initial
energy. The number of events, which lie in the low energy tail region depends
strongly on the target thickness.
3.3.1. The single Coulomb scattering process
The following explanations follow the theoretical description of single scattering processes
described in detail in [47]. In case of small scattering angles with θ ≈ sin(θ), the
Coulomb scattering process can be expressed by the differential cross section dσdΩ from











Here, v is the particle velocity and dΩ = sin θ dθ dφ, where θ is the polar angle and φ is
the azimuth angle. The initial momentum of the scattered particle is parallel to the z
direction. The Rutherford formula has a singularity for θ = 0, which is caused by the
infinite range of the Coulomb potential of the nucleus. However, the partial shielding
of the nucleus charge by shell electrons, called screening effect, causes the cross section
to be finite at θ = 0. The simplest solution for including this effect is cutting off the
Coulomb force at an unspecified radius r = a. Considering a scattering process using a













where the classical cut-angle θmin = θ
c

















is used instead of the undisturbed Coulomb potential or the Coulomb potential with a
cut-off. Here a is given by a = 1.4 a0 Z
− 1
3 , where a0 is the Bohr radius. Using the Born
approximation [48] on the potential in eq. 3.16 yields the differential cross section in eq.
3.14, but with a modified quantum mechanical cut-angle θqmin [47]. θ
q









Note that the modified differential cross section in eq. 3.14 with θmin = θ
q
min does not
diverge for θ → 0. Due to the finite size of the nucleus, electron trajectories in close
proximity to the nucleus can not be assumed to be scattered on a point-like charge
distribution like trajectories farther away. In this case, form factors of the nucleus have
to be considered. The inclusion of form factors yields an upper boundary of the scattering









In case of relativistic particles, such as electrons with energies of several GeV, the maxi-
mum scattering angle θmax of individual scattering processes is much smaller than 1 rad.
Accordingly, single scattering angles are generally quite small. However θmax, is still











According to [43], the differential cross section can be expressed by the product of the




= σ f(θ) . (3.20)
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)2)2 I[0,θmax](θ) , (3.22)
where I[0,θmax](θ) is 1 in the range between zero and θmax and zero outside of this range




/θ2max) is the normalisation factor. θmax, θ
q
min, the mean and
the standard deviation of f(θ) are summarised in table 3.3 for four different materials
at a particle energy of 4 GeV.
Element θqmin[µrad] θmax[rad] mean [µrad] std.dev. [µrad] (θmax/std.dev.)
Al 1.6 0.012 2.5 5.9 2000
Si 1.6 0.012 2.5 6.1 1900
Cu 2.0 0.009 3.2 7.4 1200
Ag 2.4 0.007 3.8 8.5 900
Table 3.3.: Important parameters of the single scattering distribution f(θ) for 4 GeV
electrons and nuclei of different materials. The range of the distribution is
very large compared to its standard deviation.
As can be seen f(θ) has an extremely long range, evaluated by θmax, compared to its
standard deviation. The ratios of range to standard deviation are typically in the order
of 103.
In the scope of this work Cartesian coordinates are used. θ can be expressed by two
projected scattering angles via
ϑu = θ cosφ (3.23)
ϑv = θ sinφ . (3.24)











Here, t is a uniformly distributed random number between zero and one. The projected
angles are calculated according to eq. 3.23 or 3.24 and another uniformly distributed
random number φ between 0 and 2π.























Figure 3.3.: Single scattering distribution for ϑu consisting of 2 billion simulated angles of one
4 GeV particle scattering on one silicon nucleus. The probability for small scattering
angles is very large, but there are long tails with rarely occurring large scattering
angles. The maximum scattering angle is θmax = 0.0115 rad.
Fig. 3.3 depicts a simulated distribution of ϑu for 4 GeV electrons scattering on a sili-
con nucleus. The projected scattering angle distribution is symmetric around ϑu = 0.
Accordingly, the mean of the distribution is equal to zero. As already mentioned, the
range of the distribution is large compared to the standard deviation. However, large
angles are extremely rare in single scattering events.
3.3.2. Multiple Coulomb scattering
An electron traversing material undergoes many single scatterings on individual atomic






Where σ is given by eq. 3.21 and NA is Avogadro’s number. According to [43], Nscatt.
can also be expressed as
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1.587 · 107 Z
Z
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where the radiation length constant X0 is given by eq. 3.7 and Z is the atomic charge. As
can be seen, the average number of scatterings depends on the radiation length X/X0.
The average number of scatterings of a high-energy electron (β ≈ 1) for different scat-
tering materials and thicknesses are summarised in table 3.4. The selected quantities
are representative of the materials and thicknesses measured in chapter 7 of this work.
Element X[mm] X/X0[%] Nscatt.
Al 0.05 0.06 343
Al 1.0 1.12 6 857
Al 20.0 22.48 137 000
Cu 0.05 0.35 1 590
Cu 1.0 6.97 31 900
Cu 20.0 139.37 637 000
Table 3.4.: Average number of single scattering processes for three different thicknesses
of aluminium and copper for particles with β ≈ 1
Even for extremely thin materials, such as 50 µm of aluminium, on average well above
100 single scatterings take place. The overall effect of a multitude of single scatterings
is called multiple scattering.
3.3.3. Modelling multiple scattering
Large numbers of single scatterings lead, according to the central limit theorem, to a
Gaussian scattering angle distribution. However, due to the large range of the single
scattering distribution, the convergence to a Gaussian distribution is very slow. Multi-
ple scattering distributions consist of a Gaussian core and non-Gaussian tails which are
caused by individual rare single scattering events with large scattering angles.
Fig 3.4 depicts a multiple scattering process in the u-w plane of a Cartesian coordinate
system (u,v,w), where w points in the direction of the initial moment of the particle and
u and v are arranged in the scattering plane. Multiple scattering leads to a direction
change evaluated by a solid angle θ and a spatial shift evaluated by a vector Y . The
u and v axes can be defined in analogy to the single scattering case in eq. 3.23 and
3.24 and as already mentioned the solid angle corresponds to two projected angles ϑu
and ϑv. The spatial shift vector can be expressed by Y = (yu yv)
T. Fig. 3.4 depicts a
schematic drawing of a multiple scattering process in one of the two projected planes.
Multiple scattering processes are symmetric with respect to rotations around the axis
defined by the initial trajectory of the incoming particle. The choice of the u and v
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axis is therefore arbitrary and distributions of ϑu and ϑv can be described by the same
probability density function. Therefore, instead of ϑu and ϑv, on the following pages








Figure 3.4.: Schematic drawing of a multiple scattering process in a projected plane. The mul-
tiple scattering process leads to a direction change and a spatial shift.
On the following pages three basic approaches to modelling multiple scattering will be
explained. The first possibility to model multiple scattering distributions of a given
material is a simulation of the single scattering processes:
 The average number of scatterings for the given radiation length has to be com-
puted. The number of single scatterings for individual particles is determined from
a Poisson distribution with a mean given by eq. 3.27.
 For each single scattering process single scattering angles are determined according
to the procedure described by eq. 3.25, 3.23 and 3.24.
 Single scattering angles are quite small (O(µrad)). Accordingly, it can be assumed
that the net scattering angle is still small (well below 1◦) after a large number of
single scatterings. Therefore, sinϑp ≈ ϑp and the multiple scattering projected
angle is given by the sum of the projected single scattering angles.
The second possible multiple scattering model was introduced by Highland [29, 49]. It
consists of a Gaussian function fHL with a standard deviation σHL and describes the
central 98 % of a multiple scattering angle distribution
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Lynch [50] determined the two numerical values (0.0136 and 0.038) in eq. 3.28 so that eq.
3.29 is a valid model of the core width of scattering angle distributions for all elements.
According to [50], the Highland model in eq. 3.29 describes multiple scattering angle
distributions at an uncertainty below 11 % for all Z. As mentioned before, multiple
scattering can not only cause a direction change but also a spatial shift in the plane of
the scattering material (see fig. 3.4). The rooted mean square (RMS) of the projected
spatial shift due to multiple scattering is proportional to the thickness X of the material
and the width of the angle distribution σHL (given in eq. 3.28)
yRMSp = X ·σHL . (3.30)
The RMS of the projected spatial shift is typically quite small. Some examples of High-
land widths and spatial shift RMS values for different materials, thicknesses and particle
energies, that will be encountered in this work are summarised, in table 3.5.
Element p[GeV] X[mm] X/X0[%] σHL[µrad] y
RMS
p [µm]
Al 2 0.05 0.056 115 O(10−3)
Al 4 0.05 0.056 58 O(10−3)
Al 2 1.0 1.124 598 1
Al 4 1.0 1.124 299 O(10−1)
Al 2 20.0 22.482 3041 60
Al 4 20.0 22.482 1521 30
Cu 2 0.05 0.341 311 O(10−2)
Cu 4 0.05 0.341 156 O(10−2)
Cu 2 1.0 6.812 1594 2
Cu 4 1.0 6.812 797 1
Cu 2 20.0 136.24 8030 160
Cu 4 20.0 136.24 4015 80
Table 3.5.: Highland width and RMS of the projected shifts for different materials, thick-
nesses and particle energies, that are representative of the radiation lengths
and energies used in this work.
The RMS of the spatial shift is in the order of several µm in most cases. As will be
shown in chapter 4, this is smaller than the best possible track resolution on the central
plane of a typical telescope and can therefore be neglected. However, for materials with
a large thickness X or small X0 the shifts may be in the order of 100 µm and can be
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resolved. The Highland width σHL ranges from tens of µrad for low-radiation-length
materials to a few mrad for high-radiation-length materials.
A third possibility to model multiple scattering was introduced by Moliere [51]. A
detailed explanation of the Moliere model can be found in [52]. The fully analytical
Moliere model describes both the core and the tails of a multiple scattering angle dis-
tribution. The probability density function fM of multiple scattering angles is given
by






























and B is given by the transcendental equation











1.13 + 3.76 a2
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(3.33)
with a = Z
137β2
. Function fi can either be determined analytically via



















where J0 is the Bessel function. Alternatively, fi function values can be taken from from
table II in [52]. Here the tabulated values of f1 and f2 up to angles of 4χc
√
B are used,
as this range is typically sufficient for our purpose. For a 4 GeV electron beam traversing
0.5 mm of silicon, χc has a value of approximately 90 µrad and
√
B is approximately 3.
Accordingly, with function values f1 and f2 from the table an projected angle range of
ϑp ∈ [−1080 µrad,+1080 µrad] is covered.
A comparison between the scattering angle distributions from the simulation of the sin-
gle scatterings, the Highland and the Moliere model are depicted in fig. 3.5 for 4 GeV
electrons traversing a 0.5 mm silicon layer. The process of simulating single scattering
angles and computing their sum is time-consuming due to the large average number of
single scatterings (≈ 3 100). However, simulating the single scattering angles is the best
way to describe a real multiple scattering distribution.
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Figure 3.5.: (a) Linear and (b) logarithmic comparison between three different multiple scatter-
ing models. 10 billion angles have been simulated according to the Moliere (blue)
and Highland (red) model as well as simulations of the single scattering processes
(black) for 4 GeV electrons traversing 0.5 mm of silicon. The highlighted red area
in (a) corresponds to the interval between ±σHL of the Highland distribution. The
highlighted blue area in (a) corresponds to interval between ±χc of the Moliere
distribution. The Moliere model in (b) falls to zero abruptly at ± 4χc
√
B because
a limited number of tabulated f1 and f2 was used.
As can be seen in fig. 3.5, the multiple scattering angle distribution has large non-
Gaussian tails, even though the average number of scatterings is quite large. As ex-
plained earlier, this is ultimately caused by the large tails of the single scattering angle
distribution (see fig. 3.3).
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The Moliere model describes the tail region well in the investigated region of ϑp up
to ± 4χc
√
B, where it abruptly falls to zero. This drop is not part of the Moliere model,
but caused by using the table entries for f1 and f2. Additionally, small deviations from
the angle distribution according to simulations of single scatterings can be observed.
The Highland model describes the multiple scattering distribution very well in the core
region, but as expected fails to describe the long non-Gaussian tails. As the tails are
caused by individual scattering processes, the form of the tails contains no information
about the thickness X of the scattering material. Information about the radiation length
X/X0 can be gained from the width of the core of the multiple scattering distribution,
which depends on the average number of single scatterings, which in turn depends on
X/X0 (see eq. 3.27). For all measurements in chapter 6 and 7 the Highland model is
employed.
3.3.4. Multiple scattering on high radiation length materials
In case of multiple scattering on materials with radiation length values (>10 % X/X0)
the Highland width σHL in eq. 3.28 is inadequate to describe the core of the scattering
distribution due to additional energy losses. In this case the approximation that the
particle energy stays constant during the transition and can be expressed by the energy
before the scattering is flawed: Depending on the radiation length, individual particles
are likely to lose energy by emitting a bremsstrahlung photon. The average particle
energy during the material transition is described by eq. 3.9: It decreases exponentially
with the radiation length. In the last part of this section, two possibilities to include
this energy loss due to bremsstrahlung in the Highland model of multiple scattering are
discussed. Applications of both are shown in chapter 7.
The first possibility to take additional energy losses into account is to replace the con-
stant particle energy p in eq. 3.28 by a weighted mean of the average energy before
and after the material transition. The average particle energy after the transition of a
material with the radiation length X/X0 (expressed by the symbol pf) can be calculated












The weighted mean of the energy before (pi) and after (pf) the scattering pwm is then
given by
pwm = pi ·
(






The weight factor ε has to be determined experimentally. Using the corrected energy
pwm instead of the constant energy p in eq. 3.28 yields
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σweight =
0.0136












This modification of the Highland width will be called the weight model in chapter 7.
Another possibility is to use the modification of the Highland model introduced by






















































The parametrisation of the Highland formula from Lynch [50] (see eq. 3.28) is slightly
different from the parametrisation in Gottschalks publication [53]. Instead of 0.0136 GeV
Gottschalk uses 14.1 MeV and the logarithm term is 1/9 log10(X/X0) instead of 0.038
ln(X/X0). In this work, the original parametrisation of Lynch will be used, because it
is valid for a larger range of materials. Comparisons between the two modified multiple
scattering models, the weight model in eq. 3.37 and the Gottschalk model in 3.40, can
be found in sections 7.1.2 and 7.2.
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CHAPTER 4
Beam test experiments: Experimental setup and analysis of data
Beam tests with monoenergetic particle beams provide a good opportunity to test the
performance of new detector systems. The performance is tested by triggering individual
charged particles and reconstructing their trajectory in an array of pixel sensors with
high granularity, called a high-resolution reference telescope. The reconstructed trajec-
tory, called track, is then extrapolated to a device under test (DUT) and can be used as
an external probe to measure the DUT response. In order to conduct these conventional
beam test measurements with a DUT, a common trigger and data acquisition system is
required.
The novel concept presented in this thesis is based on the idea of installing a pas-
sive scattering target as a DUT in between the telescope arms and measuring scattering
angles and positions. Scattering angle distributions depend on the radiation length of
the traversed material. Therefore, radiation length profiles of the scattering plane can
be measured. Details on the radiation length measurements are described in chapter 5.
In this chapter the basic workflow of ordinary beam tests, consisting of of clustering,
position reconstruction, tracking and alignment, is explained instead.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: First, the beam generation and experimen-
tal environment at DESY and CERN beam test sites will be described in section 4.1.
Facilities at DESY in Hamburg and CERN near Geneva are the two most convenient lo-
cations for beam test campaigns in Europe. The focus lies on the DESY beam, because
all results in this work are based on data recorded at the DESY beam test facilities.
However, in principle measurements at CERN SPS are possible as well and for measure-
ments on high radiation length materials the higher beam energy compared to DESY
might be advantageous. In section 4.2 the setup, readout and functionality of reference
beam telescopes will be explained. The most common reference telescope type is the
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EUDET telescope which is used at DESY and CERN. In section 4.3 an overview over
the sequential analysis steps in the test beam software framework (TBSW ) will be given.
TBSW was used to perform calibration and reconstruction steps on beam test data and
produce the results in chapter 6 and 7. The calibration of the reference telescope and
reconstruction of particle tracks from digitised measurements of the deposited energy of
charged particles, or short digits, on the telescope sensors will be explained. Section 4.4
summarises the results of a beam test conducted in October 2016. The whole chain of
analysis steps explained earlier was used to conduct measurements of the efficiency and
the intrinsic resolution of M26 sensors at different comparator thresholds. Finally, in
section 4.5 an overview of beam test simulations in TBSW is given.
4.1. Generation of high energy particle beams
The two most easily accessible beam test facilities from Europe are located at the CERN
and DESY. After a number of intermediate steps the storage ring at DESY, called DESY
II, supplies collimated electron or positron beams with mean energies between 1 and
6 GeV. The particle flux, which corresponds to the number of particles per second and
unit area, depends on the beam energy. The particle rate given by the flux in the full
area of the beam can reach values of 40 kHz with fully open collimators [54]. The CERN
SPS accelerator provides a large range of particles such as hadrons and electrons. The
particles used in the beam tests are often charged pions with energies in the order of
100 GeV. Alternatively, by selecting appropriate secondary targets an electron beam can
be generated [55]. The following section gives an overview over the beam generation at
DESY, where the measurements presented in this work were performed.
The particle beam at the DESY facilities is ultimately generated by the DESY II acceler-
ator. DESY II is a synchrotron with a circumference of 293 m that accelerates electrons.
The primary purpose of DESY II is to provide the synchrotron source PETRA III with
pre-accelerated electrons. Four beam test areas T21, T22 and the combined area T24 and
T24/1 are parasitic users of DESY II electrons. Fig. 4.1 depicts a schematic overview
over the beam generation at DESY beam tests. 7 GeV electrons in the synchrotron hit
a primary carbon fibre target and produce a beam of bremsstrahlung-photons [56]. A
secondary target is located further downstream. It consists, depending on the choice of
the user, of several millimetres of copper or aluminium. During the transition of the
secondary target photons are converted into electron-positron pairs. A dipole magnet
separates the electrons from the positrons and leads to a horizontal fan-out of the particle
beam according to their energy. The current of the magnet can be steered by the beam
test user and a collimator opening located further downstream functions as a selector of
the particle type and energy. Electrons or positrons with the selected energy arrive in
the area, where the reference telescope is located, and can be used for measurements.
The rate of the particle flux in the beam areas depends on the selected beam energy
and secondary target material and thickness. As can be seen in fig. 4.2, the rate of
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Figure 4.1.: Beam generation in a beam test area at the DESY beam test facilities (from [56]).
7 GeV electrons hit a primary carbon fibre target and produce bremsstrahlung
photons. The photons hit a conversion target to produce e+- e− pairs. The particle
beam traverses a magnetic field which leads to a horizontal fan-out of the particles.
The configuration of the magnet and the collimator determine the energy and flux
of the particle beam.
incoming particles lies between 100 Hz to 5 kHz. As a larger continuous particle rate
increases the number of measured particle tracks, it is generally beneficial to use copper
as the secondary target material. The particle rate decreases rapidly at the fringe of the
particle energy range. It is therefore advantageous for a fast data collection to select
beam energies between 2 and 4 GeV.
The horizontal fan-out of the particle beam downstream of the magnet leads to a small
energy dependence on the horizontal position. The spread is limited due to a collimator
system downstream of the magnet which reduces the maximum beam spot area to ap-
proximately 10 x 15 mm2. Simulation results in [57] give a good overview of the beam
energy spread that can be expected for different energies. During the measurements in
preparation for this work, horizontal energy gradients of several MeV/mm have been
observed. The relative uncertainty of the beam energy at DESY is expected to be 6 %
for a beam energy of 2 GeV and below 5 % for larger beam energies [54].
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Figure 4.2.: Measured particle rate as a function of the selected beam energy for different sec-
ondary targets in T22. Picture taken from [56].
4.2. Reference telescopes
Performance tests of pixel detector prototypes are often conducted by operating the
DUT in a reference telescope with a common trigger and readout system. There are
a number of requirements for a reference telescope employed in beam tests. First of
all, the telescope must consist of two telescope arms with three sensors per telescope
arm. The sensors should have a good efficiency and intrinsic resolution so that the spa-
tial resolution of the telescope between the two telescope arms is in the order of 5 µm.
Additionally, the telescope should have lightweight mechanics to limit the amount of
material traversed by the beam particles which is beneficial to the spatial resolution of
the telescope.
In order to maximise the data taking efficiency, the sensitive area of telescope sensors is
required to be at least as large as the beam spot. If this is not the case a non-negligible
fraction of potential particle transitions is lost and cannot be used in measurements.
Finally, a trigger, run control and data acquisition system is needed that steers the op-
eration of the telescope, the sensor readout and saves the collected data to disk. Any
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telescope that suffices these requirements can be used for beam test measurements. Here,
however, EUDET telescopes and their infrastructure will be described, as the EUDET-
type telescopes called DATURA and DURANTA [54] were used for all measurements
presented in chapter 7.
beam
telescope planes
Figure 4.3.: Photograph of an EUDET beam telescope during a measurement in March 2015.
The path of the particle beam is indicated in green and the telescope planes are
indicated in red.
The European project EUDET provided a high-resolution telescope for position mea-
surements of charged particles, a fast trigger and a data acquisition system with the
aim to support research and development of International linear collider detector pro-
totypes [58]. A photograph of an EUDET telescope installed in a beam area at DESY
is depicted in fig. 4.3. The telescope consists of two telescope arms with three planes
of high-resolution Mimosa26 (M26) silicon pixel sensors [59] each. Some of the most
important characteristic values of the M26 sensors are summarised in table 4.1. For
the radiation length measurements described in chapter 7 a scattering plane has to be
positioned between the two telescope arms. Two sets of two scintillators up- and down-
stream of the six telescope planes can be used to provide a trigger signal from charged
particles. In case of a trigger signal, the M26 pixel data is read out and sent to a data
acquisition system called EUDAQ running on a designated PC. The data from all six
M26 sensors for a single trigger is merged, labelled with an event number and saved to
disk.
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Sensor Pitch[µm] Size[mm2] Thickness [µm]
Mimosa 26 18.4 21.2 ×10.6 50 (silicon) + 25 (carbon)
Table 4.1.: Characteristic values of Mimosa 26 pixel sensors
Mimosa26 sensors are the first large scale sensor from the MIMOSA (Minimum Ionizing
MOS Active pixel sensor) series. They are based on the complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) technology [60]. The sensitive area consists of a 50 µm silicon
layer. However, M26 sensors are located inside a box, which protects the sensors from
light. In the region of the sensitive area, two carbon windows, one up- and one down-
stream of the sensitive area, with a combined thickness of 25 µm are placed. The material
of the windows has to be added to the silicon thickness in order to model the material
budget of M26 sensors correctly. The resulting radiation length per M26 layer corre-
sponds to 0.07 % X/X0. M26 sensors have a pixel matrix consisting of 576 rows and
1152 columns of sensor pixels that cover an area of approximately 2.2 cm2. M26 pixels
have a symmetric pitch of 18.4 µm [59], which leads to a very good inherent spatial reso-
lution of the M26 sensors and consequently a very good spatial resolution of the telescope.
M26 sensors provide a binary output due to signal discrimination and zero suppres-
sion steps, which take place on the chip. Accordingly, only pixels with a signal larger
than the selected comparator threshold are read out and the coordinates of these firing
pixels are send to EUDAQ. The comparator threshold is defined as an integer value
multiplied with the average sensor pixel noise level σnoise. The integer value is selected
by the beam test user. In practice, the M26 sensor is divided into four vertical segments.
For each segment the average noise σnoise is determined and the local threshold of the
M26 segment is set accordingly [61]. In [59] these segments are mentioned as quarters of
the M26 sensor in chapter 3. A good threshold setting provides maximum hit efficiency,
while minimising fake hits from noisy pixels.
The measured position information from M26 sensors can be used to model particle tra-
jectories with tracks and determine the intersection and incidence angle of the charged
particle on planes within the telescope volume. The resolution of the determined track
intersection depends on the geometrical setup of the telescope planes, especially the
distance between neighbouring planes, the beam energy and the selected M26 sensors
read-out threshold. Some typical resolution values can be found in [62] and in chapter
7.
4.3. The Test Beam Software Framework (TBSW)
All beam test measurements presented in this work have been analysed with the Test
Beam Software Framework (TBSW ) [63]. Data analysis in TBSW is organised using a
modular application framework called Marlin (Modular Analysis & Reconstruction for
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the Linear Collider) [64]. Marlin processors are customised C++ classes that provide
functionalities to carry out all different reconstruction and calibration steps in a beam
test data analysis. The processors are grouped in a path to form a processing pipeline.
The data is passed event by event through the pipeline. A processor can read data from
events and add new data to the event as output. For example, a track finding processor
requires a hit collection as input and adds a track collection as output. Data persistence
needed to pass data from processor to processor is achieved with LCIO (Linear Collider
I/O) files [65]. The EUDAQ library is embedded in TBSW to sequentially read raw data
events and start the analysis pipeline. The paths and configurations of the processors
in the path are handled by a python script. The python module xml.tree [66] is used to
construct XML steering files for Marlin on the fly. An example of such a xml steering
file of a simple clustering path can be found in the appendix A.1.
4.3.1. Telescope geometry model in TBSW
An important preparation for the actual analysis of beam test data is to describe posi-
tions and rotations of individual sensors in the global coordinate system of the telescope.
In TBSW, the nominal geometry information of the telescope is stored in XML files. This
information includes material information such as the radiation length. The parsing of
the XML files is handled by a Marlin library. An example geometry XML file can be
found in the appendix A.2.
A schematic side view of a typical telescope and the definition of local coordinates
on a telescope plane is depicted in fig. 4.4. The telescope planes are approximately
perpendicular to and arranged along the beam axis. Small tilts in the order of a few
degrees between the different telescope planes are expected. Each telescope plane has
an associated coordinate system which is defined in the following way: The origin of the
coordinate system lies in the centre of the sensitive area of the telescope sensor. The u
and v coordinate axes are arranged in the telescope plane. The coordinate u increases
with the readout columns, while v increases with readout rows of the telescope sensor1.
The third coordinate w, which is perpendicular to the sensor surface, completes the
right handed coordinate system. The global telescope coordinate system (x,y,z) used
in this work corresponds to the local coordinate system of the first telescope plane to
be crossed by the particle beam. In the case of perpendicular incidence the z axis can
be identified as the beam axis2. The transformation of global (~r = (x, y, z)T) to local
(~q k = (uk, vk, wk)T) coordinates of sensor k can be expressed via





where ~r0 = (x0, y0, z0)
T is the translation vector from the origin of the global to the
origin of the local coordinate system of telescope sensor k and R0 is the corresponding
1For M26 sensors with 1152 columns and 576 rows and a symmetric pixel pitch of 18.4 µm , u ranges
between ±10.6 mm and v ranges between ±5.3mm.
2This is the most natural arrangement for a hit correlation based alignment
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beam
downstream arm upstream arm
target






Figure 4.4.: Typical telescope setup for beam test measurements. The telescope consists of an
upstream and a downstream telescope arm with three sensors each. The global
coordinate system (x,y,z) corresponds to the local coordinate system of the most
upstream plane and is indicated in sub-figure (a). Local coordinates (u,v,w) and the
associated rotation angles α, β and γ of an individual telescope plane are depicted
in subfigure (b) (from [67]).
rotation matrix. For the sake of simplicity the index k is left out from now on for
~q k, Rk0 and ~r0
k. In TBSW, R0 is expressed by the product of three rotation matrices
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R1(α0),R2(β0) and R3(γ0) describing the continuous rotation on the axis u, v and w and
a discrete rotation matrix RD. The parametrisation of the telescope planes is selected
in such a way that the continuous rotations are small, typically in the order of a few
degrees. There are eight possibilities to embed the local coordinate system u, v, w into
the global coordinate system when assuming that they are perpendicular to the beam
axis which coincides with the global z axis. Accordingly, the discrete rotations can be
expressed as
RD =
d1 d2 0d3 d4 0
0 0 d5
 , (4.2)
where di = (±1, 0) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. As RD is a rotation matrix, only a eight combinations
of values for d1 to d4 are valid and d5 is not selected but determined from the rotation
matrix condition. The three continuous angles are indicated in the schematic drawing
4.4b and correspond to the three Euler angles. The total rotation R0 can be expressed
via
R0 = R3(γ0)R2(β0)R1(α0)RD . (4.3)
For all measurements in chapter 7, telescope planes are arranged so that the local coor-
dinate axes approximately point in the same direction in the global coordinate system.
In other words the angles α0, β0 and γ0 are expected to be close to 0
◦.
Since during the beam test analysis requires translation and rotations between the global
and individual local coordinates systems, the XML file describing the telescope geometry
must contain values for the d1,d2, d3, d4, x0, y0, z0, α0, β0 and γ0 of each telescope plane.
The six parameters for each plane documented in the XML file are called the nominal
geometry. This geometry corresponds to the best estimation of the real telescope geome-
try based on manual measurements. It is expected that the real telescope geometry, the
misaligned geometry, deviates from the nominal geometry. The goal of the track based
alignment explained later is to determine small shifts and rotation between the nominal
and the misaligned geometry. The result of the alignment is the aligned geometry.
4.3.2. Overview of the telescope calibration steps
Fig. 4.5 depicts a schematic overview of paths and collection of paths that are required to
conduct telescope calibration measurements. Typically, each analysis step is performed
by a single path which is represented by a rectangle in the figure. However, some anal-
ysis steps either require multiple different paths or iterations of the same path. This is
indicated by stacks of rectangles as can be seen for example for the alignment and clus-
ter calibration steps. The goal of the telescope calibration measurement is to generate
a set of calibration data bases (DB), the hotpixelDB, alignmentDB and clusterDB, that
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Figure 4.5.: Flow chart that depicts the sequence of paths required to perform telescope calibra-
tion measurements. Rectangles represent a single path. The telescope calibration
starts with the masking step and proceeds with clustering. Alignment and cluster
calibration tasks are typically performed by multiple paths which are indicated by
a stack of rectangles. The goal of the telescope calibration is to generate data bases,
the hotpixelDB, alignmentDB and clusterDB that can be used for the subsequent
analysis of the data.
are stored in a calibration database folder and can be used by subsequent calibration
and analysis steps. In fig. 4.5 the data bases are represented by diamonds of different
colours. The presence of such a diamond inside a rectangle, representing a path, means
that the path uses the information contained in the DB file. Arrows that start at paths
and end at a data base indicate that the corresponding path updates the information in
the data base file.
The analysis starts with the masking path which is used to identify noisy pixels and
stores them in the hotpixelDB. This data base is used in all subsequent paths and the
pixels marked as noisy pixels are ignored in the analysis steps afterwards. In the pre-
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alignment path, a hit based pre-alignment of the x and y positions of the telescope is
conducted. The determined offsets are stored in the alignmentDB. In the alignment
steps reconstructed tracks are used to determine x,y,z and γ on all inner detector planes
and update the alignmentDB accordingly. In the cluster calibration steps a track based
measurement of particle intersections for different cluster shapes are used to conduct
a measurement of cluster resolutions. The results, estimated particle intersections and
their covariance matrices for different cluster shapes, are stored in the clusterDB. As can
be seen from the figure, alignment and cluster calibration steps are performed multiple
times. The reasoning behind this is explained in section 4.3.11. Finally, there are data
quality monitoring paths which are used to generate histograms that are useful to de-
termine whether the telescope calibration worked.
All paths in fig. 4.5 are required to read and process data from the EUDAQ raw files.
The Marlin processor used for this purpose is called EUDAQInputProcessor. This pro-
cessor employs the EUDAQ file reader to sequentially read EUDAQ raw files and create
an event collection. The EUDAQ data is stored in a format that can be read by Marlin.
The next processor is the NIUnpacker which decodes the data format and produces a
collection of digits that can be used by subsequent processors. An example of a single
event with digits can be seen on the left side of fig. 4.6. Here, it can be assumed that
the digits are zero suppressed. Accordingly, all digits in the collection come from pixels
with a signal larger than a predefined comparator threshold. The digits themselves are
considered to have a signal of one.
Additional information and details of individual processors and analysis steps can be
found in [67]. All initial work, in particular Kalman filter based track fitting and tele-
scope alignment algorithm which forms the basis of TBSW, was started with [67].
4.3.3. Hot pixel masking and reconstruction of clusters from digits
The masking path in fig.4.5 is the first step of the telescope calibration. The masking
path tests each telescope sensor for pixels which produce signals too frequently. These
pixels, called hot pixels, measure hit signals in absence of real particle transitions and
provide no useful information. Hot pixels are collected in the hotpixelDB. Digits origi-
nating from hot pixels listed in the data base are ignored in the subsequent analysis of
telescope data. In order to determine hot pixels a number of M events are processed.
For each sensor pixel on every plane of the telescope the total number N of signals over
threshold in these M events is determined. A pixel is considered a hot pixel in case the
signal rate f = N/M is larger than a predefined rate f0
3.
After the generation of the hotpixelDB the next step is to combine digits to clusters.
This is done by the PixelClusterizer processor. A simple example of a clustering process
is depicted in fig. 4.6. Clusters are a collection of digits, which are likely to be caused
3Typically in the order of 1 %
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Figure 4.6.: Schematic visualisation of the PixelClusterizer processor. Digits with a neighbour
are combined to form a multi-digit cluster, while isolated digits form single-digit
clusters. The 13 digits on the left are combined to six clusters on the right.
by the same charged particle transition. In case the particle transition takes place in
the vicinity of pixel edges multiple neighbouring pixels may collect enough charge to
produce a signal over threshold. In this case it is important to combine all digits into a
cluster.
TBSW uses the sparse clustering approach. The clustering algorithm starts with a
list of all digits. Another list that will be used to store clusters is empty at the begin-
ning. The first digit is added to the first cluster object. The next digit is added to the
first cluster, if it is coming from a neighbour pixel of the digit which is already assigned
to the first cluster. Digits are considered to be neighbours, when the corresponding
sensor pixels either share a common edge or corner. In case it is not coming from a
neighbouring pixel the second digit is assigned to the second cluster. This procedure is
repeated until all digits are assigned to a cluster. In case a digit is neighbour to two
digits already associated with different clusters these clusters are merged and the digit
is added to the combined cluster. After the clustering process, a list of clusters for every
sensor in every event is stored to disk. Clusters consist of a mixture of single isolated
digits and multiple adjacent digits.
4.3.4. Definition of particle hits and centre-of-gravity approach to hit
reconstruction
In the next step clusters are used to reconstruct intersection positions of particle transi-
tions and their associated hit position covariance matrix. The objects describing these
quantities are called hits. Per definition they consist of a vector corresponding to the
intersection position on detector plane k
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A simple approach to reconstruct a list of hits from the list of clusters is the centre-
of-gravity algorithm. In TBSW this algorithm is implemented in the CogHitmaker
processor. In order to determine the hit position, a weighted mean of the centre position
of the individual digits is computed for each cluster. In the case of M26 sensors with
binary readout, all digits of a cluster are weighted equally.
The centre-of-gravity approach assumes that the off-diagonal entries of the covariance
matrix are zero. The uncertainty σuH depends on the cluster size Su and the pixel pitch
Pu in u direction [68]. Analogously, σvH depends on the size and pitch in v direction.
In the worst case only the pixel that was traversed by the charged particle measures a





In the case of the optimal resolution, particle transitions close to edges of pixels and
subsequent charge sharing with the closest neighbouring pixel leads to measurements
of two-digit-clusters. Only for particle transitions near the centre of the pixel single-
digit-clusters are measured. Accordingly, the pixel can be separated into two areas: One
where a charged particle transition is likely to produce one-digit-clusters and one where
two-digit-clusters are likely to be measured. In case of an equal number of one and















The correction factors C (Su,v) of the variances must be selected beforehand. Su,v is the
size of the cluster in u or v direction. The pixel pitches are read from the geometry
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XML file. The correctness of the hit position covariance matrix entries depends on
good input constants C. Too large or small covariance entries can lead to a bias during
the track fit. In order to circumvent this issue, another more sophisticated hit making
algorithm can be used. It employs track-based measurements of particle intersections
and their resolutions for the most common cluster types to calculate the hit intersection
and covariance matrix. These measurements are called cluster calibration and will be
explained later in subsection 4.3.10.
4.3.5. Track model and seeding
At this point of the analysis it can be assumed that for every event multiple hits have
been reconstructed on each telescope sensor. Typically the telescope planes are num-
bered as indicated in fig. 4.4a. Assuming a telescope with six sensor planes, the most
upstream plane corresponds to k = 0 and the most downstream plane corresponds to
k = 5. TBSW employs the following track model when no magnetic field is present,
which is the case in this thesis. The particle trajectory is modelled by 3D straight lines
with multiple scattering kinks at discrete positions at sensors planes and half way be-
tween sensors in air.
The goal of the track finding is to select a set of hits which are likely to originate
from the same particle trajectory. The track finding itself is a combinatorial task: Hit
combinations have to be tried out and sorted according to a quality parameter. In order
to start the track finding algorithm a seed track is required. The seed track defines a
straight line that is extrapolated onto telescope planes. By extrapolating the seed track
from telescope plane to telescope plane and incrementally adding hits to the seed track,
a track candidate is formed. There are many different possibilities to start the track
finding with a seed track. A frequently used approach is to iteratively select hits on
two telescope planes (typically planes k = 0 and 1) and to connect them to form a 3D
straight line between the hit positions. This straight line can be parametrised in the










where q is the charge and p is the momentum of the particle. q/p is therefore determined
by the particle beam. Because of the limited beam divergence4, nearly all particles move
on trajectories parallel to the beam axis, which is approximately parallel to the global
z axis. Accordingly, the slopes of the seed track du/dw and dv/dw should be small for
all viable track candidates. It is therefore prudent to limit the slopes and discard all
4At DESY beams typically between 1 and 2 mrad
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seed tracks that fail the slope criterium to avoid a time consuming track extrapolation
through the telescope of highly unrealistic tracks.
Another possibility to create a seed track, called single hit seeding, is used when the
number of hits per plane is large and therefore trying out all combinations of hits of two
planes is very slow. In this case the seed track is constructed from a single hit typically
on the most upstream (k = 0) or most downstream (k = 5) telescope plane. The seed
track is formed by extrapolating the hit position along the global z axis. Both seeding
methods are used in chapter 7.
4.3.6. Kalman filter tracking
TBSW uses Kalman filters for track finding and fitting. This approach to track fitting
was introduced by Frühwirth [69]. In case of a linear dynamic system and Gaussian
measurement and process noise the Kalman filter is the optimal recursive estimator of
the state vector. In our case, i.e. track fitting, the dynamic system is the evolution of
the track state through the telescope. The measurement noise corresponds to the 2x2
hit covariance matrix in eq. 4.5 and the process noise is caused by multiple scattering
on the telescope planes and in the air between the planes. However, the track model is
non-linear in case of tilted telescope sensors. In order to linearise the track model the
Kalman filter is applied to small deviations from a 3D straight line, called the reference
track. In the following calculations η is therefore not the track state itself but a small
deviation from the reference track state. Details of this linearisation can be found in [69]
and additional explanations of the various matrices employed here can also be found
in [67].
The fundamental equation, which describes the propagation of a particle trajectory
through the telescope volume, is called the system equation. The forward Kalman filter
equation is based on this equation. It models the in-state propagation from plane k− 1
to k and yields a prediction of the track state ηk
pred. and its covariance matrix Ck
pred.
on telescope plane k
ηk
pred = ηk




in = Fk|k−1 Ck−1
in Fk|k−1
T + Fk|k−1 Gk−1Qk−1Gk−1
T Fk|k−1
T . (4.11)
Here Fk|k−1 is the propagation matrix from plane k − 1 to plane k. The propagation
matrix depends on the geometry, because it is calculated from the coordinate transfor-
mation between the local coordinate systems of plane k and k − 1. Gk−1 is the scatter
gain matrix at plane k− 1 and Qk−1 corresponds to the increase of the slope covariance
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The effects due to multiple scattering are given by the Highland width σHL defined in eq.
3.28. As can be seen, eq. 4.10 and 4.11 are recursive equations. ηk−1
in and Ck−1
in are
given by a similar equation. Accordingly, the prediction ηk−1
in and Ck−1
in takes multiple
scattering on all planes 0,..,k − 1 into account. Additionally all available measurement
information on the planes 0,...,k−1 are used to predict the states and covariance matrix
on plane k. However, the hit measurement and the scattering effects on plane k are
not used for the prediction. Because of this the track state xk
in is called in-state. The
in-state is a prediction of the particle trajectory on the plane k before the scattering on
plane k.
The updated or filtered state can be calculated from the predicted state by using the
hit measurement on plane k. If there are multiple hits on plane k, the hit closest to the
predicted intersection on the plane is selected for the update. The quantity describing
the distance between the hit position and the extrapolated track state is the residual rk
given by
rk = mk −Hk ηk (4.13)
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0 0 0 1 0
)
. (4.15)
The uncertainties of the residuals are given by the covariance matrix Rk. Rk is given by
the sum of the hit covariance matrix Vk and the telescope pointing covariance H CkH
T.
When a suitable hit (mk, Vk) on plane k has been found, the Kalman gain matrix
formalism provides a way to update the predicted track state ηk










pred. −KkH Ckpred. , (4.17)








In case the residual of the closest hit is larger than a user defined cut-off residual, no
hit is added from the current sensor plane k. Predicted and filtered track states on all
telescope planes can be determined by iteratively applying the eqs. 4.10, 4.11, 4.16 and
4.17. When the extrapolation and update steps have been performed on all telescope
planes, the track finding algorithm stops. Repeating this procedure for all valid seed
tracks yields a list of track candidates with a number of associated hits on the individual
telescope planes along the beam.
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An alternative to the forward Kalman filter is a time reversed backward Kalman fil-
ter. It describes the out-state propagation from plane k + 1 to plane k. The predicted
state and covariance matrix are given by
ηk
pred. = ηk




out = Fk|k+1 Ck+1
out Fk+1|k
T + Fk|k+1 Gk+1Qk+1Gk+1
T Fk|k+1
T , (4.20)
where the matrices are analogously defined, but the Fk|k+1 describes the propagation in
the opposite direction from plane k+1 to plane k. Out-states describe the track state on
a telescope plane k after multiple scattering on plane k. Calculating in- and out-states
on a plane provides the opportunity to calculate scattering angles and perform radiation
length measurements as described in the next chapter.
Track fitting involves the usage of a forward and a backward Kalman filter at the same
time. The goal is to predict the track state on layer k as precisely as possible by employ-
ing all available hit measurements on all other telescope planes. The forward Kalman
filter produces an in-state from all available measurements on the planes upstream of k.
The backward Kalman filter estimates an in-state from all available measurements on
the planes downstream of k. Note that the for the purpose of track fitting, the backward
filter is not a time-reversed filter and eq. 4.19 and 4.20 do not apply as they would
lead to the estimate of an out-state. Also the hit measurement on plane k itself is not
included in the forward and backward Kalman filter. This ensures that the track states
are uncorrelated with the hit measurement mk.
Assuming the predicted track states and covariance of the forward filter are denoted
by ηfwk and C
fw
k and the corresponding states of the backward filter are denoted by η
bw
k























The residuals rfitk between measurements mk and fitted track states can be calculated
with eq. 4.13 and 4.14 by replacing ηk and Ck by the corresponding fitted quantities. A
frequently used quality parameter of track fits is the χ2 value. It can be calculated from








−1 rk . (4.23)
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The number of degrees of freedom j of position measurements in the telescope without
a magnetic field is given by j = n · 2− 4 where n is the number of telescope planes. The
χ2 distribution of fitted tracks should have a mean value of j, a variance of σ2 = 2 j and
a standard deviation of σ =
√
2 j [70]. For a telescope with six planes the number of
degrees of freedom is eight. Another connected quality parameter, the track probability
value, or p value, can be calculated from m and χ2 [70]. The p value distribution is
supposed to be a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. Fig. 4.7 depicts a track χ2 and
its associated p value distribution in an aligned EUDET telescope with 6 sensor planes.
The mean and RMS values of the χ2 distribution match the expectations and the p value
distribution is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1.
Another quantity that can be used to test the quality of tracks is the residual and
residual pull distribution on every telescope plane. The residuals of the fitted tracks are
calculated as described above according to eq. 4.13 and 4.14. The pulls of the residuals
in u and v can be calculated from the corresponding residual rk entries divided by the
corresponding covariance Rk diagonal entries. Pull distributions are expected to have a
Gaussian shape with a mean of zero and an RMS of one.
4.3.7. Selecting reconstructed tracks from track candidates
In TBSW the FastTracker processor is used for track finding. It employs the Kalman
Filter tracking approach and one of the two different options for a seed track explained
in section 4.3.5. It is possible that after the track finding step multiple track candidates
share one or more hits. This is not allowed and only one of these tracks can be used for
subsequent analysis steps. In order to remove any ambiguity of track candidates, several
criteria can be used. Tracks that are used for alignment and cluster calibration purposes
(see subsections 4.3.8 and 4.3.10) are required to have a hit on every telescope plane.
The tracks must also have a small enough track χ2 value. Tracks that fail these criteria
are discarded. Additionally all ambiguous tracks are compared according to their track
χ2 and only the track with the smallest value is kept. All remaining track candidates
are called reconstructed tracks.
Reconstructed tracks are used for alignment and cluster calibration purposes as described
in the following sections 4.3.8 to 4.3.11. Also tracks with three hits on the upstream
telescope planes, called upstream tracks and tracks with three hits on the downstream
telescope planes called downstream tracks can be used to determine scattering angles as
described in chapter 5.
4.3.8. Telescope alignment with Kalman filters
The parametrisation of the sensor alignment in TBSW follows the geometry introduced
in [71]. There are six rigid body parameters x,y,z,α,β and γ to describe the position of
each telescope plane in the global coordinate system. The telescope mechanics enforces
that telescope planes are placed almost parallel to each other along the telescope table.
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Mean     8.01
Std Dev     4.017
(a) χ2 track fit distribution














(b) p value distribution
Figure 4.7.: Example χ2 (a) and p value (b) distribution of a track sample with six associated
hits per track. The beam test measurement was conducted at DESY in Octo-
ber 2016. The measurements took place at beam line 21 with the DURANTA
telescope. The beam energy was 2 GeV and the distance between neighbouring
telescope planes was approximately 25 mm. The mean value of the distribution is
close to eight and the RMS is close to the expected value of four. The distribution
was normalised so that it has an integral of 1.
The beam traversing through the telescope has an almost perpendicular incidence on
the planes. During beam tests the telescope geometry is measured manually. The un-
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certainties of the manual measurements of the position (x,y,z) of the telescope plane are
expected to be in the order of several millimetres. The rotation of the telescope planes
is expected to be smaller than 1◦ which corresponds to roughly 17 mrad. Typically, only
the length of the telescope and the distances between the M26 planes in z direction are
noted. Rotations and x,y positions of the sensor planes are set to zero in the geometry
XML file.
An accurate track fit requires precise knowledge of the telescope sensor positions and
rotations. In case of a non-negligible misalignment the fitted track states are biased. Ide-
ally, the sensor position must be known well enough to limit the misalignment induced
biases to values that are smaller than the statistical uncertainties of the track states.
These uncertainties are typically in the order of 5 µm for u and v and 100 µrad in du/dw
and dv/dw. In order to determine sensor rotations and positions with the required accu-
racy, a track based alignment approach is employed. The alignment procedure is based
on Kalman filter alignment with annealing as formulated in [72]. The implementation
of this approach for beam test alignment in TBSW is explained and validated in [67].
In practice, the alignment is managed in a data base file, the alignmentDB. The align-
mentDB contains information on all alignment parameters of every telescope plane. It is
updated after every successful alignment step and used, at the beginning analysis steps,
to update the geometry information from the geometry XML file.
The final alignment corrections are determined using a large sample of tracks. However,
in order to find tracks efficiently a hit based pre-alignment is implemented in TBSW.
The Marlin processor is called Correlator, which can be used to give a good estimate
of the x and y positions of each telescope plane relative to a reference plane. Starting
from this reference plane, typically the plane defining the global coordinate system, hits
are extrapolated along the z or beam axis onto the other telescope planes. For all other
telescope planes, residuals between the extrapolated intersections and all reconstructed
hits are calculated. The results are u and v residual distributions on all telescope planes
except the reference plane. In case the telescope is perfectly aligned in x and y the
residuals should be centred at u = 0 mm and v = 0 mm. If that is not the case the mean
residual value is a good estimate for the relative shift between the reference plane and
the corresponding telescope plane.
In TBSW the KalmanAligner processor is employed to calculate alignment corrections.
The track sample used as input for the alignment measurements should be of the order
of 10 000 tracks. For a given track sample, a global χ2, function that depends on the







−1 rij + (a− a0)TE−10 (a− a0) , (4.24)
where index j corresponds to the sum over the track sample and index i corresponds
to the sum over hits of an individual track. rij is the fitted residual of hit i for track j
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as explained in section 4.3.6. The second term of eq. 4.24 characterises the alignment
update. The quantity a corresponds to the current vector of alignment parameters,
while a0 corresponds to the initial vector of alignment parameters. Therefore the sec-
ond term increases with increasing difference between a and a0. The initial alignment
covariance matrix E0 determines the uncertainty of the initial alignment. Entries of E0
should be close to the uncertainties of the manual measurements of the telescope, which
were mentioned at the beginning of this subsection. Additionally individual alignment
parameters can be fixed to their start values by selecting zero for the corresponding
E0 matrix entry. This freezing of individual alignment parameters is very useful when
performing a step by step alignment approach. The E0 entries are parameters of the
KalmanAligner processor and can be selected beforehand.
4.3.9. Gradual telescope alignment
The individual alignment parameters are not all equally sensitive to the alignment pro-
cedure. The parameters x and y as well as the rotation around the normal vector of the
telescope plane γ are the most sensitive quantities. In practice trying to determine all
alignment parameters at the same time does frequently not lead to convergence. Doing
so with reconstructed tracks from a mostly misaligned telescope decreases the stability
of the alignment process and leads to failed minimisation attempts. In order to circum-
vent these issues, a gradual determination of the alignment parameters should be used.
As mentioned before the alignment steps, alignment I, II and III, in fig. 4.5 consist of
multiple paths which must be processed gradually. An overview of these paths as well as
the pre-alignment path and the DQM paths is depicted in fig. 4.8 and specified below:
1. Pre-alignment path: The path starts with the EUDAQInputProcessor, NIUnpacker
and PixelClusterizer which have been explained in section 4.3.2. A CogHitMaker
is used to form centre-of-gravity hits. Using the Correlator processor with the hit
collection yields a rough x and y estimate of all telescope sensors except the first
in the beam line which defines the global coordinates. These corrections are stored
in the alignmentDB. The sequence of processors used in the pre-alignment path is
depicted on the left side of fig. 4.8. This sequence of processors is used at position
2 in the overall telescope calibration scheme displayed in fig. 4.5.
2. First alignment path: The first three processors, EUDAQ conversion, unpacking
and clustering, of this path are identical to the pre-alignment path. For hit mak-
ing, either the already established CogHitmaker processor or the GoeHitMaker,
which will be explained in section 4.3.10, can be used. A TrackFinder processor is
employed as explained in subsection 4.3.7. The TrackFinder uses the alignmentDB
to update the nominal geometry before starting the track finding process. In order
to find tracks in the suboptimal telescope alignment, track cuts on track χ2 values
are very loose. Typically, cut values of χ2 = 107 are used. The tracks are used
in the KalmanAligner processor to determine the three most sensitive alignment
parameters x, y and γ on all sensors except the first and the last in the beam line.
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Figure 4.8.: Sequence of Marlin processors used in the pre-aligner, x,y and γ alignment, total
alignment and data quality monitoring path. The rectangles correspond to individ-
ual Marlin processors, while the diamond shapes signify various DB files. In case
a small diamond is visible inside of a processor box, the corresponding processor
uses the associated data base.
All other alignment parameters are fixed by setting the corresponding entries in
the E0 matrix to zero. Fixing x, y and γ on the last plane avoids large shearing and
torsion distortions in the telescope. Shearing and torsion are called weak modes
that leave the track residuals invariant but introduce bias in the track states. De-
tails on weak modes will not be discussed here, but are explained in detail in [67].
The result of this first alignment path is an updated set of alignment parameters,
which now also includes the γ rotations. The alignmentDB is updated accordingly.
The sequence of Marlin processors used in the first alignment path is depicted in
the second box from the left in fig. 4.8. As the name suggests this path is the first
path employed in the alignment I,II and III steps displayed in the overview in fig.
4.5 and is typically iterated twice.
3. Second alignment path: This path is very similar to the previous one. However,
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the TrackFinder processor uses much stricter χ2 cuts. Typically the cut value is
χ2 = 100. At this point the quality of the tracks will be reasonably good and
due to the improved telescope alignment a larger track sample can be successfully
reconstructed. This improved track sample allows the alignment of the less sen-
sitive parameter z in addition to x,y and γ of all inner telescope planes with the
KalmanAligner processor. The rotation angles, α and β, are even less sensitive to
the alignment approach than z. For radiation length measurements introduced in
chapter 5 α and β rotations of the telescope planes are only of minor importance.
They are therefore not determined during the alignment processes in this work.
The result of the second alignment path is an updated set of alignment parame-
ters, which now includes the x, y, z and γ on all inner telescope planes. These
updated alignment parameters are stored in the alignmentDB. The sequence of
Marlin processors used in the second alignment path is depicted in the third box
from the left in fig. 4.8. This path is the third path employed in the alignment
steps after processing the first alignment path twice. The second alignment path
is typically iterated three times.
4. Data quality monitoring path: The first 5 processors of this path are identical to
the corresponding processors in the second alignment path. After the TrackFinder
processor a TrackFitDQM processor is used to generate control diagrams such
as track p value distributions and residuals on every sensor. The diagrams are
used to check whether the track fitting and consequently the connected alignment
procedure worked.
In case of a long telescope with large distances between the telescope sensors, a large
beam divergence or a very noisy telescope the previously described simple pre-alignment
approach may be problematic because of broad residual distributions. Accordingly, the
TrackFinder in the first alignment path, even with very loose residual cuts, may not be
able to find suitable hits on the downstream telescope arm. In this case an iterative track
correlation approach is a more stable alternative. The first step of this approach is to
pre-align and align the sensors in the upstream telescope arm as described in the enumer-
ation above. This is achieved by only using hits on the upstream sensors of the telescope
in the TrackFinder processors and fixing the alignment parameters of the downstream
telescope planes in the KalmanAligner processors. Then, instead of employing a simpli-
fied extrapolation along the z axis, like described for the default Correlator processor,
the upstream tracks are extrapolated to the nearest downstream telescope sensor. Resid-
uals between the extrapolated upstream track and the sensor hits are calculated. The
expected x and y shifts of this newly added sensor relative to the upstream telescope
arm can be determined from the residual mean values. After this tracklet correlator step
the usual alignment procedure, as described above, is used to finalise the alignment of
the newly added individual telescope sensor. The procedure is repeated and new sensors
are aligned gradually until all inner telescope sensors are aligned in x,y,z and γ.
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4.3.10. Calibration of cluster positions and resolutions based on cluster
shapes
The centre-of-gravity hit making algorithm described in subsection 4.3.4 has a number
of limitations that can be removed by employing a data driven approach described in
this section. The goal of the approach is a track based estimate of the hit position and
the full 2x2 covariance matrix including the of diagonal elements. The estimates of the
hit position and covariance matrix yield unbiased residual pulls and the estimate of the
covariances yield residual pull RMS values close to one. Deviations from a RMS of one
are typically smaller than 5 %. Estimates of the hit position and covariance differ for
different arrangements of digits in a given cluster. The arrangement of digits in a cluster
is called the cluster shape.
The calibration procedure is iterative but can be robustly automatised and there is no
need to tune parameters like in the centre-of-gravity approach. The result of the cluster
calibration is a data base file called clusterDB. This DB file contains information on hit
positions and covariance matrices for all cluster shapes which have been encountered at
least several hundred times. The corresponding Marlin processor is called GoeCluster-
Calibrator. It was developed within the TBSW framework in Göttingen5 and has been
tested successfully as part of this thesis.
The approach requires a good track sample in an aligned telescope and works as fol-
lows. For every track in the track sample associated clusters are collected. For each
cluster shape encountered, a shape ID can be calculated. To give an example three
common cluster shapes are depicted in figure 4.9 with their shape ID, hit position and
error ellipse. The estimated hit position is indicated by the black dot. The position
and size of the error ellipse can be calculated from the hit position and the covariance
matrix entries. As can be seen, in the simple case of M26 telescope sensors with binary
read-out there is exactly one kind of cluster with a single digit. This cluster shape has
the shape ID P0.0.0D0.0. Also there are two cluster shapes for two digit configurations
that share a common edge in u or in v direction with the shape IDs P0.0.0D0.0D1.0
and P0.0.0D0.0D0.1. In the case of an EUDET telescope with M26 sensors a single
clusterDB file for all M26 sensors can be used, because the pixel pitch and threshold
setting of all M26 sensors is identical.
Per definition the shape ID is identical for all clusters with the same shape regardless
where on the pixel matrix it is located. In order to perform cluster calibration measure-
ments, a translation from the local coordinate system of the telescope plane into the
coordinate system of a cluster shape is required. The coordinate system of the cluster
shape is defined in the following way: The smallest row and column values of digits in
the cluster are determined. These values must not necessarily come from the same digit
5The development and implementation was done by Benjamin Schwenker, testing and inclusion into
the existing framework was done by Benjamin and me
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0.01-0.01 0.00
Figure 4.9.: Three common M26 cluster shapes in case of a particle beam with perpendicular in-
cidence. The most probable particle intersection and the error ellipse is depicted for
each cluster shape. The shape ID is P0.0.0D0.0 for the one-digit-cluster on the top
left, P0.0.0D0.0D1.0 for the two-digit-cluster on the top right and P0.0.0D0.0D0.1
for the two-digit-cluster on the bottom. A simulation of an EUDET telescope was
used to generate these shapes.
of the cluster. The origin of the cluster shape specific coordinate system (u∗,v∗) lies in
the center of the pixel with the smallest row and column of the cluster. In case of the
cluster shapes depicted in 4.9, for example, the origin is always located in the centre of
the bottom-left pixel.
For every cluster in the collection, the intersection of the associated track is trans-
formed into the cluster type specific coordinate system and stored. This is done for all
tracks and for all associated clusters on every telescope plane. Additionally an average
track intersection resolution, σtrku and σ
trk


















from every used track state on every telescope plane. This covariance matrix will be
used later to correct for the track resolution.
The result of this procedure is a track intersection distribution in the cluster coor-
dinate system for every cluster type that was encountered. Example track intersection
distribution for four cluster types P0.0.0D0.0, P0.0.0D0.0D0.1D1.0D1.1, P0.0.0D0.0D0.1
and P0.0.0D0.0D1.0 are depicted in figure 4.10. They were measured at a beam test in
October 2016 at the DURANTA telescope. Individual shape IDs have associated track
intersection distributions with different mean and RMS values. For the distributions
depicted in figure 4.10, the measured average track resolution is σtrku = σ
trk
v = 4.7 µm in
both directions. This rather large track resolution leads to broad intersection distribu-
tions with a 2D Gaussian shape. The track intersection correlation σtrku,v is compatible
with zero.
In order to achieve a stable estimate of the cluster resolution, a minimum number of
track intersections is required. Rare cluster types with too few track intersections cannot
be reliably calibrated and must be discarded. The exact threshold for the minimum
number of track intersections must be selected beforehand6. Of all remaining cluster





















The mean of the cluster intersection is given by the mean of the track intersections
mtotal. The covariance matrix of the cluster intersections can be calculated via
Ccluster = Ctotal − Ctrk . (4.28)
The cluster resolutions correspond to the square root of the diagonal elements of Ccluster.
It is possible that for some cluster types the determined track resolution is larger than
6Typically at least 2000 track intersections are required
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Figure 4.10.: Example track intersection distributions in the cluster shape coordinate system
for four different cluster shapes: (a) P0.0.0D0.0, (b) P0.0.0D0.0D0.1D1.0D1.1
(the most compact four digit cluster), (c) P0.0.0D0.0D0.1 and (d)P0.0.0D0.0D1.0.
Pixel edges are indicated by the red lines. A pictogram of the corresponding cluster
shape is depicted in the top right corner of every distribution. The measurement of
a specific cluster type is connected to the position in the pixel, where the particle
transition took place. The small difference in numbers of clusters between the two-
digit-clusters in u and v direction is most likely caused by slightly tilted telescope
planes. The average track resolution is very large (σtrku,v = 4.7 µm) leading to broad
distributions with a 2D Gaussian shape.
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the RMS of the measured distribution. In this case the cluster variance is set to a pre-
defined minimum value7.
The result of these measurements is a set of cluster mean positions, resolutions and
covariances that can be used for hit making purposes. Measured intersections, resolu-
tions and associated cluster shapes are stored in a database called the clusterDB. The hit
making processor which uses the information from the clusterDB is called GoeHitmaker.
As the track resolution depends on the cluster resolution and the cluster resolution
is determined from fitted tracks, the cluster calibration must be iterated. After each
iteration the clusterDB is updated and the hit making, track finding and fitting process
must be repeated. In preparation for the measurements summarised in chapter 7 tests
were performed to evaluate the convergence of the cluster calibration procedure. It was
found that typically eight iterations of hit making, track finding and cluster calibration
are sufficient for the cluster resolutions to converge.
The paths of the two cluster calibration steps in fig. 4.5 are displayed in detail in fig.
4.11. As can be seen the only difference between the two paths is that in the first iter-
ation hits are reconstructed with the centre-of-gravity approach, while the subsequent
cluster calibration paths use the clusterDB in the hit making process.
In order to demonstrate the improvement due to cluster calibration measurements, p
values of two track samples are compared in fig. 4.12. One track sample is recon-
structed from centre-of-gravity hits, while the other track sample is reconstructed from
calibrated hits with cluster resolutions determined in a cluster calibration measurement.
As can be seen the cluster calibration leads to a much flatter p value distribution of the
corresponding tracks.
4.3.11. Telescope calibration: Combination of alignment and cluster
calibration processes
As explained in the last two subsections successful telescope alignment and cluster cali-
bration measurements ultimately lead to an improved quality of the fitted tracks. How-
ever, both telescope alignment and cluster calibration need high quality tracks to achieve
reliable results. A strategy for the alignment, as explained in the enumeration in sub-
section 4.3.9, is to start with the alignment of the most sensitive alignment parameters
when using a suboptimal track sample in the misaligned telescope. Afterwards the track
fit is repeated with the updated alignment and then the alignment is finalised with the
improved track sample. The following subsection presents a method to also include
the cluster calibration and create a sequential alignment and cluster calibration process.
The combination of both calibration procedures and the masking path is called telescope
calibration.
7Typically this minimum variance is (2 µm)2
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Figure 4.11.: Sequence of Marlin processors used in cluster calibration paths. The rectangles
correspond to individual Marlin processors, while the diamond shapes signify var-
ious DB files. In case a small diamond is visible inside of a processor box, the
corresponding processor uses the associated data base.
Different telescope calibration approaches were tested in preparation for the analysis
presented in chapter 7. A stable approach which leads to successful calibration and
consequently a high quality sample of final tracks is summarised below and in the flow
chart in figure 4.5.
1. Masking: A hotpixelDB is created with the masking path as explained in section
4.3.3.
2. Pre-alignment: The pre-alignment path with centre-of-gravity hits is used to de-
termine x and y parameters of all telescope planes except the first in the beam
line. The pre-alignment path is depicted as the right box in fig. 4.8 and explained
in the enumeration in section 4.3.9.
3. Alignment I: A telescope alignment step according the two alignment paths in fig.
4.8 is conducted. The two paths are also explained in the enumeration in section
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Figure 4.12.: Comparison of the track p values of a track based on centre-of-gravity hits and
hits reconstructed using the information in the clusterDB. Clearly the track fit
worked much better for the track sample based on the calibrated hits: The p
value distribution is nearly uniform in the range between zero and one.
4.3.9. Center-of-gravity hits are used to reconstruct tracks. After this step x,y,z
and γ on all inner telescope planes are stored in the alignmentDB.
4. Data quality monitoring I: A data quality monitoring path is used to generate
diagrams which can be used to evaluate the quality of the center-of-gravity hit
based tracks.
5. Cluster calibration I: Employing the aligned telescope geometry a single cluster
calibration path (see left side of fig. 4.11) with a track sample based on centre-of-
gravity hits is conducted to calculate cluster resolutions and create a clusterDB. A
track sample with strict χ2 and residual cuts is used and it can be assumed that
the tracks are coming from real particle transitions.
6. Alignment II: This alignment step is similar to the one described in 3. However,
this time the GoeHitMaker and clusterDB are used to reconstruct hits. These hits
are used for track finding and fitting with strict cuts. The alignmentDB is then
updated with the determined x, y, z and γ values on all inner telescope sensors.
7. Cluster calibration II: Seven iterations of the cluster calibration paths on the right
in fig. 4.11 are used to finalise the cluster calibration process. After this large
number of iterations it can be assumed that the cluster resolutions have converged.
Track finding and fitting is always performed with strict cut conditions.
8. Alignment III: The procedure is concluded with a final alignment step. The pa-
rameters x, y, z and γ on all inner telescope sensors are determined with tracks
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based on the converged calibrated hits.
9. Data quality monitoring II: The final track sample based on the converged cali-
brated hits in the fully aligned telescope is utilised to generate data quality dia-
grams and evaluate the full telescope calibration.
If the data quality diagrams indicate that the telescope calibration procedure worked
(for examples see section 7.1) the angle reconstruction and subsequent radiation length
measurements explained in chapter 5 can be conducted.
4.4. Measurements of intrinsic M26 cluster resolutions
In this section the complete calibration chain, depicted in fig. 4.5, was used to conduct
measurements of the intrinsic resolution of M26 sensors for different comparator thresh-
old settings. These measurements were conducted with the DURANTA telescope at
DESY in October 2016. The tests took place at beam line 22. Several runs with differ-
ent M26 comparator thresholds were recorded. The cluster calibration method explained
in section 4.3.10 was used to measure the resolution of different cluster types and com-
pare them. The goal was to determine the threshold setting which provides the optimal
ratio between different cluster types and yields the optimal intrinsic sensor resolution.
Additionally, the hit detection efficiency for different threshold settings was measured.
Combining the results of both measurements corresponds to the characterisation of a
sensor of the DURANTA reference telescope located at beam area 22 at DESY.
beam
025 [mm]4975100125.5
telescope arm II telescope arm I
Figure 4.13.: Telescope setup during the M26 intrinsic resolution and efficiency measurements
in October 2016.
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The distance between neighbouring telescope planes was approximately 25 mm and there
was no additional material plane centred between the two telescope arms. A schematic
drawing of the telescope setup is depicted in fig. 4.13. A beam energy of 3 GeV was
selected and the comparator threshold was varied between three and twelve times the
noise of the M26 sensors.
1p 2pv 2pu 4p
3p1 3p2 3p3 3p4
v
u
Figure 4.14.: The eight most common M26 cluster shapes with simplified names.
The cluster calibration method described in section 4.3.10 was used to establish a clus-
terDB with all relevant cluster shapes and their measured intersection points and their
2x2 covariance matrix. The square root of the diagonals of this matrix is called the
cluster resolution in u and in v direction. The intersection point and the associated
covariance matrix define a 1σ error ellipse for each cluster shape. In case of digital
sensors with binary readout, like the Mimosa26, and perpendicular incidence the num-
ber of important cluster shapes is rather small. The most important cluster shapes are
the one-digit-cluster and the two-digit-clusters in both directions. As shown in section
4.3.10, the corresponding shape IDs are rather long. To simplify the names of the cluster
shapes the one-digit-cluster will be called 1p here. The two-digit-cluster in u direction is
called 2pu and the two-digit-cluster in v direction is called 2pv. The frequency of larger
clusters like the most compact three- and four-digit-clusters is typically below 10 %. The
most common cluster shapes with simplified names are depicted in fig. 4.14.
The probability to measure a particular cluster shape is mostly dependent on the in-
tersection coordinate (u,v). In order to clarify this dependency fig. 4.15 depicts the
number of cluster digits as a function of the track intersection for two different compara-
tor thresholds. For a threshold of 5σnoise the average cluster size is close to one near
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(b) Comparator threshold: 8 times σnoise
Figure 4.15.: Mean size of signal clusters (projected into a 2x1 pixel grid) as a function of the
measured intersection coordinates for two different M26 comparator thresholds of
5 (a) and 8 (b). The red line indicates the shared pixel border.
the centre of a pixel. Particle intersections near the pixel edges tend to produce clusters
with a size of two. This can be explained through diffusion of signal charge in the sensor
volume which leads to charge sharing between the two pixels, which are separated by
the corresponding edge. Near the corner of the pixels another rise of the mean cluster
sizes is observed because there the complete signal charge is shared between all neigh-
bouring pixels and the probability to measure three- or four-digit-clusters gets very large.
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The influence of the M26 threshold can be seen by comparing the two depicted av-
erage cluster size images at different thresholds in fig. 4.15a and 4.15b. The larger the
threshold the larger the chance for one-digit-clusters because the probability to lose a
secondary pixel with a small fraction of the signal charge increases, when the comparator
threshold is raised. Accordingly, the mean cluster size is generally smaller for a larger
threshold. However, for a threshold of eight the increase of cluster sizes at the edges and
corners can be observed as well. The statistics in fig. 4.15b is smaller than in fig. 4.15a
due to a loss in M26 hit efficiency explained later.
As mentioned in section 4.3.10, every cluster shape has an associated 2D intersection
distribution defined in the local cluster shape coordinate system. From each intersec-
tion distribution a 1σ error ellipse can be reconstructed. The error ellipses for different
cluster shapes can have an overlap and the edges are not sharp, but rather defined by
the underlying 2D density. The size of the error ellipse for a certain cluster shape is
proportional to the fraction of the corresponding cluster shape. The larger the ellipse
the higher the probability that a particle intersection at a random location within the
pixel produces the corresponding cluster shape.
Effectively, the increase of the comparator threshold mostly decreases the size of error
ellipses of multi-digit-clusters. The error ellipse of single-digit-clusters remains approxi-
mately constant. Therefore, the cluster shape fraction of one-digit-clusters is expected to
rise, while the other cluster fractions are expected to fall. However, increasing the thresh-
old will ultimately also affect the one-digit-clusters: When the comparator threshold gets
too large the signal charge, which remains in the pixel region, might not be sufficient to
exceed the threshold and in this case the particle signal is lost altogether. When this
happens, a noticeable drop in telescope efficiency can be observed.
The mean efficiency of the third M26 sensor as a function of the M26 threshold is de-
picted in fig. 4.16. The efficiency was calculated on the third M26 plane in the beam.
This sensor can therefore be considered the device under test (DUT). The first step is to
reconstruct telescope tracks without considering hits on the DUT plane. The tracks are
required to have a χ2 value smaller than 100 and a hit on every other telescope plane.
A hit on the DUT is matched to the telescope track in case the residual between the hit
position and the track intersection is smaller than 200 µm.
The local efficiency is defined as the ratio between the number of tracks with a matched
DUT hit and the overall number of tracks crossing the corresponding region. In order to
calculate the mean efficiency a region of interest was defined that ensures a flat homo-
geneous efficiency distribution. Local efficiency variations due to triggering scintillator
edges were removed by this selection. The selected area lies between column 200 and
1000 and row 100 and 500 on the DUT. Two dimensional histograms of the efficiency
with indications of the selected region with homogeneous efficiency is shown in appendix
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Figure 4.16.: M26 efficiency as a function of the selected comparator threshold. From a thresh-
old of 6 σnoise upwards a significant drop in efficiency is visible.
A.3. A rapid decrease in efficiency for comparator thresholds larger than six is clearly
visible. For thresholds above six the efficiency drops below 90 % and reaches an efficiency
of approximately 50 % for very large comparator thresholds of twelve. The scattering
angle reconstruction and X/X0 measurements require two tracks with three hits each
in both telescope arms. A M26 efficiency below 90% would lead to a large loss of re-
constructed scattering angles. In order to collect a large scattering angle sample in a
reasonable amount of time, it is therefore recommended to use a M26 threshold below six.
In addition to the efficiency studies, the relative fraction and resolution of the differ-
ent cluster shape types was measured. Fig. 4.17 depicts the fraction of three different
cluster shapes on the M26 sensor at the third position in the beam line as a function
of the comparator threshold. As can be seen the fraction of 1p clusters increases with
larger thresholds, while the number of clusters with two digits decreases. This behaviour
is not surprising as larger clusters require charge sharing between two or more pixels.
This charge sharing leads to a smaller amount of signal charge per pixel. Accordingly,
for large comparator threshold the measurement of multi-digit-clusters is less probable.
As can be seen in figure 4.17, the fractions of 2pu and 2pv clusters are approximately
identical for a given threshold setting . This is not unexpected as the M26 pixel pitch is
identical in both directions and the beam incidence is approximately perpendicular.
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Figure 4.17.: Cluster shape fraction for the 1p, 2pu and 2pv cluster shapes as a function of the
M26 threshold.
































Figure 4.18.: Cluster shape errors in u (a) and v (b) direction for the 1p, 2pu and 2pv cluster
shapes as a function of the M26 threshold.
The cluster resolution in both directions for the three most important cluster shapes
as a function of the M26 threshold is depicted in fig. 4.18. As the cluster fraction
is proportional to the size of the error ellipse of the corresponding cluster shape the
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resolution of single-digit-clusters worsens with a growing threshold up to a threshold
of six. The resolution in u direction improves for the 2pu cluster shape as the clus-
ter shape fraction and therefore the size of the error ellipse (in u direction) decreases.
An analogous behaviour can be observed for the v resolution of 2pv clusters. The v
resolution of 2pu clusters and the u resolution of 2pv increases slightly with increasing
comparator threshold. The 1p cluster resolution deteriorates up to a M26 threshold of
six. For thresholds larger than six the resolution improves again. This is connected
to the already mentioned efficiency loss at high comparator thresholds: The increased
amount of charge sharing for particle trajectories, which are traversing the original pixel
close to one of the pixels edges leads to less signal charge left in the initial pixel and
therefore increases the probability to lose the signal altogether. Consequently, the size
of the error ellipse is effectively limited to a smaller region around the centre of the pixel.
Fig. 4.18 depicts the resolutions for three cluster shapes. However, the goal of this
section is to determine the optimal comparator threshold which leads to the optimal
(i.e. smallest) average cluster resolution of all cluster shapes. The average cluster reso-













The sum over the index i corresponds to a sum over all cluster shapes with an entry in
the cluster DB. The weights wi are given by the fractions of the corresponding cluster
shapes. The efficiency measurements in fig. 4.16 indicated that M26 threshold settings
larger than six will lead to inefficient telescope sensors. The threshold range used here
is therefore limited to values below six. The resulting mean cluster resolutions in both
directions for thresholds below six are summarised in table 4.2. As mentioned in section
4.3.3 a minimum number of clusters is required to determine the resolution of a cluster
type. Therefore some rare cluster types will not be covered by the cluster DB. The
fraction of clusters covered by the clusterDB, called cluster coverage, is included in the
table.
Threshold[σnoise] 3 4 5 6
〈σu〉[µm] 3.30±0.08 3.5±0.1 3.7±0.1 3.8±0.1
〈σv〉[µm] 3.35±0.08 3.5±0.1 3.7±0.1 3.8±0.1
cluster coverage 99.8 99.8 99.9 99.9
Table 4.2.: Average cluster resolution at different comparator thresholds
For this measurement, it was found that a threshold of three is the best choice, as the
mean cluster resolution in this configuration is the smallest. However, the selection of
the threshold should be based on the individual experimental setup. Especially in the
case of a noisy telescope it may be beneficial to use a slightly larger threshold.
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4.5. The beam test simulation algorithm
TBSW also provides processors to simulate particle transitions and detector responses
of beam test experiments. These simulations are used to validate the reconstruction
processors against verified information from the simulations. The simulation processors
are based on simplified models of the particle beam, beam particle propagation and signal
generation in the sensor volume. These simplifications are mentioned in the descriptions
of the simulation processors below. Beam test simulations are, for example, used in
chapter 5 to determine the optimal telescope setup for radiation length measurements
and in chapter 6 to validate the radiation length imaging procedure andX/X0 calibration
scheme. The simulations involve three steps that will be explained on the following pages.
A much more detailed description of the simulations can be found in [67]. Fig. 4.19














Figure 4.19.: Processor sequence for the generation of digits from a simulated particle transition
through a telescope.
The ParticleGun processor generates a set of particles at a position upstream of the
telescope. The particles are represented by track states, which are randomly determined
from the preselected beam parameters. The track state ηPG of the particle is similar to
the one defined in eq. 4.9, but has the particle momentum in GeV/c as a fifth vector










4.5. The beam test simulation algorithm
The task of the particle gun processor is to generate a randomised track state for each
new particle, which is in agreement with the beam parameters. The beam parameters
can be described by the following two quantities corresponding to the mean track state

































After generating initial track states with the ParticleGun processor, the simulation of
particle propagations through the telescope is conducted. The FastSimulation processor
is used to simulate the trajectory of each particle, which takes different material effects
like multiple scattering and bremsstrahlung into account. Multiple scattering angles are
randomly determined according to the Highland model. The scattering processes takes
place on the telescope planes and, in air, halfway between the telescope planes. Energy
loss due to bremsstrahlung of electrons is simulated by using the Bethe-Heitler model.
Alternatively, the simulation of energy losses due to bremsstrahlung can be switched off.
Only electron trajectories are affected by the energy loss and secondary particles are not
created in the simulations.
The simulation of a trajectory works as follows: The initial track state is used to define
a straight line, which is then extrapolated to the next material or artificial air plane. At
these surfaces, the effective thickness, current particle momentum and material param-
eters like the radiation length constant X0 are used to simulate the material effects on
the track state. Multiple scattering has an impact on the incidence angles du/dw and
dv/dw, while bremsstrahlung effects modify the particle momentum. After a material
interaction, the track state entries are updated accordingly and the modified state is
extrapolated towards the next material surface. A schematic trajectory of a simulated
electron is depicted in fig. 4.20.
The last simulation processor is the SiPixDigitizer which is used to simulate a Pixel
detector and model the detector response to the particle trajectory simulated in the
previous step. The processor can be tuned to roughly model a M26 sensor. The initial
step of the SiPixDigitizer is to determine a path through the sensitive sensor volume.
The path is divided into small segments. For each segment the deposited energy in the
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Figure 4.20.: Schematic drawing of the functionality of the FastSimulation processor. Multiple
scattering, bremsstrahlung and ionisation processes are simulated on the telescope
planes and in the air volume in between.
detector volumes is calculated. The deposited energy can be modelled in two ways. The
first option is to calculate the mean energy loss using the Bethe-Bloch formula. The
default case is to use this mean value as the deposited energy. Alternatively the mean
value can be used as the parameter of a Landau distribution and the individual energy
loss can be determined as a random variable from this distribution. This deposited
energy is converted into electron hole pairs and then used in the last step to simulate
the response of the telescope planes to the particle transition and generate sensor digits.
This involves drift processes of the charge cloud, charge sharing between sensor pixels
and simulation of readout noise. The digitiser model is explained in detail in [67].
The simulated digits are connected to the event number of the simulated particle and
stored in a LCIO file. The LCIO file can be used for calibration, angle reconstruction
and radiation length measurements. The only difference is that the EUDAQ conversion
and unpacking steps are not necessary for the simulated data.
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CHAPTER 5
Scattering angle reconstruction and radiation length imaging
The scope of this chapter is to give an overview of the individual steps of the radiation
length measurement method that is the subject of this work. As explained in chapter
3, the width of multiple scattering angle distributions depends on the radiation length
X/X0 of the traversed material. Radiation length measurement require collections of
in- and out-states which describe the particle trajectory on the target plane before and
after the scattering, respectively. The individual steps of the radiation length imaging
method are summarised in the following enumeration:
1. Matching of track states and angle reconstruction (section 5.1): In- and out-states
likely related to the same particle trajectory are matched. The matching approach
is based on the distance between the intersections of the track states. Slopes of
matched track state pairs are used to calculate projected scattering angles on the
central plane.
2. Determination of the telescope angle resolution (section 5.2): A numerical ap-
proach is used to estimate the uncertainties of the reconstructed scattering angles.
The telescope angle resolution is defined from the angle uncertainty distributions.
3. Radiation length imaging (section 5.3): The scattering plane is divided into a 2D
grid which is aligned with the local u and v axes. A 1D scattering angle histogram
is assigned to each pixel of the grid. Track intersections of each track state pair
are calculated and the projected scattering angles are added to the histogram of
the appropriate grid pixel. After all available angles are filled into histograms, the
scattering angle distributions are fitted successively with a model function and the
radiation length value is determined from the fit. The determined X/X0 values
are assigned to the corresponding grid pixels. Then, the radiation length values
are visualised in the u-v plane and a radiation length image is generated.
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4. X/X0 calibration measurements (section 5.4): The analysis of scattering angle data
also includes a calibration step. This step is required to calibrate the telescope
angle resolution and other parameters of the model function mentioned in the
previous step.
The first two steps are performed by a TBSW processor called X0Estimator. Steps 3
and 4 describe the radiation length imaging and calibration process which is performed
by ROOT macros. Sections 5.1 to 5.4 describe the details of the algorithms mentioned in
the enumeration. Section 5.5 presents results from simulations that give an overview of
optimised telescope setups and beam energy settings for radiation length measurements
in a specific radiation length range.
5.1. Scattering angle reconstruction
For the reconstruction of scattering angles two separate track samples, the up- and
downstream track, are reconstructed in the upstream and downstream telescope arm. A
schematic depiction of the basic idea of the angle reconstruction on the central scattering














Figure 5.1.: Schematic drawing of a particle transition in a telescope with six sensor planes and
a central scattering target (k = 3). Up- and downstream tracks and their prediction
of the in- and out-state using a forward and time-reversed backward Kalman filter,
respectively, are shown.
Both track samples must have at least three hits per track, as indicated by the black
dots in the figure. Furthermore, the track samples undergo a strict selection process
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with respect to the track χ2 values. This ensures that the selected tracks are most likely
coming from the transition of a real beam particle. These two collections of tracks are
used by a TBSW processor called X0Estimator to calculate scattering angles. The in-










































Figure 5.2.: Schematic drawing depicting the individual steps performed by the X0Estimator
processor starting from a up- and a downstream track collection. It is possible that
the two track collections have a different number of tracks.
In order to predict the track state on the target plane k before the scattering on plane
k, a forward Kalman filter is applied to the hits in the upstream telescope arm. As
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explained in the previous chapter, the forward Kalman filter is an incremental algorithm
that predicts track states on a telescope plane, updates the track state with a hit mea-
surement on that plane and then extrapolates the state onto the next plane. During the
extrapolation step, multiple scattering effects are taken into account. The extrapolation
of the track state η and its covariance matrix C from the closest upstream telescope
plane k − 1 to the target plane k is given by
ηpredk = η
in





k = Fk|k−1 C
in
k−1 Fk|k−1
T + Fk|k−1 Gk−1Qk−1Gk−1
T Fk|k−1
T .
As mentioned before, Fk|k−1 describes the straight-line propagation of the track state
from plane k− 1 to plane k. Qk−1 models the uncertainty due to multiple scattering on
plane k−1. The important feature of the forward Kalman filter is that the extrapolation
takes the scattering on plane k − 1 into account. The scattering on plane k, however,
is not used in the extrapolation step. Accordingly, the forward Kalman filter yields a

































































Here, u and v indicate intersection positions and mu and mv describe slopes of the
trajectory in u and v direction. In order to calculate scattering angles (see fig. 5.1),
the track state after scattering on the target plane is required. This track state can be
estimated by using a time reversed backward Kalman filter on the hits in the downstream
telescope arm. The extrapolation from the closest downstream telescope plane k + 1 to
the target plane k is given by




pred = Coutk = Fk|k+1 C
out
k+1 Fk+1|k
T + Fk|k+1 Gk+1Qk+1Gk+1
T Fk|k+1
T .
As can be seen, in this case, the straight-line propagation matrix Fk|k+1 leads to an
extrapolation in the opposite direction compared to the forward Kalman filter. During
the extrapolation, the scattering effects on plane k+ 1 are taken into account, while the
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effects on plane k are not used. As a consequence, the time-reversed backward Kalman
filter predicts the track state after the scattering on a target plane. This state is called



































For the sake of simplicity the plane index k will be left out from now on. The in- and
out-states used here always correspond to the states on the target plane k = 3. The
schematic drawing in fig. 5.1 depicts telescope hits from a charged particle transition,
where the upstream track (and its associated instates) are shown in red and the down-
stream track (and its associated outstates) are shown in blue. After reconstructing all
available in- and out-states from a single event, track states have to be paired according
to the likelihood being associated with the same particle transition. A distance criterium
on the target plane is used to determine which track states to match.
The distance matching algorithm starts with an in-state. The distance between the
intersection position of the in-state and every available out-state is computed and the
out-state with the minimum distance is selected. In case the minimum distance is smaller
than a previously selected threshold in the order of 100 µm, the two track states are
matched and the matched out-state is removed from the pool of available out-states.
Afterwards the procedure is repeated with the same in-state in case there is a another
out-state that fulfils the matching criterium. The matching loop of this particular in-
state will be terminated once the minimum distances between the in-state intersection
and all remaining out-state intersections are larger than the distance threshold. After-
wards the matching algorithm repeats with the next in-state until all in-states have been
accounted for. In few cases more than one out-state is matched with a single in-state. It
can be assumed that most of them are either wrongly matched due to rare two particle
transitions in close vicinity of each other or due to one of the downstream tracks being
wrongly reconstructed. All multi-out-state matches are discarded and not used in the
subsequent analysis steps.
Under the assumption that an in- and out-state have been matched successfully, the
intersection vector of the particle transition (ū,v̄)Tcan be calculated from the two track
states:
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This arithmetic mean is an approximation to the optimal weighted mean and neglects
small correlation effects. The directions of a particle trajectory before and after scatter-
ing on the central scattering plane are given by
~nin =
1√
1 + (minu )








1 + (moutu )






In order to simplify the calculation of the projected scattering angles, a coordinate trans-
formation from the local coordinate system into the co-moving system of the incoming
particle (~ea,~eb,~ec) is carried out (see fig. 5.3). The co-moving frame is defined in the fol-
lowing way: The unit vector ~ec points into the same direction as ~nin, ~eb is perpendicular
to ~ec and the u-axis of the local coordinate system of the scattering plane. ~ea is the last
vector to complete the right-handed Cartesian system. The rotation matrix A from the
local coordinate system of the target plane into the co-moving frame can be computed
via
(~ea)
T = A · ~eu , (~eb)
T = A · ~ev and (~ec)
T = A · ~ew . (5.8)





 = (A ·~nout(u,v,w))T . (5.9)
An illustration of the track states in the co-moving frame of the incoming particle can
be seen in fig. 5.3. In this rotated coordinate system, projected scattering angles ϑu and



































Figure 5.3.: Schematic depiction of the in- and out-state of a particle trajectory in the co-moving
frame of the incoming particle. Since scattering angles can be assumed to be small,
the slope of the out-state corresponds to the scattering angle ϑu.
The variances σ2ϑu and σ
2
ϑv
of the scattering angles can be computed from the slope entries
and covariances of the in- and out-states via Gaussian error propagation. Correlations





to be small and are neglected here. However, there is no obvious analytical dependency
between the scattering angles ϑu and ϑv and the in- and out-state entries. Instead of
calculating the dependencies analytically, a numerical method called unscented trans-
form is employed [73]. A detailed description of this approach can be found in appendix
B. The unscented transform is used to determine numerical values for the variances σ2ϑu
and σ2ϑv for every track state pair.
Afterwards all calculated quantities, the intersection coordinates, the projected scat-
tering angles and the variances, are written into a ROOT tree. The determination of
the scattering angles and the variance is repeated with the next matched in- and out-
state pair. When all matched pairs have been used, the process depicted in fig. 5.2
proceeds with the next event. After all events have been processed the ROOT tree is
saved and can be used for radiation length imaging (5.3) and calibration purposes (5.4).
5.2. Telescope angle resolution
The slope entries of the in- and out-states and their uncertainties, which are given by
the corresponding entries of the covariance matrix, are used by the unscented transform
to calculate the variances of the projected scattering angles. The covariance matrix C
of track states in turn depends on the covariance matrix V of the hit measurements (see
eq. 4.17 and 4.18). As was explained in section 4.3.10, the hit covariance is ultimately
dependent on the size and shape of the reconstructed clusters on the telescope planes.
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Accordingly, reconstructed tracks with different cluster shape signatures on individual
telescope planes will inevitably have slightly different reconstructed angle variances.
However, the width of these angle reconstruction uncertainty distributions is expected
to be small.
If the cluster resolution in one direction is slightly better, for example due to slightly




have small differences. For an approximately perpendicular beam incidence this effect
is expected to be smaller than the width of the uncertainty distribution.
rad]µAngle reconstruction error[



























Figure 5.4.: Example distributions of measured angle reconstruction uncertainties from a beam
test in October 2016 at the DURANTA telescope. The beam energy was 2 GeV.
The solid red curve corresponds to σϑu , while the solid blue curve corresponds to
σϑv . The difference between the two mean values is small compared to the width
of the distribution. The corresponding variance values σ2ϑv were calculated via
unscented transform.
All measurements analysed in this work were performed on telescopes with symmetric
sensor pixels and nearly perpendicular beam incidence on all telescope planes. Ad-
ditionally only very small rotations and shifts of the telescope planes are expected.
Consequently, there will be no large difference between the measured distributions of
the two variances σ2ϑu and σ
2
ϑv
. This notion has been confirmed in multiple beam test
measurements. Fig. 5.4 depicts a comparison between the uncertainties σϑu and σϑv
for a typical beam test measurement. The variance values determined from different in-
and out-state pairs are assumed to be uncorrelated. It is therefore possible to define a
nominal telescope angle resolution σerr which corresponds to the square root of the mean
variance of the projected angle in u direction
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The telescope angle resolution σerr, as defined in eq. 5.12, only depends on the tele-
scope geometry, beam energy and cluster resolution and is independent of the scattering
material between the telescope planes.
5.3. Radiation length imaging
The X0Estimator processor described in section 5.1 produced a ROOT tree with a list
of scattering angles and track intersections for every matched in- and out-state. In order
to perform spatially resolved measurements, image pixels have to be defined. In practice
this is done in the following way: In the local coordinates of the target plane, a rectan-
gular image area, which is aligned with the local u and v axes, is defined. Appropriate
side lengths lu and lv of the image area must be selected. Due to the limited size of the
sensitive area of individual sensors of the telescope, only a finite area on the scattering
target is traversed by charged particles, which produce hits on all telescope sensors.
This area is called the telescope acceptance region and is typically of the same size as
the sensitive area of the telescope sensors for a well aligned telescope and perpendicular
beam incidence. The telescope acceptance region is a good choice for the aforementioned
image area. Image pixel pitches in both directions are selected and the area is divided
into image pixels accordingly.
For each image pixel, three histograms are created which are used to store scattering an-
gles. One histogram contains ϑu, another histogram contains ϑv and the last histogram
contains both angles. The combination of both angles is valid here because the projected
multiple scattering angles in u and v direction are uncorrelated and described by the
same model function (for example eq. 3.29). The symbol for projected angles in the
combined angle histogram is ϑp. Each in- and out-state pair has an associated measured
intersection that can be assigned to exactly one image pixel. The corresponding scat-
tering angles are filled into the three histograms associated with this particular image
pixel. This procedure is repeated for all available ROOT tree entries, i.e. matched in-
and out-state pairs. The resulting histograms contain angles that were measured from
different tracks that are statistically independent. It is therefore natural to assume that
the angle histograms of individual image pixels are also statistically independent.
It has been observed that sometimes reconstructed multiple scattering angle distribu-
tions are not centred at zero as expected from eq. 3.29. This effect is caused by small
errors in the telescope alignment and the mean values of these shifted scattering angle
distributions were observed to be in the order of 100 µrad. As described in section 4.3.8,
α and β rotations of telescope sensors are not determined in the alignment procedure.
The neglected α and β rotations can cause the angle distributions to have a non-zero
mean. As a non-zero mean is an disturbance to subsequent analysis steps, the mean
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value has to be corrected for. The mean of the three angle distributions in each image
pixel is filled into a 2D histogram and can be examined after the imaging process. Af-
terwards the angle histogram is centred by subtracting the corresponding mean value.
Additionally, angle histograms at the edges of the telescope acceptance region may be
asymmetric because particle trajectories with large scattering angles in the direction of
the acceptance edge can not be reconstructed in the downstream telescope arm. The size
of this region depends on the telescope setup, the scattering material thickness and also
the beam energy. The larger the width of the multiple scattering distribution the more
image pixels at the edges of the acceptance region have histograms with asymmetric
angle distributions.
In preparation for this work it was found that a good choice for the range of the scat-




, where R̃ is given by the five times the RMS value
of the angle distribution. As the histogram range therefore depends on the RMS of the
corresponding angle distribution and the histogram has to be centred, the generation of
the histogram is done in two steps. First an uncorrected angle distribution is plotted.
The RMS and mean are determined from the uncorrected histogram. Then, with the
determined mean and RMS the corrected angle histogram is created. The exact binning
of the histograms will not be discussed here, instead the optimal settings for angle his-
tograms are discussed in section 6.1.1.
Theoretically, small image pixel pitches are preferable as they will lead to a better image
resolution. There are, however, limitations to the pixel pitch that must be observed. The
number of entries per angle distribution must be large enough to ensure a stable fit with
a reasonable uncertainty estimate. Some other issues, that perturb the fit process and
arise in case of very small image pixel pitches are described in section 6.2. A reasonable
choice of the image pixel pitch always depends on the statistics of the scattering angle
sample at hand.
The angle distribution in each image pixel with the pixel centre at (u,v) is described
by the model function fuvreco. The function can be used to fit the angle distribution and
determine the radiation length X/X0. An overview of the parameters of the model
function fuvreco is given below:





is the radiation length that is determined during the fit of the image pixel angle
distribution.
 σerr is the telescope angle resolution as defined in eq. 5.12. It depends on the
telescope geometry and beam energy. σerr is fixed and not determined during the
1Either ϑu, ϑv or ϑp depending on the distribution that is fitted
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fit.
 p (u, v) is the average beam energy in the centre of the image pixel. A linear de-
pendence on the position of the pixel center (u,v) is assumed. The exact linear
gradient depends on the particle beam and is determined during calibration mea-
surements as described in section 5.4. p (u, v) is fixed and not determined during
the fit.
 λ is a correction factor of the telescope angle resolution. It is determined dur-
ing radiation length calibrations as described in section 5.4. It is fixed and not
determined during the fit of the image pixel angle distribution.
 κ is a correction factor of the scattering angle width. It is determined during radi-
ation length calibrations as described in section 5.4. It is fixed and not determined
during the fit.
With the parameters summarised above fuvreco can be described by the following formula:
fuvreco
(
ϑ, p (u, v) ,
X
X0









⊗ ferr (ϑ, λ σerr) , (5.13)
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fuvreco is a normalised, continuous probability density function and can therefore be used
in a fit to extract the radiation length X/X0 from angle distributions. The first part of
the convolution is the multiple scattering model fuvmsc. Here, the Highland model is used
(eq. 3.29). fuvmsc can therefore be expressed as
fuvmsc
(



















The Highland width σHL is given by eq. 3.28 and depends on the radiation length X/X0
and beam energy p(u, v). The second part of the convolution corresponds to the angle
resolution function ferr of the telescope. As can be seen in eq. 5.14 ferr corresponds to
a Gaussian with a standard deviation of λσerr. The Gaussian angle resolution function
must be considered here because of the finite scattering angle resolution λσerr which
broadens the multiple scattering distribution in eq. 3.29.
The function fuvreco in eq. 5.13 is used to fit all three angle histograms of every im-
age pixel using the ROOT binned fit function. ROOT provides a χ2 and a log-likelihood
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fit method, which are compared in section 6.1.1. The fit range must be limited to the
Gaussian core of the reconstructed angle distribution, because the Highland model is
only valid there (see section 3.3.3). In practice the fit range lies in the interval [−R,R],




The quantity σfit is the standard deviation of the core of the angle distribution and
must be determined in a Gaussian fit. This Gaussian fit must be limited to the core of
the angle distribution in order to not include the non-Gaussian tails of the distribution.
Therefore, this fit is limited to the interval between -1 RMS to +1 RMS of the angle dis-
tribution. The determined standard deviation σfit is then used to calculate the points at
which the angle distribution has fallen to 1/e of its maximum value according to eq. 5.16.
All three histograms of every image pixel are fitted and for each pixel an associated
radiation length is determined. There are two possibilities to determine the radiation
length of the image pixel. Either the fit value of the combined histogram is selected or
an arithmetic mean of the radiation length values from the ϑu and ϑv is used. For all
measurements in this work the first option was used.
5.3.1. Fit model modification due to energy loss by bremsstrahlung
In case of an electron beam and especially for a high X/X0 scattering target, energy
losses due to bremsstrahlung must be considered. They can be accounted for by mod-
ifying the beam energy p. A simple approach to include the energy loss is to calculate
a weighted mean of the beam energy before and after the material transition. This
approach is called the weight model in section 3.3.4. Energy losses can be included in
the fit model function fuvmsc by replacing the Highland width σHL in eq. 5.15 with the
modified Highland width σweight defined in eq. 3.37.
Another model that includes energy losses due to bremsstrahlung was introduced by
Gottschalk [53]. Analogously to the weight model a modified Highland width is defined
(see eq. 3.40). Both models, the weight and the Gottschalk model, are tested and
compared in chapter 7.
5.4. Radiation length calibration measurements
In order to ensure an accurate estimate of the radiation length, environmental condi-
tions such as the telescope angle resolution and the beam energy have to be known very
precisely. This is especially important, when a thin material is measured and the High-
land width σHL is smaller than the angle resolution σerr. However, the telescope angle
resolution calculated via eq. 5.12 is expected to be slightly wrong due to small errors
in the alignment. Additionally, a small underestimation of the scattering effects on the
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telescope planes is expected because the non-Gaussian tails of the multiple scattering
distributions are neglected in the track fit.
Moreover, a wrong assumption of the beam energy can lead to a global offset of the
width in the first part of eq. 5.13 describing the multiple scattering distribution. This
offset can also be caused by inaccuracies in measurements of the telescope length, which
is not determined during the alignment procedure, but must be measured manually (see
section 4.3.8). Another issue is the profile of the beam energy. Due to the beam energy
selection via magnet, it can be assumed that the energy of the beam particles is not
completely monochromatic, but depends on the position relative to the centre of the
particle beam.
A calibration measurement allows to account for the effects listed above by determining
four calibration parameters, listed below:
 λ is used to correct for inaccuracies that lead to a global offset of the telescope
angle resolution σerr. The calibrated telescope angle resolution is given by λσerr.
λ must be determined experimentally from calibration measurements.
 κ is used to correct for wrong assumptions that lead to a global offset of the
scattering distribution width σHL. The calibrated width of the multiple scattering
angle distribution is given by κσHL. κ must be determined experimentally from
calibration measurements.
 The beam energy can be dependent on the position on the scattering plane ex-
pressed by (u,v). The beam energy is modelled as a linear function in u and v
direction
p (u, v) = p0 + ∆up u+ ∆vp v , (5.17)
where p0 is the beam energy at the origin of the local coordinate system on the
target plane. p0 is the nominal beam energy that was selected during the beam test.
Any additional beam energy offsets are corrected for by κ, because the multiple
scattering width σHL is inversely proportional to p as can be seen from eq. 3.28.
∆up and ∆vp are linear beam energy gradients in u and v direction that have to
be determined experimentally from calibration measurements.
The four calibration factors λ, κ, ∆up and ∆vp must be determined in a dedicated
calibration measurement on a target with a well known material profile. A schematic
view of an example calibration target is depicted in fig. 5.5. The example reference
target consists of a stack of nine aluminium layers with a thickness of 200 µm per layer.
Each layer has between one and nine cut-outs. The layers are stacked in such a way
that a region with only air and 8 other measurement areas with aluminium thicknesses
ranging from 0.2 mm to 1.6 mm are formed. Alternatively, a radiation length calibration
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can also be performed on the scattering angle data set of multiple homogeneously thick

















































Figure 5.5.: Schematic view of a dedicated calibration target, which was used during beam tests
in 2015. The target consists of nine aluminium layers with a thickness of 200µm
each, which are arranged in such a way that nine measurement areas with different
aluminium thicknesses are formed.
After generating a radiation length image of the calibration target with λ, κ fixed to one
and linear beam energy gradients fixed to zero, the exact calibration target position in
the local frame is well known and measurement areas can be selected. The calibration
measurement areas are rectangles with a selected centre position and side lengths parallel
to the local u and v direction. For every selected calibration measurement area, scat-
tering angles histograms are created and filled just like for the radiation length imaging
procedure. The following steps explain the calibration procedure. Here, combined angle
histograms (ϑp) are used, but the calibration can also be performed using the ϑu and
ϑv distributions. For each histogram, a fit function based on eq. 5.13 is defined. As the
radiation length X/X0 of the calibration target is well known, the X/X0 values of all fit
functions are set to the expected values and fixed during the fit. Also, the nominal tele-
scope angle resolution σerr and nominal beam energy p0 are set to the appropriate values
and fixed. The calibration factors λ, κ and the two linear beam energy gradients ∆up
and ∆vp are shared fit parameters for all fit functions. Now a simultaneous combined
fit of all calibration angle histograms is performed using the corresponding fit functions.
The parameters varied and fitted during the simultaneous fit of all histograms are the
four calibration parameters.
Usually the determined values of λ and κ should be close to 1.0. If their values dif-
fer from 1.0 by more than 20 % there must be a large systematic influence, which has
to be investigated before proceeding with X/X0 measurements. Only one of the linear
beam energy gradients, typically the gradient in u direction, should be in the order of
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10 to 20 MeV/mm. The other gradient is typically compatible with zero. Calibration
parameters outside this range are typically accompanied by further irregularities which
can be identified in data quality plots as described in chapter 7.
Several considerations were found to improve the obtained calibration measurement
results: First, there should always be a measurement region with air and additionally a
high X/X0 region available for λ and κ calibration. The scattering angle distribution in
the air region is dominated by the second part of the fit function ferr (eq. 5.14), because
the radiation length constant X0 of air is very large
2 and consequently the Highland
width of several millimetres of air is very small. Therefore, the angle distribution of air
mainly depends on λ. On the other hand the fit function in an area with a large radiation
length is dominated by the first part of the fit function fmsc, which only depends on κ
and the beam energy gradients. The uncertainty of the beam energy gradient measure-
ments can be minimised by sampling measurement areas on a high X/X0 target along
the whole u and v range of the telescope acceptance region.
If the determined calibration factors are reasonable, the calibration target can be ex-
changed for a target with an unknown material distribution and X/X0 measurements
can conducted. As mentioned before, the telescope angle resolution depends on the tele-
scope setup, while the multiple scattering width (see eq. 3.29) depends on the beam
energy. Accordingly, for every change in the telescope setup or beam energy, a new
X/X0 calibration measurement has to be performed.
5.5. Telescope angle resolution and signal-to-noise ratio of
X/X0 measurements
Simulations in TBSW (see section 4.5) were used to find the optimal telescope geometry
and beam energy settings to perform radiation length measurements. Beam energies
tested here correspond to the energy range available at DESY beam test facilities and
the reference telescope employed here is a EUDET beam telescope equipped with six
M26 planes. Electrons are used as beam particles.
The model function freco, which is used to calculate the radiation length from scat-
tering angle distributions is defined in eq. 5.13. This function is a convolution of two
Gaussian functions: The multiple scattering distribution fmsc and ferr, which describes
the uncertainty due to the angle reconstruction in the telescope . freco is also a Gaussian






2303.9 m for dry air at 1 atm according to [29]
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Only σMSC is sensitive to variations of the radiation length. The first part of eq. 5.18
therefore corresponds to the signal of the radiation length measurement. Accordingly,
the second part can be called the measurement noise. The signal-to-noise ratio S of





The signal-to-noise ratio S is a good indicator for the ability to extract valid information
about a material from scattering distributions. When the scattering distribution is
dominantly influenced by the reconstruction error distribution, the signal-to-noise ratio














For σerr  σMSC, the influence of the actual multiple scattering distribution on the over-
all reconstructed distribution is very limited. The total distribution width is mainly
determined by the constant angle resolution σerr, while σMSC is only a part of the
quadratic term and even less important terms of higher order. On the other hand,






σMSCσerr≈ σMSC . (5.21)
For the extraction of the radiation length X/X0 from the overall distribution, the second
case is preferable, because the reconstructed angle distribution is very sensitive to X/X0
variations. For measurements on small X/X0 materials and consequently small signal-
to-noise ratios, it is of great importance to optimise the setup to achieve the largest
possible signal-to-noise ratio. Fig. 5.6 depicts the dependency of σMSC, σerr and S as a
function of the beam energy for multiple aluminium thicknesses. A telescope setup with
40 mm distances between neighbouring M26 planes is used (see fig. 6.8).
The Highland width of a material with a constant radiation length X/X0 as well as
the angle resolution increase with decreasing beam energy p. However, the Highland
width increases more rapidly than the telescope angle resolution. This leads to a small
increase of the signal-to-noise ratio for smaller beam energies. Unsurprisingly, the signal-
to-noise ratio is larger for materials with a larger radiation length. The results indicate
that, especially for low X/X0 materials, the smallest possible beam energy should be
used to achieve a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio.
As can be seen from fig. 5.7, the telescope setup has a similarly large impact on the
signal-to-noise ratio. The figure depicts the telescope angle resolution and signal-to-
noise ratio for 4 GeV electrons as a function of the spacings between neighbouring M26
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Figure 5.6.: (a) Telescope angle resolution σerr for a telescope with 40mm spacings (see fig. 6.8)
as a function of the beam energy p. The angle resolution is shown in comparison to
the Highland standard deviations of materials with various thicknesses. (b) Signal-
to-noise ratio for various aluminium thicknesses as a function of the beam energy
p.
sensors in the experimental setup. During the spacing variations the distance from the
innermost M26 sensors to the centred target plane remains constant at 50 mm.
The spacings between telescope planes should always be chosen larger than 40 mm in
order to avoid small signal-to-noise values and consequently suboptimal radiation length
measurement conditions. Also, when measuring thin materials such as 100 µm of sil-
icon at DESY, using an beam energy of 2 GeV is optimal. For materials with X/X0
values of several percent3X/X0 the beam energy choice is less important, because the
signal-to-noise ratio will always be much larger than one.
3For example, a radiation length of X/X0=1 % corresponds to a aluminium thickness of approximately
890 µm
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Figure 5.7.: (a) Telescope angle resolution σerr and (b) signal-to-noise ratio for a 4 GeV electron
beam as a function of the spacing between neighbouring M26 sensors. The telescope




Systematic influences and simulation studies
The scope of this chapter is to test the validity of the radiation length measurement
method and study the most frequently encountered systematic influences in the well
controlled environment of beam test simulations. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations pro-
vide a good opportunity to disentangle different systematic influences, that also affect
the analysis of real beam test data, by subsequently adding new sources of systematic
uncertainties to the simulations and evaluating them.
The radiation length method introduced in section 5 depends on the precise knowl-
edge of the experimental conditions. Small errors in the telescope alignment, especially
sensor shifts along the beam axis, have a large impact on scattering angle distributions
and consequently radiation length measurements. Additionally, wrong assumptions of
the beam energy and small measurement errors of the cluster resolutions can lead to
wrong assumptions of the telescope angle resolution σerr and the scattering angle width
σHL. Most of these systematic uncertainties can be corrected for by conducting X/X0
calibration measurements as described in section 5.4. Global offsets of the telescope
angle resolution are determined directly in the form of the calibration factor λ. Beam
energy offsets and the telescope length are corrected for indirectly by determining the
global offset of the multiple scattering width κ.
On the following pages the results of simulation studies will be presented. A step-by-step
approach is used here. With each step, additional sources of systematic uncertainties
are added to the simulations. In section 6.1 a direct generation of scattering angle dis-
tributions is used. This removes systematic influences such as telescope misalignment,
tracking and wrong assumptions of the beam energy. In this simple scenario, the validity
of multiple scattering angle fits is tested. Additionally, tests of the optimal angle his-
togram settings and of the available fitting methods are conducted. Section 6.2 presents
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results from TBSW simulations of beam test experiments. These simulations are used
to study systematic effects caused by binary measurements of digital pixel sensors. Es-
pecially disturbances of the angle reconstruction are examined. In section 6.3 TBSW
simulations are used to validate the radiation length calibration measurements. In order
to test the capability to correct for slightly wrong beam energies, small beam energy
offsets are introduced in the simulations and compared to results from radiation length
calibration measurements.
6.1. Validation of the scattering angle fitting procedure with
toy studies
Scattering angle distributions in this section are generated directly without any inter-
mediate steps such as tracking and angle reconstruction. The angle distributions are
therefore not affected by uncertainties due to misalignment and track reconstruction. In
section 6.1.1 different scattering angle histogram settings and fitting methods are tested.
The quality of the fits is evaluated by calculating residuals and pulls between the fitted
radiation length values and the corresponding values used in the simulations of the an-
gle distributions. In section 6.1.2 the systematic and statistic uncertainty of the fit in
dependence of the size of the underlying angle sample is studied.
6.1.1. Optimal setup of the angle distribution histograms and tests of the
fitting procedure
The first step of the simulation tests is the generation of M = 4 000 multiple scatter-
ing angle distributions, each with a total number of N angles. For a chosen particle
momentum p and radiation length X/X0 the individual angles are calculated as the




) in eq. 3.29 and another angle ϑerr distributed according to a Gaussian
function ferr(ϑerr, σerr, λ = 1.0). The function ferr(ϑerr, σerr, λ = 1.0) is defined in eq.
5.14. The sum ϑtotal = ϑHL + ϑerr of the two simulated angles is Gaussian distributed






The simulated angles ϑtotal are stored in histograms with a range that depends on σtruth.
Defining the histogram range in multitudes of σtruth leads to a consistent ratio between
core and tail region and distribution shape, regardless of the radiation length of the
scattering material X/X0 and beam energy p. An abscissa ranging from −5σtruth to
+5σtruth is a suitable choice and matches the range used for angle histograms in real
beam test experiments.
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On the following pages, the radiation length will be expressed by t = X/X0 to have
more concise equations. In order to find the optimal number of histogram bins and
select the best fitting procedure, different numbers of bins were tested. The number of
bins was varied between 20 and 230 in steps of 10. In order to evaluate the best fitting
and binning option, the measured radiation length tm is compared to the true1 radiation
length ttrue. The simulation parameters are given by the values listed in table 6.1. The
selected radiation length value corresponds to 1 mm of aluminium and the telescope res-
olution is a typical value for the EUDET telescope with six M26 planes at energies of
2 GeV. The Highland width for the selected parameters is σHL = 598 µrad. Accordingly,
the standard deviation of the simulated angle distribution is σtruth = 644 µrad.
ttrue[%] p[GeV] M N σerr[µrad] σtruth[µrad] particles
1.124 2 4 000 5 000 240 644 electrons
Table 6.1.: Simulation parameters used to generate scattering angle distributions that
are used to validate the scattering angle fitting procedure.
Entries = 5000   
Mean  06− 8.379e
Std Dev    0.0006417
 / ndf 2χ  44.86 / 40
Prob   0.2753
X/X0      0.00074± 0.01153 
norm      2.8± 132.7 














Figure 6.1.: Example scattering angle distribution with 5 000 events for an electron beam of
2 GeV traversing an aluminium layer with a thickness of 1 mm. The angle recon-
struction error σerr is 240 µrad and the expected total standard deviation σtruth is
644 µrad. The histograms x axis ranges from -5 σtruth to +5 σtruth and has 150 bins.
The displayed fitting function is a Gaussian function and the fitting procedure is
based on a log-likelihood fit.
1ttrue corresponds to the radiation length used to simulate the angle distributions.
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As mentioned in [49], the Highland multiple scattering model is only valid in the cen-
tral part of the scattering angle distribution. The simulations here are based on two
Gaussian distributions and the resulting angle distributions are also Gaussian distribu-
tions. Regardless, the fit range is limited to the centre of the distribution, as described
in section 5.3, to be comparable to the fit procedure of non-simulated scattering angle
distributions. The binned angle distributions are fitted with the fit model in eq. 5.13 and
the radiation length tm with its statistical uncertainty σtm are determined. An example
of a simulated angle distribution and the corresponding fit function are shown in fig.
6.1. The fit displayed is based on the log-likelihood estimator.
The fitted radiation length tm, its statistical fit uncertainty σtm and the truth radia-
tion length ttrue of the simulation are used to calculate the residual and pull values of
the individual fits. The residual of the fitted radiation length is given by
tres = tm − ttrue . (6.2)





The scattering angle histogram generation and fitting procedure is repeated M = 4 000
times for every bin configuration and both fitting techniques. The individual pulls, resid-
uals and fit uncertainties are recorded. Examples of the resulting pull, residual and fit
uncertainty distributions are depicted in fig. 6.2.
The fit procedure is called unbiased, when the mean of the pull (or residual) distribution
is compatible with zero
〈tres〉 = 0 . (6.4)
A non-zero bias is an indicator for a systematic problem during the measurement. The
example in fig. 6.2 displays a small bias. The systematic uncertainty due to biased fits
can be defined as
σsys. ≡ 〈tres〉 . (6.5)
In analogy to the systematic error, the statistical uncertainty of the radiation length
measurements can be defined as the mean fit uncertainty of the individual measurements
σstat. ≡ 〈σtm〉 . (6.6)
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ts Entries  4000
Mean   0.01582±0.05405 − 
Std Dev    0.01118±      1 
(a) Pull tpull distribution
0.4− 0.3− 0.2− 0.1− 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4


















ts Entries  4000
Mean   0.001134± 0.003639 
Std Dev    0.0008022± 0.07175 
(b) Residual tres distribution




















ts Entries  4000
Mean   0.0001211± 0.07169 
Std Dev   05− 8.56e± 0.007657 
(c) Statistical fit uncertainty σtm distribution
Figure 6.2.: Pull (a), residual (b) and statistical fit uncertainty distributions (c) from
fits of an ensemble of 4 000 simulated angle distributions with 5 000 angles
each. The simulated angle histograms were generated with the settings
summarised in table 6.1.
Ideally, the standard deviation of the residual distribution σtres should be identical to
the above definition of the statistical uncertainty
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σtres = σ
stat. . (6.7)
If the statistical uncertainty is smaller or larger than the standard deviation of the resid-
ual the mean fit error has been overestimated or underestimated, respectively. The pull
distribution is expected to have a Gaussian shape with a mean of zero, which corresponds
to the condition in eq. 6.4 and a standard deviation of one, which corresponds to the
condition in eq. 6.7. However, the distributions in fig. 6.2 are not completely Gaussian.
The example residual and fit uncertainty distributions have non-Gaussian tails on the
right part of the distributions, while a similar tail is visible in the negative region of the
pull distribution.
The first step is to determine which of the two fitting techniques available in the ROOT
framework [38] (χ2 or log-likelihood fit) yields better, less biased results. The example in
fig. 6.1 and 6.2 employed the log-likelihood fit. In order to decide, which fitting technique
to use, the mean and standard deviations of the pull and residual distributions will be
compared. It is useful to express the statistical and systematic uncertainty in relation to
the true radiation length. Therefore, the relative statistical and the relative systematic









The four parameters of interest, pull mean, pull RMS, relative statistical and relative
systematic error, are depicted in fig. 6.3 as a function of the number of bins of the
scattering angle histograms.
The mean pulls and the relative systematic error both indicate the presence of a bias
for both fitting methods. This bias is an inherent issue of binned χ2 and log-likelihood
fits in the small statistics case [70, 74] and manifests as the non-Gaussian tails in the
pull and residual distribution in fig. 6.2. However, the log-likelihood fit is clearly the
better option of the two fitting algorithms. The pull and relative systematic uncertainty
curves indicate a small bias, but the magnitude of the bias is nearly independent of the
histogram setting for histograms with more than 100 bins. The bias of the χ2 fits on
the other hand is dependent on the histogram binning and is compatible with zero only
if scattering angle histograms with 70 to 80 bins are used. The curve of the pull RMS
values confirms the notion that the log-likelihood fit is preferable, because it agrees with
one for all bin numbers larger than 50. The corresponding curve for the χ2 fit on the
other hand is neither independent of the histogram settings nor in agreement with the
expected value of one.
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Figure 6.3.: Pull mean (a), pull RMS (b), relative residual mean (c) and relative residual
RMS of the tm measurements as a function of the number of bins of the
underlying scattering angle histograms for the two different fitting methods.
The black dashed line in (a),(b) and (c) indicate the expected value in the
case of an ideal fit.
Due to these clear results, the log-likelihood estimator will be used for all fits on scat-
tering angle distributions. As can be seen from fig. 6.3c the bias of the log-likelihood
fit is approximately constant for all numbers of bins larger than 100. Therefore, scat-
tering angle histograms with 150 bins and a range from -5σtruth and +5σtruth will be
employed for all measurements in this thesis. For a measurement setup summarised in
table 6.1 and a scattering angle histograms with 150 bins the following expected relative
statistical and systematic uncertainties per measurement were determined:
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σrel.stat. ≈ 6.4 % (6.10)
σrel.sys. ≈ 0.3 % (6.11)
The dominant source of uncertainty is statistical, at least for this specific setup. This is
not surprising as the statistic is quite small and only one histogram with 5 000 entries
is used to determine the radiation length value. Typically, when determining radiation
length values of a specific material or structure depicted in a radiation length image,
the arithmetic mean of multiple radiation length measurements coming from different
image pixels is calculated. This is a valid approach, as the X/X0 measurements in the
individual image pixels are statistically independent. Accordingly, a large number M̃ of
multiple scattering histograms is used to determine the radiation length of interesting
materials. When computing the arithmetic mean of all M̃ radiation length measure-
ments, the statistical uncertainty of the arithmetic mean is given by σstat./
√
M̃ .
The systematic uncertainty on the other hand is expected to behave differently. Each
measurement will have roughly the same small bias, that propagates also to the arith-
metic mean of all M̃ measurements. Accordingly, the significance of the systematic
uncertainty will increase when multiple radiation length measurements are combined in
an arithmetic mean.
However, increasing the number of entries per scattering angle distribution and therefore
improving the fit conditions, may decrease the magnitude of the bias. The relative sys-
tematic and statistical uncertainties as a function of the number of angles per histogram
N are shown in fig. 6.4 and 6.5.
The relative systematic uncertainty is approximately proportional to 1/
√
N for values of
N below 6 000. For values larger than 6 000, σrel.sys. converges to a small positive value
c. The numerical value of c depends on the number of histogram bins. The larger the
number of bins the smaller c.
The relative statistical error shown in fig. 6.5, on the other hand, behaves as a function
proportional to 1/
√
N for all numbers of histogram entries in the tested range between
500 and 12 000.
As the number of scattering angles in a beam test is determined by the duration of
the radiation length measurement, the goal is to minimise N in such a way that the
systematic and statistical error is below a certain tolerable threshold. The statistical er-
ror can typically be decreased to the desired threshold by combining multiple radiation
length measurements. For the following considerations the statistical uncertainty will
therefore be disregarded for the moment. As can be seen in fig. 6.4, a number of 5 000
histogram entries is a good compromise between minimising the required statistics per
angle distribution and a small measurement bias. The decrease of the bias is very slow
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Figure 6.4.: The relative systematic uncertainty σrel.sys. as a function of the number of
scattering angles per distribution N . The observed bias is approximately
proportional to 1/
√
N . For large N values the residual mean converges
against a small positive value, which is independent of N , but depends on
the number of bins of the angle histograms.























Figure 6.5.: The relative statistical uncertainty σrel.stat. as a function of the number




for larger values of N . For the example measurement at the beginning of this section
with the parameters given in table 6.1, this bias would correspond to less than 3 µm for
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a measurement on aluminium with a thickness of 1 mm. As will be shown in section
6.1.2, the number of required scattering angles per distribution to keep the bias below a
certain threshold depends on the beam energy and the radiation length of the scattering
material.
6.1.2. Expected statistical and systematic uncertainties
Fig. 6.6 depicts the measured relative systematic uncertainty as a function of N for
several different radiation length values and beam energies. The beam particles are elec-
trons and the beam energies studied here are 2, 4, and 6 GeV. The three values cover
the range of beam energies used in chapter 7. The target material is aluminium with
thicknesses between 50 µm and 20 mm. The resulting radiation length range2 is repre-
sentative of most materials measured in this thesis.
As demonstrated in section 5.5 the telescope resolution σerr depends on the beam en-
ergy and telescope setup. Therefore, when varying the beam energy in this section, the
telescope angle resolution must be modified accordingly. Telescope angle resolutions for
an EUDET telescope geometry depicted in fig. 6.8 for different beam energies are sum-
marised in table 6.2.
p[GeV] 2 4 6
σerr[µrad] 240 140 110
Table 6.2.: Telescope angle resolution for different beam energies and the EUDET tele-
scope geometry depicted in fig. 6.8.
As mentioned before, the goal of the simulation study is to determine the statistics
required to limit the relative systematic uncertainty below 0.5 % for each combination
of material thickness and beam energy. This value was selected because most radiation
length measurements in chapter 7 have a comparable statistical uncertainty. The thresh-
old is marked by a dashed line in the diagrams in fig. 6.6.
The diagrams indicate that for measurements of extremely thin materials it is prudent to
either use scattering histograms with a large statistics or to measure with a small beam
energy. In general, the radiation length measurements are slightly less biased, when a
smaller beam energy is used. Also, as already seen section 6.1.1, increasing the statistics
reduces the bias. The magnitude of the fit bias can be kept below the threshold for all
tested beam energies and most scattering material thicknesses, if a large enough number
of scattering angles is used. The only problematic case is the measurement on 50 µm
aluminium with a beam energy of 6 GeV.
2For 20 mm of aluminium and an electron beam, energy losses due to bremsstrahlung have to be
considered. However, they are neglected here
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Figure 6.6.: Depiction of the relative systematic uncertainty of radiation length measure-
ments for a 50 (a), 500 (b), 1 000 (c) and 20 000 (d) µm aluminium scattering
target at three different beam energies. The black dashed line indicates a
relative systematic uncertainty of 0.5 %.
A summary of these results can be found in table 6.3. For each beam energy and alu-
minium thickness combination, two quantities are listed: The expected relative sys-
tematic uncertainty in case of N = 5 000 scattering angles per histogram (denoted
as σrel.sys. (N = 5 000) [%]) and the required minimum number of scattering angles to
achieve a relative systematic uncertainty below 0.5 % of the true value ttrue (denoted as
N(σrel.sys. = 0.5 %)). The first quantity can be seen as a rough estimate of the systematic
uncertainty of individual radiation length image pixels, while the second quantity can
be used to decide how many angles are needed for extremely precise radiation length
measurements.
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X[µm] E[GeV] (X/X0)
true
[%] σrel.sys. (N = 5000) [%] N(σrel.sys. = 0.5%)
50 2 0.056 1.5± 0.3 22 000
50 4 0.056 1.9± 0.4 ≈ 30 000
50 6 0.056 2.4± 0.5 >30 000
500 2 0.562 0.35± 0.07 4 000
500 4 0.562 0.38± 0.08 4 000
500 6 0.562 0.42± 0.09 5 000
1 000 2 1.124 0.26± 0.06 3 000
1 000 4 1.124 0.31± 0.07 3 000
1 000 6 1.124 0.36± 0.07 4 000
20 000 2 22.472 0.29± 0.06 3 000
20 000 4 22.472 0.28± 0.06 3 000
20 000 6 22.472 0.26± 0.06 3 000
Table 6.3.: Summary of the results from the toy studies of four different aluminium thick-
nesses and three different energies. The table contains the expected relative
residual mean for angle distributions with N = 5000 entries and the mini-
mum number of entries required to keep the relative systematic uncertainty
below 0.5 %.
To fulfil the requirement of a relative systematic uncertainty smaller than 0.5 % of the
truth radiation length typically 3 000 to 5 000 scattering angles are sufficient. Only for
very thin materials the number of scattering angles should be increased to more than
20 000 in order to keep the bias small. This result should be considered, when measuring
materials like for example the ultra-thin sensitive area of the PXD. In order to reduce
the systematic uncertainty of the radiation length measurement, it might be beneficial
to use a large pixel size and consequently a large number of entries per angle histogram.
As increasing the number of angles per distribution decreases both the statistical and
the systematic uncertainty, this is a better option than using multiple measurements
with a small number of entries per histogram, which only improves the statistical error.
However, one still has to consider that a relative systematic error of 0.5 % of the radia-
tion length of 50 µm aluminium correspond to 0.25 µm, which for tracking considerations
is a negligible thickness even for ultra-thin charged particle detectors.
The relative statistical uncertainties as a function of the number of scattering angles per
angle histogram are depicted in fig. 6.7. Unsurprisingly, the statistical error decreases
with an increasing number of scattering angles per histogram. Additionally, the relative
statistical error is smaller for measurements on materials with a large radiation length.
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Figure 6.7.: Depiction of the relative statistical uncertainty of radiation length measure-
ments for a 50 (a), 500 (b), 1 000 (c) and 20 000 µm (d) aluminium scattering
target at three different beam energies.
The multiple scattering distribution width σMSC can be expressed via the Highland
width σHL (see eq. 3.28) and increases with an increasing radiation length X/X0. The
telescope angle resolution σerr on the other hand is independent of the radiation length.
Therefore with increasing radiation length the multiple scattering part contributes more
to the overall scattering angle distribution width. In other words, the signal-to-noise
ratio S = σMSC/σerr, which has been defined in section 5.5, is large for high radiation
length materials and small for thin materials. Consequently, the scattering angle dis-
tributions of high X/X0 materials are more sensitive to radiation length variations and
the relative statistical error is comparatively small.
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For thin materials, lower beam energies yield a smaller relative statistical uncertainty
than large beam energies. The relative statistical uncertainty for large radiation length
materials on the other hand is nearly independent of the beam energy. This can be ex-
plained by the signal-to-noise ratio S as well. Both σMSC and σerr depend on the beam
energy. But as can be seen from fig. 5.6a σMSC increases more rapidly with decreasing
beam energy than σerr. As a consequence the signal-to-noise ratio S increases with de-
creasing beam energy, which leads to smaller statistical uncertainties as the overall width
has a stronger dependence on the radiation length. For large radiation length materials,
where the overall angle distribution width σtotal is already dominated by σMSC a beam
energy variation has only a small influence on the relative statistical uncertainty.
6.2. Angle reconstruction with binary pixel sensors
After the fitting studies in the last section, additional systematic influences due to the
scattering angle reconstruction are examined in this section. In order to test the angle
reconstruction, TBSW beam test simulations are conducted. The three Marlin pro-
cessors, ParticleGun, FastSimulation and SiPixDigitizer, used to simulate a beam test
measurement in TBSW are explained in section 4.5. Here, particle beams with p =2 GeV
electrons were simulated that traversed a EUDET telescope consisting of six M26 sensors
(see fig. 6.8). Each simulation consists of approximately 15 million simulated electron
trajectories. Energy losses due to bremsstrahlung were switched of in the FastSimula-
tion processor. The beam energy uncertainty was σp,p = 1 MeV. The beam divergences
σmu,mu and σmv ,mv in both directions were 3.5 mrad and the beam diameters σu,u and
σv,v in both directions were 10 mm.
At the beginning of the simulation process, the telescope geometry was artificially mis-
aligned by determining random shifts and rotations from Gaussian distributions with a
standard deviation depending on the alignment parameter. For the simulations here the
following standard deviations were used:
σx = σy = σz = 0.5 mm
σα = σβ = σγ = 0.1
◦
The complete analysis chain described in chapter 4 and 5 is used to reconstruct scatter-
ing angles from the simulated M26 digits. Several simplifications were used during the
analysis of the simulated beam test data sets. The simulated telescope was intentionally
misaligned as explained before, but instead of performing a data-driven alignment of the
telescope, the true telescope shifts and rotations were used during the scattering angle
reconstruction.
The track states used during the angle reconstruction are reconstructed from position
measurements on digital M26 pixel sensors. Particle trajectory intersections measured
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beam
040 [mm]80180220260
telescope arm II telescope arm I
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scattering 
   target
Figure 6.8.: Default telescope setup consisting of two telescope arms with 3 M26 sensors
each. The distance between two neighbouring M26 sensors is 40 mm. Addi-
tionally a scattering target is placed in the center between the two telescope
arms.
by digital sensors are not expected to be Gaussian distributed but rather a convolution of
a uniform distribution with a Gaussian. An example of such a intersection distribution is
depicted in 6.9. The distribution corresponds to the simulated hit positions in u direction
of one-digit clusters. However, the Kalman filter update equation (eq. 4.17) expects hit
measurements with Gaussian uncertainties. Accordingly, the reconstructed track states
and their covariance matrices are expected to display non-Gaussian behaviour.
As explained in [75,76], the quantisation of coordinate measurements of digital telescope
sensors can lead to correlations between measurements on different telescope planes. The
magnitude of these coordinate correlations between neighbouring sensors depends on the
specific alignment and setup of the telescope planes. For example, in an idealised case
of perpendicular incidence and a perfectly aligned telescope of identical sensors, the co-
ordinates of each plane are fully correlated. Measurements on neighbouring planes in a
realistic slightly misaligned reference telescope can also be strongly correlated.
Coordinate correlations between telescope sensors can cause biases in the track states
which also propagate to the reconstructed scattering distributions. In order to visualise
artefacts caused by coordinate correlations two reconstructed angle distributions are
depicted in fig. 6.10. Both distributions are reconstructed from beam test simulation
data with identical beam parameters. The only difference is that the distribution in fig.
6.10b was reconstructed in a perfectly aligned telescope with large coordinate correla-
tions between telescope planes, while the distribution in fig. 6.10a was reconstructed in
a telescope with small artificial shifts and rotations.
The angle distribution reconstructed in a telescope with large coordinate correlations in
fig. 6.10b consists of a Gaussian distribution overlaid with a pattern of periodic peaks.
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Figure 6.9.: Simulated particle intersection in u direction for a single-digit cluster. As
can be seen, the distribution is flat in the centre and behaves like a Gaussian
on the edge of the distribution.
The distribution in fig. 6.10a has a Gaussian shape. The goal of this section is to eval-
uate the impact of these artefacts on the radiation length measurements. Afterwards,
several strategies are presented that can be used to avoid large coordinate correlations
and consequently angle distributions that are not properly described by Gaussian dis-
tributions.
In order to test the impact on the radiation length measurements, radiation length
images are used. The statistics variation due to the Gaussian beam spot is excluded by
limiting the number of scattering angles per angle histogram to 5 000. On the following
pages measurements with different image pixel sizes are compared. A sample of measured
radiation length values tm can be generated by using the fitted radiation length values
from the radiation length image pixels. In order to get tm samples of approximately
the same size, larger pixel sizes have to provide multiple radiation length measurements.
For example, four 100x100 µm2 image pixels with a single angle histogram with 5 000
entries each provide four individual radiation length measurements. The same area is
covered by a single 200x200 µm2 image pixel with an angle histogram with at least 20 000
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(a) Angle distribution reconstructed in realistic telescope























(b) Angle distribution reconstructed in perfectly aligned telescope
Figure 6.10.: Reconstructed angle distributions of two beam test simulations. The beam
energy was 4 GeV. The simulated telescope geometry in (a) has small ran-
dom rotations and shifts, while the telescope in (b) was perfectly aligned.
The angle distribution in (a) has a Gaussian shape , while the distribution
in (b) shows clear signs of measurement artefacts in form of periodic peaks.
entries. This angle histogram is split up into four histograms with 5000 angles each to
also provide four radiation length measurements.
First, radiation length images with 100x100 µm2 and 200x200 µm2 pixels are tested.
The radiation length image of a simulated 1 mm aluminium layer with image pixel sizes
of 200x200 µm2 is depicted in fig. 6.11. The black box indicates the area used to generate
a radiation length samples which are used in the measurements depicted in fig. 6.13c.
The area is limited to the centre of the image to avoid border effects.
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Figure 6.11.: Radiation length image of a simulated 1 mm aluminium layer. The black
box indicates the area with image pixels used to generate the radiation
length tm sample, which is used in the measurements in fig. 6.13c
Fig. 6.12 depicts scattering angle distributions from images of both pixel types. Both
distributions come from an image pixel located near the centre of the corresponding
image.
The reconstructed angle distribution for the smaller pixel pitch deviates from the ex-
pected Gaussian multiple scattering distribution (see for example fig. 6.1). Similar to the
distribution in fig. 6.10b, the Gaussian distribution is convoluted with a periodic pattern
of peaks. These peaks are caused by coordinate correlations between telescope sensors,
which are in turn caused by the digital position measurements of the M26 sensor. The
distance between peaks was found to be between 200 and 300 µrad. The corresponding
distribution for an image pixel with a larger pitch shows much smaller disturbance (see
fig. 6.12b). This can be explained by an effective decrease of the coordinate correlations
between the M26 sensors due to an increase of valid measurement coordinates on the
telescope sensors when increasing the area of image pixels.
In order to evaluate the influence of the periodic peak pattern, residual and pull distri-
butions of the radiation length measurements are used. The individual radiation length
measurements of the image pixels are used to calculate tres and tpull distributions as
explained in section 6.1. Fig. 6.13 depicts pull tpull, residual tres and statistical fit un-
certainty σtm distributions for measurements with image pixel pitches of 100 and 200 µm.
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(a) 100x100 µm2 image pixels
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(b) 200x200 µm2 image pixels
Figure 6.12.: Reconstructed angle distribution and associated fit function for different
image pixel sizes. A ratio plot between the Gaussian fit function and the
angle distribution is shown beneath the angle distributions. In the an-
gle distribution with a smaller image pixel pitch periodic peaks can be
observed.
As can be seen, the radiation length measurements from images with 200x200 µm2 pixels
worked well. The observed systematic uncertainty due to the bias in the log-likelihood
estimator is smaller than expected from the simulation studies in section 6.1.2. The
mean value of the residual distribution is compatible with zero. Also the pull RMS
value for this pixel size is close to one. Accordingly, when using large image pixels the
scattering angle reconstruction and potential correlation effects have no negative impact
on the fit of the angle distributions. However, for a small pixel size of 100x100 µm2 the
pull distributions is extremely broad and the pull RMS value is 1.74±0.02 which differs
widely from the expected value of one.
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(a) Radiation length pull distribution
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(b) Radiation length residual distribution





















 RMS: 0.005 +/- 0.000 %
mean: 0.071 +/- 0.000 %
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mean: 0.0700 +/- 0.000 %
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(c) Radiation length statistical fit uncertainty distribution
Figure 6.13.: Pull (a), residual (b) and statistical fit uncertainty (c) distributions for
TBSW simulation experiments with different image pixel sizes. The an-
gle histograms have a range between -5 times to +5 times of the RMS
value of the individual distributions and 150 bins. The pull and residual
distributions are much broader in the small image pixel case.
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The increase of the RMS for small image pixels can be explained by the artefacts visible
in the angle distribution in fig. 6.12a. When fitting an angle distribution similar to the
one depicted in fig. 6.12a with a Gaussian function a few issues occur. The peaks will
inevitably lead to a much less stable fit procedure. The fit is limited to the core region
of the angle distribution and the presence of peaks in the border region of the fit might
lead to an over- or underestimation of the fitted radiation length value. As this effect
depends on arbitrarily distributed peaks, the mean of the fitted radiation length will not
be shifted. As can be seen in the residual distribution of the small pixel size (fig. 6.13b),
the measurement show only a very small bias. However, the variance of the radiation
length measurements is affected by the peaks. It can therefore be expected that the
spread of the measured radiation length values is larger than what would be expected
from the statistical fit uncertainty. Consequently, the RMS value of the pull distribution
is expected to be larger than one.
As can be seen in fig. 6.14, the increase of the pull RMS values, when going to smaller
pixel pitches, is suppressed when using a telescope with larger distances between neigh-
bouring sensor planes. The cause of the broadening of the pull distributions is connected
to the angle reconstruction as explained before. The telescope setup has an impact on the
aforementioned correlations between the M26 sensors and consequently on the overlaid
peak structures in the angle distributions. Increasing the spacings between neighbouring
M26 sensors leads to a decrease of the pull RMS values.
This can be explained with a simple example. A digital sensor with symmetrical pixel
with a pitch of l0 is employed to measure particle tracks. For the sake of simplicity, it
is assumed that a traversing particle leads to a signal only in the traversed sensor pixel.
The neighbouring sensor pixels are not affected by charge sharing or similar effects.
In this case the best estimate for the position of the particle transition is always the
centre of the firing sensor pixel. When considering all pixels of the sensor this leads
to a quadratic grid of valid measurement positions. In one dimension all valid position







· l0 ,whereN ∈ N (6.12)
The quantity l0 is called the quantum length in the paper by Drijard [75]. N is the
corresponding counter of the sensor pixels. Combining the position measurements of
two sensors, which are separated by the distance D, we can calculate an angle. When
assuming that both sensors are perfectly aligned the minimum difference between two
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Figure 6.14.: RMS value of the pull distribution for radiation length image measurements
with different image pixel pitches. The three depicted curves have different
telescope spacings, i.e. distances between neighbouring telescope planes.
Radiation length pull RMS values are nearly identical for 60 and 80 mm
telescope spacings and always smaller than the corresponding value at a
telescope spacing of 40 mm.
ϑ0 can be called the quantum angle of the sensor duplet in analogy to the quantum
length l0 of individual sensors. This smallest angle difference depends on the distance
between the two telescope sensors. In the case of a realistic telescope setup the grid
structure is much more complicated, because two-digit-clusters and clusters with even
more digits will introduce additional valid measurement positions. Additionally the tele-
scope sensors are not perfectly aligned, which leads to a rotation and shift between the
measurement grids of the telescope sensors. However, the basic idea remains the same.
Due to a discrete set of measurement positions, there will always be a finite number of
valid angle measurements.
In a realistic setup it is difficult to estimate the size of the quantum angle ϑ0. However,
it is expected to depend on the distance between the telescope planes: The larger the
distance D the smaller ϑ0. Additionally, it is reasonable to assume that the quantisation
effects of the angle measurements determine the distance between the peaks in the scat-
tering angle distributions. Therefore by increasing the telescope spacing the distance
between the peaks is decreased and some of the fluctuations are absorbed by the finite
size of the scattering angle histogram bins.
The last part of this section describes different strategies to minimise the digital ef-
fects on the angle distributions. The first option is, as already demonstrated, to use
larger image pixels. As can be seen in fig. 6.14, for pixel sizes of 200x200 µm2 and
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above digital effects have no measurable impact on the radiation length measurement.
However, using large image pixels is not always possible or desirable, especially when
local radiation length variations on a small scale have to be resolved. Alternatively,
larger telescope spacings can be used. Spacings smaller than 40 mm should be avoided
to reduce the magnitude of the artefacts in reconstructed angle distributions.
Another factor that has a significant impact on the magnitude of the peaks is the mis-
alignment of the sensors (see fig. 6.10). Especially arbitrary rotations along the beam
axis have a large impact as they reduce the correlations drastically. In order to demon-
strate this, two different simulations were conducted. As explained in the beginning of
this section the telescope planes are rotated and shifted artificially by random angles and
translations determined from Gaussian distributions with a preselected standard devia-
tion. One simulation used a standard deviation σγ = 0.1
◦ = 1.7 mrad and the other used
a standard deviation of σγ = 5.0
◦ = 87.2 mrad. Fig. 6.15 depicts the effect of random
γ rotations with a different magnitude. The larger the gamma rotation, the smaller the
influence of the digital effects. A torsion of the telescope planes should not be manually
introduced during beam test measurements. However, the existing misalignment of the
telescope with random shifts in the order of one millimetre and random rotations in the
order of one degree is typically sufficient to limit the impact of digital effects.
In conclusion, spacings between the telescope planes larger than 40 mm are beneficial
for the estimation of the statistical uncertainty of the radiation length measurements.
This result agrees with results from the signal-to-noise studies in section 5.5. Telescope
spacings larger than 40 mm yield a much better signal-to-noise ratio than smaller spac-
ings. If telescope spacings smaller than 40 mm are used, one should consider using larger
image pixel pitches to avoid errors of the determined statistical uncertainties.
6.3. Validation of the radiation length calibration in simulation
studies
Radiation length calibration measurements are an essential part of the radiation length
measurement method presented in this thesis. They use well known material profiles
to determine X/X0 calibration parameters such as the global offset of telescope angle
resolution λ and the energy profile of the particle beam. A detailed description of
the radiation length calibration process can be found in section 5.4. There are four
different calibration factors, which have to be determined in the frame of a calibration
measurement:
 The calibration factor λ corrects for global offsets of the nominal telescope resolu-
tion σerr. The calibrated telescope resolution is given by the product of λ and the
nominal telescope resolution.
 The calibration factor κ corrects for global offsets of the multiple scattering width
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Figure 6.15.: RMS value of the pull distribution for radiation length image measure-
ments with different image pixel pitches. The two curves are based on
measurements with different magnitudes of initial γ misalignment. The
measurement in a telescope with a large γ misalignment yields radiation
length pulls with smaller RMS values.
σHL. Deviations from the expected value of 1.0 indicate wrong assumptions about
the beam energy or telescope length.
 ∆up and ∆vp are linear beam energy gradients in u and v direction on the target
plane. They are a consequence of the beam energy selection using dipole magnets.
These four calibration parameters must be known with a high precision in order to
perform precise radiation length measurements on targets with a unknown material dis-
tribution. The goal of this section is to validate the radiation length calibration by
conducting measurements on simulated beam test data.
σx,y[µm] σz[µm] σα,β[mrad] σγ [mrad]
500 500 1.7 87.2
Table 6.4.: Standard deviations of the random Gaussian distributed alignment offsets of
the simulated telescope.
Several simulations using TBSW have been conducted to validate the X/X0 calibration.
The nominal telescope setup of the simulations is depicted in fig. 6.8. Similar to the sim-
ulations in section 6.2 the telescope planes are artificially shifted and rotated according
to Gaussian distributions. The standard deviation of the different alignment parameters
are summarised in table 6.4. Two different studies will be conducted in this section.
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In the first study, influences due to beam energy uncertainties σp,p are examined. For
this study, the particle energy is determined from a Gaussian distribution with a mean
of p=2 GeV and a standard deviation σp,p varying between 1 and 10 % of p. For the
second study the mean beam energy of p = 2 GeV is shifted by a small amount to test
the capability to determine the correct κ calibration factor. All other beam parameters
are similar to the ones described in section 6.2.
As the radiation length calibration require scattering angles from multiple reference
materials, several toy simulations with different scattering materials between the tele-
scope arms are conducted. An overview of the used materials is given in table 6.5 and
the three-step beam test simulations in TBSW are explained in section 4.5.
Material air aluminium aluminium
Thickness[mm] ≈ 0 0.5 1.0
X/X0[%] ≈ 0 0.562 1.124
Table 6.5.: Simulated materials used in the validation of the X/X0 calibration measure-
ments.
The telescope calibration (see section 4.3) which includes measurements of cluster res-
olutions and alignment are performed using the simulated air data. Then, the angle
reconstruction and radiation length calibration are performed on all three simulated
data sets and the impact of the beam energy uncertainty or beam energy offset are
evaluated. The last step, after the calibration of the four radiation length calibration
factors, is a self consistency check. As the calibration uses a sample of scattering an-
gle distributions with a well known radiation length value X/X0 to determine the four
calibration factors, a subsequent radiation length measurement with the determined cal-
ibration factors must yield exactly the same thickness values, which were used during
the calibration procedure.
The radiation length calibration measurements are performed with a total number of
15 scattering angle distributions, five for each of the three materials. For each material,
one measurement area is positioned in the centre of the beam spot and the other four
are located near diagonal edges of the roughly rectangular telescope acceptance region.
The side length of each area is 4 mm in both directions. An example scattering angle
distribution (in air) together with its fit function is depicted in fig. 6.16.
The uncertainty of the selected beam energy at the DESY beam facilities is expected to
be below 5 % for beam energies larger than 2 GeV and approximately 6 % for an energy
of 2 GeV [54]. The first study is a test of the κ or beam energy calibration quality, when
applying a beam energy uncertainty σp,p/p up to 10%. The simulations are conducted
without beam energy gradients or causes for offsets in the telescope resolution. The
calibration is therefore expected to yield a telescope angle resolution parameter λ con-
sistent with 1.0 and beam energy gradient consistent with 0 MeV/mm. As previously
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Figure 6.16.: Example scattering angle distribution used in the combined fit during the
calibration measurement. The angle distribution comes from a measure-
ment area with air at the centre of the beam spot. The beam uncertainty
during the corresponding simulation was 5 %.
mentioned, the calibration parameter κ deviates from 1.0 for wrong assumptions of the
telescope length or the beam energy. The simulated telescope length is identical to the
nominal telescope length. This is achieved by setting the artificial z shifts to zero for the
first and last sensor of the telescope. As the assumption about the telescope length is
correct, the difference between the calibrated beam energy pcal = pnom/κ and the nominal
beam energy pnom will be examined instead of κ.
Fig. 6.17 shows the determined calibration parameters as a function of the beam energy
uncertainties σp,p/p. As can be seen, λ is consistent with 1.0 within the limits of the
statistical uncertainty for all tested beam energy uncertainty values. Accordingly, the
calibrated telescope angle resolution is in agreement with the nominal telescope angle
resolution. Additionally, the beam energy gradients in both directions are consistent
with 0 MeV/mm for the whole range of beam energy uncertainties σp,p/p. The cali-
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(a) pcal − pnom as a function of σp,p/p







(b) λ as a function of σp,p/p
















(c) ∆up as a function of σp,p/p
















(d) ∆vp as a function of σp,p/p
Figure 6.17.: Radiation length calibration parameters as a function of σp,p/p. All param-
eters except pcal−pnom are compatible with their expected values (indicated
by the dashed black lines). The calibrated beam energy shows a deviation
of approximately -10 MeV from the expected value.
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brated beam energy shows a deviation of approximately pcal − pnom=−10 MeV for all
beam energy uncertainties below 10 %. This observed deviation is larger than the statis-
tical error of the individual measurements, which corresponds to approximately 5 MeV.
The determined beam energy for a beam energy uncertainty of σp,p/p = 10 % is close to
0 MeV. This single measurement is most likely an outlier caused by statistical fluctua-
tion. This outlier is of no concern here as the energy uncertainty of the electron beam
at the DESY beam test facilities is expected to be smaller then 10 %.
measurement area













































Figure 6.18.: Self consistency test measurement for a beam test simulation with an beam
energy uncertainty of 6 %. The measured thickness values are in agreement
with the expected aluminium and air thicknesses.
In order to determine whether the observed deviation is caused by a bias in the log-
likelihood estimator like in section 6.1 and whether the measured deviation will correct
for a corresponding bias in the subsequent radiation length measurements, a thickness
measurement called the self-consistency test of the radiation length calibration is con-
ducted. During the self-consistency test, the angle distributions used in the radiation
length calibration are fitted to determine the thickness of the calibration material. The
previously determined calibration parameters λ, κ (pcal), ∆up and ∆up are used in this
fit. If the calibration measurement is self-consistent, the determined thickness values are
identical to the values assumed during the calibration measurement. Fig. 6.18 depicts
the results of the self-consistency test for a beam energy uncertainty of 6 %. The cor-
responding measurements for the other five beam energy uncertainties can be found in
appendix C.1.
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When using the determined calibration parameters, all thickness measurements are com-
patible with the original thickness assumptions3. Accordingly, the offset in the deter-
mined beam energy leads to an unbiased thickness measurement within the limits of the
statistical uncertainty and the radiation length calibration procedure fulfils its intended
purpose. In conclusion, the expected beam energy uncertainties σp,p/p at the DESY
beam test facilities of 6 % or less have no observable impact on the radiation length
calibration procedure.
The second part of this section deals with the capability of the radiation length cal-
ibration to identify and correct for wrong assumptions of the beam energy. A particle
beam with an energy ranging from 92.5 to 107.5 % of the nominal beam energy of 2 GeV
is simulated. The step size of the beam energy offset is 2.5 %. The beam energy uncer-
tainty is selected to be 5 %. For each beam energy, the scattering angle reconstruction
on all 3 different targets is conducted using the true beam energy. By using the true
beam energy in the angle reconstruction the correct angle resolution is determined in
the angle reconstruction step. Accordingly, the λ values are expected to be distributed
around 1.0 as before. Afterwards a radiation length calibration and self-consistency test
are conducted. The fit function (see eq. 5.13) assumes a beam energy corresponding
to the nominal energy of pnom = 2.0 GeV. The measured calibration parameters as a
function of the simulated beam energy ptrue are depicted in fig. 6.19.
The determined beam energy is very close to the true beam energy used in the simula-
tion. However, similar to the previous study, the beam energy has an offset of roughly
-10 MeV regardless of the simulated beam energy. All the other calibration parameters
are consistent with the expected values within the range of their statistical uncertainties.
As shown in the self-consistency diagrams (fig. 6.20) the calibration measurements lead
to an unbiased thickness measurement. Fig. 6.20 depicts the thickness measurements as
self-consistency test in the case of a simulation with a beam energy of 2150 MeV. The cor-
responding plots for the six other simulated beam energies can be found in appendix C.2.
The results in this section show that the calibration of the beam energy is reliable and
self-consistent. If the nominal beam energy deviates from the real beam energy, the ra-
diation length calibration measurement will measure calibration parameters which cause
the subsequent radiation measurements to be bias free. The radiation length calibration
and X/X0 measurement are therefore confirmed to ensure unbiased results, when the
angle histograms used during the calibration and the radiation length measurement have
a similar number of entries. In order to minimise the statistical error of the calibration
factors, the radiation length calibration measurements are typically conducted on angle
histograms with at least 50 000 entries. On the other hand radiation length imaging is
typically conducted using angle histograms with approximately 5 000 entries. However,
as can be seen from fig. 6.4 the bias in radiation length measurements is expected to
be approximately independent of the number of entries per angle distribution for values
3Corresponding to the true thickness used in the simulation process.
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Figure 6.19.: The calibrated beam energy pcal (a), λ (b), ∆up (c) and ∆vp (d) as a
function of the true beam energy ptrue. All parameters except the calibrated
beam energy pcal are consistent with the expected values (indicated by the
dashed black lines). A small deviation of -10 MeV from the expected values
is observed for pcal.
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Figure 6.20.: Self consistency test plot for a beam test simulation with an beam energy
of 2150 MeV. The measured thickness values are in agreement with the
expected aluminium and air thicknesses.
larger than 5 000 angles. Accordingly, using angle distributions with 50 000 or more
angles for radiation length calibrations does not have a negative impact on subsequent
radiation length imaging measurements as long as the angle distributions of image pixels




Radiation length measurements at DESY
After summarising systematic challenges and demonstrating the feasibility of radiation
length measurements (see chapter 6), the next step is to analyse actual beam test data.
The scope of this chapter is to give an overview of radiation length measurements con-
ducted at several beam test campaigns. The analysis of beam test data can be separated
into four analysis steps:
1. Telescope calibration: This step includes hot pixel masking, telescope alignment
and the calibration of cluster resolutions as explained in section 4.3.
2. Scattering angle reconstruction: This step includes upstream-downstream track
matching and the calculation of scattering angles and the angle resolution on the
central telescope plane as explained in section 5.1 and 5.2.
3. X/X0 calibration measurement: By using calibration targets with known thickness
profiles the calibration factors λ and κ are determined as explained in section 5.4.
Typically the beam energy selection during beam tests leads to the presence a beam
energy gradient along the long side of the M26 sensors (u or column direction). This
beam energy gradient must also be determined within the frame of the radiation
length calibration. The beam gradient in v direction is determined as well, but is
expected to be compatible with zero.
4. X/X0 imaging: The last step is to perform spatially resolved measurements of
radiation length distributions on the scattering target as explained in section 5.3.
Fig. 7.1 depicts a flow chart, which describes radiation length analysis steps together
with necessary input and output data as well as the corresponding sets of DQM diagrams.
The DQM diagrams listed in the flow chart are useful tools to determine the quality of
analysis results after each of the four analysis steps. In the next section which presents
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the results from a beam test conducted in June of 2017 the DQM diagrams are explained
in detail. The underlying analysis steps are explained in the chapters 4 and 5. DQM
diagrams of other beam tests are very similar and in order to avoid redundancy the
diagrams for all other beam test campaigns will be summarised in appendix D. All
measurements presented in this chapter were analysed with TBSW release version 0.7.1
[63].
Data Analysis step Data qual. monitor
1) Telescope 
calibration
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Figure 7.1.: Flow chart depicting the main radiation length analysis steps.
7.1. Aluminium wedge measurements in June 2017
The results summarised in this section are based on a beam test data set taken in
June of 2017 at the DESY beam test facilities. The measurements took place at beam
line 21 with the DATURA telescope [54]. Data taking at DESY was performed by
ATLAS group members [77], while the analysis of the recorded data was conducted by
me. The overall goal of the measurements was to test the validity of radiation length
measurements for very high X/X0 materials in the range between 10 and 30 % X/X0.
Electron beams traversing material with such large radiation length X/X0 values are
affected by bremsstrahlung. Therefore energy losses due to bremsstrahlung in the target
must be considered. The detailed theoretical description of bremsstrahlung processes
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and their effects on the energy spectrum of a particle beam are explained in section 3.2.
In order to study the influence of bremsstrahlung systematically an aluminium wedge
was used as a scattering target. The wedge had a length of approximately 70 mm and
its thickness ranged from approximately 5 mm to 30 mm. As the whole length of the
aluminium wedge did not fit into the acceptance area of the telescope, approximately
corresponding to the size of a M26 sensor (≈ 10x20 mm2), eleven positions along the
long side of the wedge had to be measured. The distance between two neighbouring
measurement positions was 7 mm to ensure sufficient overlap between measurements.
7.1.1. Calibration and Reconstruction of the June 2017 beam test data
The goal of this section is to present results of each individual analysis step for a suc-
cessful beam test analysis. Using the example of the beam test in June 2017 all relevant
DQM diagrams are explained.
The telescope setup of this beam test campaign is depicted in fig. 7.2. The nomi-
nal beam energy was set to 3 GeV and the M26 threshold was selected as four times the
M26 sensor noise. Table 7.1 gives an overview of the total number of runs, events and
scattering angles that were recorded during the beam test. Rows of the table specify the
scattering target materials and the purpose of the corresponding measurements. The
X/X0 calibration data set consists of scattering angles from 8 different calibration tar-
gets ranging from air to 6 mm of aluminium. For each scattering target, two runs with
2 million events and between 18 and 30 million scattering angles are used for radiation
length calibration measurements. The number of angles per event for different scattering
materials varies due to fluctuations in the beam intensity. At each of the eleven mea-
surement positions along the length of the aluminium wedge four runs with four million
events and approximately 40 million scattering angles were recorded. The EUDAQ raw
data of these 60 runs is the input data in the top left corner of the flowchart (fig. 7.1).
Target #runs #events [106] #angles [106] purpose
air 2 2 29 telescope & X/X0 calibration
0.5 mm alu 2 2 29 X/X0 calibration
1.0 mm alu 2 2 26.8 X/X0 calibration
1.5 mm alu 2 2 17.7 X/X0 calibration
2.0 mm alu 2 2 23.2 X/X0 calibration
3.0 mm alu 2 2 23.8 X/X0 calibration
4.0 mm alu 2 2 20.6 X/X0 calibration
6.0 mm alu 2 2 22.7 X/X0 calibration
alu wedge 44 44 955 X/X0 measurement (11 positions)
Table 7.1.: Overview of the telescope data from the beam test in June 2017. The spac-
ings between M26 sensors (see fig. 7.2), beam energy and M26 comparator
threshold were not changed between measurements.
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Figure 7.2.: Schematic side view of the telescope setup during the June 2017 beam test cam-
paign. The aluminium wedge used as a scattering target is depicted as well.
DQM diagrams of the telescope calibration step
The first step of the analysis is a telescope calibration measurement, which includes
hot pixel masking, telescope alignment and measurements of the M26 cluster resolution.
This step is marked as 1) telescope calibration in the analysis flow chart (fig. 7.1) and
is described in section 4.3. For the telescope calibration 50 thousand events with ap-
proximately 600 000 tracks with a hit on each telescope plane are used. An air run was
used for the telescope calibration measurement. During an air run all material between
the telescope planes is moved out of the particle beam. This ensures that the track
resolution is not increased by additional multiple scattering on the target plane. Using
such an air run as input data for the telescope calibration is highly recommended, but
using a thin homogeneous material works as well. Wrong assumptions about the target
material thickness and consequently the amount of scattering in the telescope should be
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avoided. They cause wrongly estimated track covariance matrices, which inevitably lead
to errors in the alignment and cluster calibration steps.
The functionality of the track based cluster calibration is explained in detail in sec-
tion 4.3.10. The results from an in-depth study of the influence of the M26 threshold on
the cluster resolution can be found in section 4.4. The results in that section indicated
that the optimal threshold setting1 was found to be three times the noise level. During
the July 2017 beam test campaign a threshold of four was selected. It should be noted
that the threshold scan in section 4.4 was performed on the DURANTA telescope, while
the measurements here were conducted with the DATURA telescope. Accordingly, some
differences can be expected. Fig. 7.3 depicts the frequency of the eight most common
M26 cluster shapes.















Figure 7.3.: Cluster shape frequencies during the X/X0 measurements of the June 2017 beam
test campaign. The cluster shapes, which correspond to the individual labels on
the x axis, are depicted in fig. 4.14.
The observed cluster shape frequencies are quite unusual, especially when compared to
the measurement with a threshold value of four in section 4.4. The optimal threshold
setting which provides the optimal cluster resolution is typically indicated by having a
large and approximately equal number of one- and two-digit-clusters. Here, the most
common cluster shape is the most compact quadratic four-digit-cluster with a proba-
bility of approximately 28 %. One-digit-clusters have a frequency of approximately 6 %,
while two-digit-clusters, which share a common pixel edge have a frequency of 7 %. This
1This corresponds to the threshold setting where the average cluster resolution is smallest
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indicates that the M26 threshold, even though it was comparatively high, could have
been selected even higher to generate a better cluster shape distribution. The difference
between the cluster shape distribution here and in section 4.4 may be caused by differ-
ent electronic noise levels of the two different telescopes. As explained in section 4.3.10
different cluster shapes have different cluster resolutions. The cluster resolutions in u
and v direction of the eight most common cluster shapes are listed in fig. 7.4.



















cluster shape resolutions 
cluster u resolution
cluster v resolution
Figure 7.4.: Cluster u and v resolution during the X/X0 measurements of the June 2017 beam
test campaign. The cluster shapes, which correspond to the individual labels on
the x axis, are depicted in fig. 4.14.
One-digit-clusters have a spatial resolution of approximately 2.8 to 2.9 µm. This small
value is expected as the one-digit-cluster frequency is very small and only a nearly
perpendicular particle hit in a small region in the centre of a M26 pixel will lead to one-
digit-clusters. The two- and four-digit-clusters have rather large cluster resolutions of
4.4 µm and 3.8 µm, respectively. The four different three-digit-clusters have a resolution
of approximately 3.0 µm. As can be seen in fig. 7.4 the cluster resolution in u direction
is slightly worse than the resolution in v direction. This is most likely caused by a small
incidence angle of the particle beam in the v-w plane. Even though the distribution of
cluster shapes in fig. 7.3 is rather uncommon, the determined cluster resolution values
are reasonable, when compared to the expected resolution. The resolution based on
the symmetric M26 pixel pitch P of 18.4 µm is expected be between P/
√




The telescope calibration also includes a Kalman filter alignment procedure, which is
explained in section 4.3.8. The goal of the alignment is to determine the telescope sen-
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sor positions and rotations of the setup with an accuracy comparable to the statistic
uncertainty of track states. In practice, this is done with a given set of high-resolution
telescope tracks, by minimizing a global χ2 function which depends on the sensor align-
ment parameters (see eq. 4.24). In this work the free alignment parameters are the
positions x,y,z and the rotation along the beam axis γ on all inner M26 sensors . For
radiation length measurements the precise determination of the z positions of the M26
planes is especially important as the sensor positions directly affect the scattering angles
on the central measurement plane. The difference between the nominal sensor z position
and the aligned z position is depicted in fig. 7.5.


















Figure 7.5.: Difference between nominal and aligned sensor z positions for all telescope planes.
During the alignment procedure the z position of the first and last sensor as well
as the scattering plane at sensor position four are fixed. The difference between
nominal and the aligned z positions is therefore 0 mm for these three planes.
The determined z shifts seem randomly distributed and are quite small compared to the
expected uncertainty of to the manual position measurements which is in the order of one
millimetre. The corrections for all telescope planes are smaller than 1 mm. All planes
except plane 3 have corrections, that are below 200 µm. The manual measurement of the
telescope spacings on site and the data-driven alignment are therefore in good agreement.
The remaining tests of the telescope calibration step are based on quality parameters of
reconstructed tracks in the fully calibrated telescope. These tracks are reconstructed in
the aligned telescope geometry from hits which have positions and resolutions according
to the clusterDB. For the first test of the full telescope calibration, positions of measured
hits on every telescope plane are compared to reconstructed track intersections on that
plane. The corresponding pull distributions in u and v direction are displayed in fig. 7.6.
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Figure 7.6.: Pulls of the u and v track residuals after cluster calibration and telescope alignment.
The pulls are centred around zero and have RMS values close to one as is expected
for a track sample in a well calibrated telescope.
There are no systematic shifts or distortions visible in the pull distributions. The mean
values are compatible with zero and the RMS values are close to one. This indicates that
the telescope calibration worked well. Another indicator of the tracking performance is
the p value distribution of the track sample, which is depicted in fig. 7.7. The track p
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values can be calculated from the track χ2 values as explained in section 4.3.6. The p
value distribution of the track sample is reasonably flat as is expected.





















Figure 7.7.: p values of the air run track sample after telescope alignment and cluster calibration.
The distribution is reasonably flat which indicates that the telescope calibration and
the subsequent tracking worked.
The number of tracks per event in a fully calibrated telescope is depicted in fig. 7.8.
This quantity depends on the energy and collimator setup of the particle beam and gives
an estimate of how many particles traverse the telescope in the acceptance region of the
M26 sensors. In this case the average value is around 13 tracks per event, while the
most probable value lies at 15 tracks per event. These are rather large values. A large
number of tracks per event is beneficial to a time efficient radiation length measurement.
However, in such a busy tracking environment the combinatoric track finder, explained
in section 4.3.5, is rather slow. In order to reduce the large processing time a single track
seeding approach instead of the default two hit seeding approach was used for the up-
and downstream track matching and angle reconstruction.
All of these control parameters show that the telescope alignment and the cluster cali-
bration have worked well. There is no indication of any systematic effects compromising
the subsequent analysis steps, especially the radiation length measurements.
DQM diagrams of the angle reconstruction step
The second step of the X/X0 analysis is the reconstruction of multiple scattering angles.
As can be seen in fig. 7.1 the angle reconstruction has to be performed for all runs that
are used in the radiation length calibration and subsequent radiation length imaging
processes. Tracks in the up- and downstream telescope arm are matched according to a
distance criterium and scattering angles can be calculated from the matched track states
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Figure 7.8.: Number of tracks per event during the beam test campaign in June of 2017. The
average number of tracks per event is roughly 13 which is quite large and indicates
a fast data collection.
as described in section 5.1. The distribution of the scattering angle reconstruction er-
rors σϑu and σϑv is used to evaluate the telescope angle resolution σerr. As can be seen
from eq. 5.12 the telescope angle resolution is determined from the square root of the
mean value of σ2ϑu . Angle reconstruction errors are determined from the covariances of
the track states via error propagation (details of the calculation can be found in section
5.2). Angle reconstruction error distributions for an example run are depicted in fig. 7.9.
For this beam test the angle reconstruction error distributions in both directions are very
similar. However, the slightly better cluster v resolution, which is visible in fig. 7.4 also
leads to slightly smaller values for the angle reconstruction error in the v direction. The
mean value of the ϑv reconstruction error distribution is approximately 1 µrad smaller
than the corresponding mean value in the u direction. The difference between the two
angle error distributions, however, is unproblematic, because it is small compared to the
RMS of the angle error distributions. The RMS is mainly caused by the multitude of
different cluster resolutions, which have been measured during the telescope calibration
step (see fig 7.4). The different combinations of cluster resolutions lead to a broad dis-
tribution of track parameter covariances, which in turn propagate to the distributions
depicted in fig. 7.9.
The telescope angle resolution σerr is defined as the square root of the mean value of the
σ2ϑu distribution as defined in eq. 5.12. The standard deviation of the σϑu distribution
can be regarded as an uncertainty of the angle resolution. This uncertainty limits the
accuracy of radiation length measurements of materials with small X/X0 values, where
the distribution of reconstructed scattering angles is dominated by the angle resolution.
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Figure 7.9.: Angle reconstruction errors in u and v direction. The mean value of the distribution
is a measure for the telscope angle resolution. The shift between the distribution
in u and v direction is caused by a slightly better v resolution of the cluster shapes
visible in fig. 7.4 which affects the track states and ultimately also the reconstructed
angles.
For the specific experimental setup and the selected beam energy during the beam test
campaign in June 2017 the expected telescope angle resolution is (179± 3) µrad.
The track u and v intersection error distributions are depicted in fig. 7.10. In analogy
to the angle reconstruction errors, these distributions define the spatial resolution of the
telescope on the central target plane. Here, the spatial resolution in both directions is
approximately 9 µm. This spatial resolution is sufficient for the radiation length imaging
purposes here, as image pixels with side lengths of 200 µm are used. Similar to the an-
gle error distributions, the v intersection error distribution has a slightly smaller mean
value due to the slightly better cluster resolution in v direction. The variance of the
distribution can be explained similar to the distributions in fig. 7.9: Different tracks
are reconstructed from various different combinations of cluster shapes with different
resolutions. These different resolutions propagate to the track states, which in turn lead
to a rather broad distribution of position reconstruction errors.
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Figure 7.10.: Track intersection errors in u and v direction. The mean error is a measure for the
telescope spatial resolution on the target plane. The shift between the distribution
in u and v direction is caused by a slightly better v resolution of clusters visible
in fig. 7.4.
As explained before, radiation length measurement depend on measurements from up-
stream and downstream tracks each with three hits. The beam has a approximately
perpendicular incidence and, accordingly, the area on the scattering target in which ra-
diation length measurements are possible, called the acceptance region of the telescope,
is effectively limited by the size of the telescope sensors. In the ideal case the acceptance
area is therefore 10x20 mm2. If the telescope planes have large relative shifts the area can
be smaller. In order to get an idea of the telescope acceptance region and accordingly
maximum size of radiation length images, the 2D track intersection distribution on the
target plane, called the beam spot, is depicted in fig. 7.11. The acceptance region with
sufficient statistics lies in the rectangular area between u ∈ [−7, 10] and v ∈ [−4, 5]. The
size of this area provides a benchmark for the maximum size of radiation length images
and can be used later. As can be seen in fig. 7.11 the distribution of the intersection
coordinates is not quite Gaussian as one would expect from a collimated particle beam.
Instead some strict border lines and hard edges can be seen. This is caused by four
segments on the M26 with individual threshold settings [61].
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Figure 7.11.: Beam spot on the central scattering plane for an example run of the June 2017
beam test. Borders between vertical areas mark the positions of four segments on
the M26 chip with individual threshold settings [61].
The DQM diagrams of the angle reconstruction provide an overview over parameters
that are important in the subsequent X/X0 calibration and imaging steps such as the
expected telescope angle resolution and spatial resolution. The exact size of the tele-
scope acceptance area is useful when selecting the size of the radiation length image.
DQM diagrams of the X/X0 calibration step
The third step of the analysis is the calibration of the four radiation length calibration
factors, λ, κ, ∆up and ∆vp, introduced in section 5.4. λ is used to correct for wrong
assumptions that lead to a global offset of the telescope resolution σerr. κ corrects for
wrong assumptions that lead to a global offset of the multiple scattering angle width
σHL (for example the Highland width in eq. 3.28). Additionally the selection of the
beam energy during a beam test at DESY entails magnetic fields (see section 4.1). The
particle beam is therefore expected to have linear energy gradients in u and v direction,
which have to be measured. The implementation of these four calibration factors into
the fit model is described in section 5.4.
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(a) Radiation length image of air calibration target


















































(b) Radiation length image of 2mm aluminium calibration target
























































(c) Radiation length image of 6mm aluminium calibration target
Figure 7.12.: Visual representation of the position of 15 out of 40 different measurement regions
which are used for the radiation length calibration. Each marked measurement
area contributes a single angle distribution with 50 000 entries to the calibration
fit.
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During the beam test in June of 2017 eight materials with different radiation length
values were used for the radiation length calibration. They are summarised in table 7.1.
The data set for the calibration measurement consisted of two runs per material. As
demonstrated in section 6.3 five measurement areas per calibration material are sufficient
for a reliable calibration measurement. In order to measure the beam energy gradients
with the best achievable accuracy, four of the five measurement areas are placed near
the corners of the telescope acceptance area. The five measurement areas for three ex-
ample materials can be seen in fig. 7.12. The corresponding measurement areas for
the other five materials are located at the same positions. The measurement areas are
rectangles with side lengths of 1 mm. The centre of the first measurement area lies at
(u, v) = (0 mm, 0 mm). The centres of the other four regions are positioned at all pos-
sible combinations of u = ±4 mm and v = ±2 mm. This leads to three positions along
the u and v direction which are used to sample the beam energy gradients. The number
of scattering angles per distribution was limited to a total of 50 000 angles per measure-
ment area. This ensures that every distribution used in the simultaneous fit will have
the same weight and any potential bias introduced due to the beam profile is prevented.
The 40 angle distributions2 are simultaneously fitted by a model function based on the
Highland model of multiple scattering (see eq. 5.13).
The calibration fit was conducted with the fit model defined in eq. 5.13. Additionally,
two different fit models which account for energy loss due to bremsstrahlung were tested
as well, because they are used in the radiation length measurements of the aluminium
wedge. The first approach to modelling the energy loss is based on the calculation of a
modified average beam energy during the scattering according to eq. 3.36. This modi-
fied average energy is calculated from the expected average energy before the scattering,
in this case 3 GeV, and the average energy after the transition through the scattering
material given by eq. 3.36. As the energy after the transition depends on the radiation
length, this model introduces a radiation length dependency in the modified beam en-
ergy. The beam energy in the Highland model is replaced by the modified beam energy
and the corresponding modified multiple scattering width is given by eq. 3.37. The
weight model uses a free parameter ε which determines the weight between the energy
before and after the transition. Here, three different ε values of 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3 are
tested. An ε value of 0.25 means that the modified beam energy corresponds to the sum
of 75% of the energy before the material transition and 25 % of the energy after the
transition. Another fit model was introduced by Gottschalk [53]. Similar to the weight
model the highland wdith σHL in the fit model (see eq. 5.13) is replaced by a modified
multiple scattering width which is given by eq. 3.40. For our purposes only the two first
terms of the exponential function in Gottschalks model are used.
In order to determine the calibration parameters a simultaneous ROOT log-likelihood
fit is performed as described in section 5.4. The calibration fit results of the different
models are summarised in table 7.2.
2Eight calibration materials with five measurement areas each
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Calibration method λ κ ∆up [MeV/mm] ∆vp [MeV/mm]
No bremsstrahlung 1.010±0.006 0.996±0.003 -11±2 0±3
Weight model (ε=0.20) 1.012±0.006 0.989±0.003 -11±2 0±4
Weight model (ε=0.25) 1.012±0.006 0.988±0.003 -11±2 0±3
Weight model (ε=0.3) 1.013±0.006 0.986±0.003 -11±2 0±4
Gottschalk model 1.014±0.006 0.980±0.003 -10±2 0±3
Table 7.2.: Beam test June 2017 calibration results for different bremsstrahlung models.
λ is the calibration factor of the telescope resolution. κ is the calibration
factor of the scattering angle width and ∆up and ∆vp correspond to beam
energy gradients in u and v direction. The given errors correspond to the
statistical uncertainties of the fit.
The different fitting models yield very similar results. λ and the gradients, ∆up and
∆vp, are identical within the limits of the statistical uncertainty of the fit. Only the κ
values show small deviations. The calibration factor λ is approximately 1% larger than
one. As explained before, small deviations from 1.0 in the order of several percent are
expected. According to the determined λ factor the calibrated telescope angle resolution
is approximately 181 µrad instead of the expected telescope angle resolution3. There can
be multiple causes for these small deviations from the expected telescope angle resolution:
 The track model assumes Highland distributed scattering angles for the particle
propagation through the telescope. This approach neglects the non-Gaussian tails
of the real scattering distributions, which in turn lead to an underestimation of
the angle reconstruction errors.
 Small errors during the telescope alignment, especially the position along the beam
axis, can also lead to an incorrect assessment of the telescope angle resolution.
The κ factors are also close to 1.0. The observed deviation from 1.0 is smaller than
1 % for all used models (Highland, Gottschalk and weight model with ε = 0.2, 0.25, 0.3).
There are several possible explanations for observed deviation from the expected value:
 There may be small measurement errors of the telescope length. As mentioned in
section 4.3.9 the z position of the last telescope plane, or analogously the length of
the telescope, cannot be determined with the Kalman filter alignment approach.
Accordingly, the length is only measured manually and has uncertainties in the
order of several mm. A shorter than expected telescope will lead to a small overes-
timation of scattering angles, while a telescope which is longer than expected will
lead to a small underestimation of the angles.
 The nominal beam energy may be slightly wrong. The selected beam energy is
only known with an uncertainty of several percent.
3179 µrad based on error propagation of covariance matrices of the track state
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 A part of the deviation is due to bremsstrahlung energy losses as can be seen from
the small differences between the fitting models. Even though the κ differences
between the different models are larger than the statistical uncertainty of the fit, it
is still quite small. This is not unexpected as the average beam energy loss due to
bremsstrahlung, even for the thickest calibration material of 6 mm of aluminium,
is a rather small effect:






The observed beam energy gradient ∆up of approximately 11 MeV/mm is a typical
value, which has been measured frequently at DESY beam lines. ∆vp is compatible
with 0 within the limits of the statistical uncertainty. The quality of the calibration fit
can be cross-checked by visually comparing the angle distributions and the fit functions.
Additionally, even though the fit method is based on the log-likelihood minimiser, ROOT
provides a fit χ2 value that can be used to evaluate the quality of the fit. As an example,
four scattering angle distributions and the corresponding Highland model fit functions
are depicted in fig. 7.13. Angle distributions from four different materials, 2mm, 4mm
and 6mm aluminium as well as air, are displayed in fig 7.13. All 40 angle distributions
and their fit functions can be found in appendix D.1 in a more compact form. The
angle distributions and corresponding fit functions of the other fit models which include
bremsstrahlung energy losses are very similar and therefore not presented here to avoid
redundancy.
The individual fit functions in fig. 7.13 are in good agreement with corresponding angle
distributions. The χ2ndof value of the simultaneous fit of all 40 angle distributions is
0.57 which is reasonably small. The last quality test of the radiation length calibration
is called the self-consistency check. Fig. 7.14 depicts the measured thickness values of
all 40 measurement areas in comparison to the expected thickness values. During the
radiation length calibration, known thickness values of the 40 measurement areas were
used to determine the calibration factors for this beam test setup. Now, employing the
previously determined calibration factors, the thickness of each measurement area is de-
termined and compared to the expected thickness.
As can be seen in fig. 7.14, the thickness measurements are generally more consis-
tent when using the fit model based on the weight model to take energy losses due to
bremsstrahlung into account. The measurements with this fit model are mostly compat-
ible with the nominal thickness values within the limits of the statistical fit uncertainty.
Only the measurements for 1.5 and 2 mm aluminium thickness show small deviations,
which were found to be between 15 and 25 µm which is slightly larger than the statistical
uncertainties. The influence of bremsstrahlung is most pronounced for the 6 mm alu-
minium measurement: When the energy is loss not considered, the measured thickness is
more than 100 µm larger than expected. The Gottschalk model works for small radiation
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Area 35: d=6.00mm aluminium
(d)
Figure 7.13.: Four of the 40 scattering angle distributions (reconstructed on materials with
different thicknesses) used during the radiation length calibration together with
their corresponding fit functions. The fit functions match the distributions quite
well and the determined fit χ2 per number of degrees of freedom is 0.57 which is
reasonably small.
length values quite well, but yields too small thickness values for thick materials. For
example, it underestimates the thickness of the 6 mm aluminium layer by 60 µm.
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Figure 7.14.: Target thickness measurements after the radiation length calibration procedure.
Three different fit models have been used: The red curve neglects influences due
to energy losses from bremsstrahlung, the blue curve uses the weight model with
ε = 0.30 and the green curve uses the Gottschalk model to take them into account.
7.1.2. Measurements on targets with large X/X0 and the influence of
bremsstrahlung
The first three analysis steps of the June 2017 beam test data were found to be suc-
cessful. The track pull distributions were compatible to Gaussian distributions with a
mean of zero and a RMS of one. The track p value distribution is reasonably flat. The
radiation length calibration parameters λ and κ are very close to 1.0 and the measured
beam energy gradient behaves as expected.
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In this section measurements of an aluminium wedge with a thickness up to 30 mm
will be presented. The main reason for the following aluminium wedge measurement is
to determine up to which radiation length value the measurement method presented in
chapter 5 is still valid and where the impact of energy loss due to bremsstrahlung causes
significant deviations.
The validity of radiation length measurements on materials with large X/X0 values
is limited by material effects such as bremsstrahlung and ionisation. For an electron
beam the effects of ionisation are negligible compared to the effects of bremsstrahlung
and they are not taken into account here. One of the assumptions for radiation length
extraction from the scattering angle distributions with the model function in eq. 5.13 is
that the particle energy before scattering and after scattering is identical. This assump-
tion is wrong for large radiation length as explained in section 3.3.4. The two models,
weight model and Gottschalk model, which take energy losses into account will be tested
in the wedge measurements.
The impact of bremsstrahlung on a particle beam is described in section 3.2. For thin
materials, the probability of a bremsstrahlung event occurring is very low and most
particle transitions through thin materials are not affected by bremsstrahlung at all.
Bremsstrahlung events where a particle loses a large fraction of its initial energy are
very rare in thin materials. For example as can be seen from table 3.2, an electron
passing through 1 mm of aluminium has a 1.836 % probability to lose more than 20 %
of its energy due to bremsstrahlung. Radiation length measurements will be mostly
unaffected by these rare bremsstrahlung processes. The few events with large fractional
energy losses will either not be reconstructed due to track χ2 cuts or the scattering
angles will be very large and should only affect the non-Gaussian tails of the multiple
scattering distribution, which are irrelevant for the determination of the radiation length.
The probability for high energy losses increases with the thickness of the traversed
material. From the values in table 3.2 it can be concluded that a radiation length
measurement on an aluminium layer with a thickness of 30 mm4 will be strongly influ-
enced by bremsstrahlung events. For almost 50 % of particle transitions, a fractional
energy loss of 20 % or more is expected. Accordingly, the particle energy is overesti-
mated during the angle distribution fit (see eq. 5.13). As a consequence of using the
wrong beam energy the fit will produce an overestimate of the radiation length.
A schematic side view and a photograph of the aluminium wedge used for the mea-
surements presented here can be seen in fig. 7.15. The largest aluminium thickness
of the wedge is 30± 0.2 mm. The thickness decreases with a slope of approximately
0.450 mm± 0.010 mm per mm until it reaches a minimum thickness of 5.4± 0.2 mm.
This is equivalent to a radiation length gradient of 0.51 % ± 0.06 % per mm. Due to
4Which corresponds to the maximum thickness of the aluminium wedge
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Figure 7.15.: Schematic side view (a) and photograph of the aluminium wedge (b), which was
used as a target during radiation length measurements in this section. The thick-
ness of the target ranges from 5.4 mm to 30.0 mm. The given dimensions were
measured with a caliper.
the limited telescope acceptance area which corresponds roughly to 17x9 mm2 (see fig.
7.11), the measurement of the complete wedge had to be divided into eleven measure-
ment steps. By employing a mechanically movable x-y stage, a scan along the radiation
length slope was performed. After each measurement step ,the wedge was moved by
7 mm along the direction of the radiation length slope. The eleven different, slightly
overlapping measurement positions are indicated in the radiation length profile in fig.
7.18. The combined radiation length image with pixel pitches of 200 µm is depicted in
fig. 7.16.
The thinnest point of the wedge lies at a v position of approximately 18 mm. The slope
of the wedge is visible between v = 18 mm and v = 70 mm. Beyond this point to the
right follows a plateau with the maximum thickness of roughly 30 mm. In the rightmost
part of the image, a small area of air is also visible. In the border region between air and
30 mm aluminium (at v≈ 82 mm), a single white image pixel column is visible. In these
image pixels the fits fail, because the scattering angle distributions from the two largely
different materials have completely different Highland widths and a single Gaussian dis-
tribution is insufficient to describe the angle distribution. An example of a reconstructed
angle distribution with an air and a 30 mm aluminium component is depicted in fig. 7.17.
The determined X/X0 can be best compared to the expectations by computing the ra-
diation length profile along the v direction. In order to do that, projections onto the v
axis are utilised: For every column in the highlighted black area, the arithmetic mean
of the radiation length of each pixel in that column is calculated. The errors of the
arithmetic mean values are determined via Gaussian error propagation from the errors
of individual pixels. The resulting material profiles are shown in fig. 7.18.
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Figure 7.16.: Radiation length image of the aluminium wedge under investigation. The image
pixel pitch is 200 µm. The black box indicates the area used for a projection on
the y axis (v direction). Features of the wedge are marked by the red lines and
text. The projection is depicted in fig. 7.18.

















Figure 7.17.: Angle distribution from the border region between air and aluminium visible at
v = 82 mm in fig. 7.16. The angle distribution consists of a narrow distribution
due to scattering in air and a broad distribution due to scattering in 30 mm of alu-
minium. As a Gaussian distribution does not suffice to describe the distribution,
the fit fails.
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=0.20εBremsstrahlung weight model 
=0.25εBremsstrahlung weight model 
=0.30εBremsstrahlung weight model 
Bremsstrahlung Gottschalk model
Manual measurement
Figure 7.18.: Radiation length profiles along the slope of an aluminium wedge with different fit
models. The alternating white and grey areas indicate eleven different measure-
ment positions. The dashed black curve corresponds to manual measurements of
the wedge with a calliper.
Five different radiation length profiles and the manually measured geometry are depicted.
The dashed black curve corresponds to the manual measurements of the wedge with a
caliper. Some key values for features of the wedge are summarised in fig. 7.15a. The
solid black line corresponds to the measurement which is based on the Highland model
and does not consider energy losses due to bremsstrahlung. The expected overestima-
tion of the radiation length for large material thicknesses can clearly be seen. The red,
blue and green curves corresponds to the measurement employing the weight energy loss
model with ε = 0.2, 0.25, 0.3. A value of 0.30 was found to work for the whole radiation
length range. The other two values, 0.2 and 0.25, lead to a small overestimation of the
radiation length profile. The brown curve corresponds to the measurement conducted
with the Gottschalk model. The measurement with the Gottschalk model leads to a
large underestimation of the radiation length values. Accordingly, this model exagger-
ates the energy loss effects and the modified particle energies are too small. Table 7.3
summarises the results in comparison with the expected values.
In summary, the inclusion of bremsstrahlung energy loss with the weighted energy loss
model in eq. 3.36 and a weight parameter ε of 0.30 was found to precisely measure objects
with radiation length values up to 35 % X/X0. Not accounting for bremsstrahlung will
lead to an overestimation with a relative error of 16 % for a radiation length 35 % X/X0.
In the next section, a copper wedge with an even larger radiation length will be measured
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Wedge feature Maximum X Minimum X Slope
Expected value 33.7±0.2 % 6.1±0.2 % 0.51 ±0.05 %/mm
Bremsstr. not considered 39.01±0.02 % 6.097 ±0.008 % 0.6125 ±0.0005 %/mm
Weight model (ε = 0.20) 35.27±0.02 % 6.038 ±0.008 % 0.5406 ±0.0004 %/mm
Weight model (ε = 0.25) 34.45±0.02 % 6.023 ±0.008 % 0.5246 ±0.0004 %/mm
Weight model (ε = 0.30) 33.67±0.02 % 6.009 ±0.008 % 0.5094 ±0.0004 %/mm
Gottschalk model 31.26±0.01 % 5.955 ±0.008 % 0.4626 ±0.0004 %/mm
Table 7.3.: Results of the measurements on the aluminium wedge depicted in fig. 7.15a.
in order to test whether the determined weight parameter ε is valid for an even larger
X/X0 range and for a different radiation length constant X0.
7.2. Copper wedge measurements in November 2017
The data set analysed in this section was recorded in November of 2017 at the DESY
beam test facilities. The measurements took place at beam line 22 with the DURANTA
telescope. DQM plots for this beam test can be found in appendix D.2. They show no
indication of problems during the telescope calibration and angle reconstruction. The
beam energy was set to 4 GeV and the comparator threshold of the M26 sensors was set
to 7 times the noise level. The object under test was a copper wedge with a maximum
thickness of 20 mm, which corresponds to a radiation length of approximately 140 %. A



















Figure 7.19.: Schematic sideview of the copper wedge under investigation and its surrounding
aluminium frame. The given dimensions were measured with a calliper. The
uncertainties of the measurements are in the order of 200µm, except for the alu-
minium thickness where measurements indicated a non constant thickness. The
expected uncertainty of the aluminium measurement is 500µm.
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Due to time limitations during the measurements at the beam line a radiation length
calibration on the scattering target itself was tested. The beam spot was centred on the
copper wedge but next to the wedge a well known part of the aluminium frame and air
were visible within the telescope acceptance area. These two materials were used for
the radiation length calibration. The disadvantage of this approach is that the measure-
ment areas were all localised in a small u region, which prevents a reliable estimate of
the beam energy gradients. The calibration of λ and κ worked well.
In order to measure the complete slope of the copper wedge a scan similar to the one in
the last section was conducted. The complete length of the copper wedge was covered
by eight measurements. After each measurement, the wedge was moved by 6 mm in the
direction of the slope. The combined image of all 8 measurement positions of the copper
wedge is shown in fig. 7.20. Due to time limitations, only limited amounts of data could
be gathered for the positions between v = 10 mm and v = 28 mm. Accordingly, only
the most central part of the image had angle distributions with a sufficient number of
scattering angles to be fitted. As a result, corresponding parts of the combined image

































Figure 7.20.: Radiation length image of the copper wedge under investigation. The black box
indicates the area of the profile in v direction, which is depicted in fig. 7.21.
Several features of the scattering object are indicated in with red lines and text.
The edge of the copper wedge is visible at u ≈ −1 mm. The surrounding aluminium
frame (with a radiation length of approximately 28 %) corresponds to the blue area on
the borders of the image. The violet area next to the copper wedge corresponds to areas
of air and 0.5 mm of aluminium, which were used for the radiation length calibration
measurement. For orientation, parts of the border regions of different materials are in-
dicated by red lines and text. The image pixels used for the radiation length profile in
fig. 7.21 are highlighted by the black box.
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Fig. 7.21 depicts radiation length measurements using different bremsstrahlung models.
Additionally the dashed black line models the expected slope of the copper wedge. The
measured radiation length profiles confirm that the weighted energy loss model also
works for measurements on copper. Neglecting the energy loss due to bremsstrahlung
leads to an overestimation of the radiation length which increases with increasing radia-
tion length. However, the measurements on material with a radiation length larger than
40 to 50 % indicate that the weight model with a weight factor of ε = 0.3 is insufficient
to correctly describe the expected X/X0 profile as can be seen in fig. 7.21 and table 7.4.
The assumed weight factor leads to large discrepancies for radiation length values larger
than 60 %.
The large discrepancy between measured and expected radiation length values can be
explained, on one hand, by the increased significance of ionisation processes, which can
lead to non-negligible energy losses for large X/X0 materials. On the other hand the
model describing the energy loss due to bremsstrahlung is very simple and the used
weight parameter was found to be only viable for materials with radiation length below
60%. For larger radiation length either the weight model with larger ε values in the order
of 0.4 and even 0.5 or the Gottschalk model should be used. The weight model with
ε = 0.5 and the Gottschalk model describe the slope of the wedge rather well between
radiation length values of 80 to 110%.
Tables 7.4 and 7.5 contain results of the radiation length measurements at the max-
imum copper thickness, the maximum aluminium thickness of the frame and of the
wedge slope in different X/X0 ranges for all bremsstrahlung models used. To compare
measurements on copper with the measurements of the maximum aluminium thickness
in the previous section radiation length values at an expected X/X0 value of 30 % are
determined and summarised in table 7.4.
Feature Max. Cu [%] Max. Al [%] Cu 30 % X/X0 [%]
Expected value 139±3 28.4±0.4 30.0±0.2
Bremsstrahlung not considered 339.6±0.5 32.9±0.05 33.7±0.6
Weight model (ε = 0.30) 200.1±0.3 29.25±0.04 29.9±0.5
Weight model (ε = 0.40) 169.4±0.2 28.24±0.04 28.8±0.5
Weight model (ε = 0.50) 145.4±0.2 27.31±0.04 27.9±0.4
Gottschalk model 151.4±0.2 27.57±0.04 28.1±0.4
Table 7.4.: Radiation length results of measurements on the copper wedge depicted in
fig. 7.19. The statistical error of the 30 % of copper measurement is large,
because only a single column in the profile is used to calculate the value.
In conclusion, the measurements presented in this section confirm the findings of the
last section. Additionally, it was found that measurements on large X/X0 materials
also work for copper with a small radiation length constant of 14.35 mm [29]. When
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(a) Radiation length profile with full range
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Wedge slope
(b) Zoomed in radiation length profile
Figure 7.21.: The full (a) and zoomed in (b) radiation length profile along the slope of the
copper wedge with (red curve) and without (black curve) consideration of energy
loss due to bremsstrahlung. The alternating white and grey areas indicate the 8
different measurement positions. The expected radiation length profile (based on
manual measurements) of the copper wedge is indicated by the dashed line.
conducting radiation length measurements on large X/X0 materials bremsstrahlung has
to be accounted for in order to not overestimate the radiation length of the material. For
aluminium and copper and radiation length values below 60 % the weight model in eq.
3.36 with a weight ε of 0.3 provides the most accurate results. For larger radiation length
either the Gottschalk or the weight model with a larger weight factors should be used.
However, in this large radiation length regime radiation length measurements, even when
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Feature Slope [%/mm] Slope (X/X0 < 60 %)[%/mm]
Expected value 4.00±0.05 4.00±0.05
Bremsstrahlung not considered 6.86±0.02 5.25±0.03
Weight model (ε = 0.30) 4.956±0.01 4.17±0.02
Weight model (ε = 0.40) 4.453±0.009 3.88±0.02
Weight model (ε = 0.50) 4.003±0.007 3.62±0.02
Gottschalk model 3.72±0.02 4.173±0.008
Table 7.5.: Slope results of measurements on the copper wedge depicted in fig. 7.19.
considering energy losses due to bremsstrahlung, are expected to have uncertainties in
the order of several percents of X/X0.
7.3. Glue measurements
The data set analysed in this section was recorded in 2015 at the DESY beam test fa-
cilities5. Data taking at DESY was performed by ATLAS group members [77], while
the data analysis was conducted by me. The goal of the measurements in this section
was to demonstrate radiation length measurements of an unknown but homogeneous
material with a known thickness and to determine the radiation length constant X0 of
different material samples. The measurements were conducted at beam line 21 with the
DATURA telescope. The z alignment shifts of all aligned telescope planes are quite
large and consistently negative (see fig.D.16). They are all shifted into the same di-
rection which indicates a systematic effect. The angle reconstruction worked well, but
determining the beam energy gradient during the radiation length calibration was chal-
lenging. Since the calibration procedure explained in section 5.4 was not in place during
this measurement, calibrations for this thesis had to be performed on the available data
which consisted of air and aluminium rings of known thickness.
The X/X0 calibration employed five air measurement areas and five 1.83 mm aluminium
measurement areas in the aluminium insert region depicted in fig. 7.22b. As the multiple
scattering distributions in air are not dependent on the beam energy, the beam energy
gradient had to be determined from angle distributions on aluminium. However, as can
be seen from fig. 7.22b these measurement points are very localised in a small ring with a
maximum diameter of approximately 10 mm. Due to the closeness of the measurement
points, the determined energy gradient values were found to have large uncertainties
and were compatible with zero. Instead of using beam energy gradients with large errors
the gradients were fixed to zero during the radiation length calibration in order to not
influence the other calibration parameters such as the average beam energy.
The material under study consisted of a brass plate with a thickness of approximately
10mm and a cylindrical drilling, which was used to hold samples of different glues. Ra-




















































Figure 7.22.: Schematic side views of brass plates with glue samples A,B,C (a) and D (b). In
order to reduce the necessary volume of expensive silver glue D a small aluminium
insert was used.
diation length measurements were performed on four different glues. The glue samples
were filled into the borehole and after the glue had hardened, the surface was polished to
get a smooth transition between glue and surrounding brass and also achieve a constant
glue thickness. In order to extract the radiation length constant X0 from the radia-
tion length X/X0, the thickness of the glue X and the surrounding brass was measured
manually. Fig. 7.22 depicts a schematic overview of the scattering object. Glue sample
D was an expensive glue containing silver and, in order to reduce the glue volume, it
was filled into the borehole of an aluminium ring with a smaller radius and thickness.
Afterwards, the aluminium ring was embedded into the brass frame. Scattering angle
distributions of this aluminium ring were also used in the X/X0 calibration process. Ra-
diation length images of the four different glue samples are shown in fig. 7.23. The pixel
pitch of the images is 200 µm. The boreholes are clearly visible within the surrounding
brass with an extremely large radiation length.
In order to determine the radiation length of each glue sample, projections onto the
u axis are utilised. The resulting material profiles are shown in fig. 7.24. As the bore-
hole and consequently the starting points of the material profiles are located at different
positions for each individual image, the u values do not necessarily correspond to the u
position on the images. Instead, u=0 mm corresponds to the image u position of the left
most border of the black box. The material profiles cover the region of homogeneously
distributed glue and can be used to determine the radiation length constant of each glue.
Unfortunately, a radiation length gradient is visible in the profiles. This can be at-
tributed to the beam gradient not having been reliably determined. The discrepancy
between radiation length values on the left most and right most positions of the material
profiles of glue A,B and C is approximately 0.2 %. This value is much larger than the
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(d) Glue sample D
Figure 7.23.: Radiation length images of glue samples and surrounding brass frames. The hard-
ened glue is located within the circular hole with a diameter of approximately
10 mm visible in images (a), (b) and (c). In image (d) an aluminium ring is em-
bedded in the brass bore hole. Glue sample D is located in the centre of the
aluminium ring. This sample was most likely slightly rotated which causes the
shadow of the aluminium ring visible as a crescent shape on the right. The black
boxes indicate limits of image pixels which are used to calculate material profiles
(see fig. 7.24). The pixel pitch of the images is 200µm.
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alu + glue D
Figure 7.24.: Material profiles along the u axis in hardened glue areas. The area in which the
radiation length values are determined are marked by red and brown lines in the
profiles. u positions of individual images were adjusted to overlay with other glue
positions.
statistical errors of individual profile bins which are in the order of 0.02 % to 0.05 %6.
Due to the smaller glue region of glue sample D the corresponding uncertainty caused by
the beam energy gradient is smaller. The uncertainty due to the gradient of this sample
is approximately 0.05 % which is still large in comparison to the statistical uncertainty
of glue sample D. Instead of calculating the uncertainty of the X/X0 measurement via
error propagation from the statistical uncertainties of the individual profile bin, a con-
stant uncertainty of 0.2 % or 0.05 % from the gradients is attributed to the measurement
results.
Sample X/X0[%] X[mm] X0[mm]
glue A 2.7±0.2 10.3 380±30
glue B 2.9±0.2 10.17 350±20
glue C 2.8±0.2 10.08 350±20
glue D 3.9±0.05 1.83 47.4±0.6
Table 7.6.: Results of the glue radiation length constant measurements. The short ra-
diation length constant of glue D is expected due to the large percentage of
high Z silver filling.
The average radiation length of glues A to C was calculated from profile bins between
length= 0.5 mm and 9.0 mm and for glue D from bins between length= 3.5 mm and
6.0 mm as they showed the least variation. A summary of the results can be found in
6Depending on the glue sample, glue sample B has a very large statistics and a very small statistical
uncertainty of 0.02 %
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table 7.6. The radiation length constants of glues A-C are consistent with one another
within the scope of the accuracy of this measurement. The low Z glues were found to
have radiation length constants between 350 and 380 mm which matches the expected
value for unfilled epoxy adhesives of above 320 mm. This expectation value has therefore
been confirmed by the measurement. The silver glue sample D has a significantly smaller
radiation length constant X0, which is not unexpected due to the small radiation length
constant of silver of XAg0 = 8.543 mm [29], which makes up a large percentage of this
epoxy. The measurements in this section confirm that by measuring a homogeneous
material with a well known thickness the unknown material constant X0 can be deter-
mined. Measurements of this kind can be used to create data bases with information on
radiation length constants of different materials used in modern particle detectors and
other applications.
7.4. Chip measurements
The data set analysed in this section was recorded in October 2016 at the DESY beam
test facilities at beam line 22 with the DURANTA telescope7. Data taking at DESY
was performed by ATLAS group members [77], while the analysis of the recorded data
was conducted by me. The goal of the measurements in this section was to demonstrate
the capabilities of radiation length measurements on a material with complex structures
on small spatial scales. As scattering target a printed circuit board (PCB), which in-
cluded a field programmable gate array (FPGA) chip, was used (see fig. 7.25a and 7.25c).
A total number of 130 million scattering angles with constant nominal particle energy of
2 GeV and steady telescope setup were measured. This large number of scattering angles
provided the opportunity to use small image pixels with a pitch of 75 µm in both direc-
tions. This pitch is a good compromise between an adequate image spatial resolution
and multiple scattering distributions with an average number of several thousand entries
per pixel, which ensured a stable fit. The radiation length image and two photographs
of both sides of the PCB plane are depicted in fig. 7.25b.
Different components of the PCB and the FPGA chip can be easily identified. A part of
the chip can be seen on the left hand side of the radiation length image and the upper-
most photograph. The edge of the chip lies between u = 2 mm and 4 mm. In this area
an array of connector lines is visible which links the chip to the surrounding PCB. The
pattern of capacitors and vias, which is present in the X/X0 image, can also be found
in fig .7.25c. An additional feature, which is only visible in the radiation length image,
is the fan-out of the FPGA chip within the chip volume. The fan-out corresponds to the
alternating pattern of increased radiation length in the edge region of the chip between
u = −2 mm and u = +2 mm.
7DQM plots in appendix D.4 indicate reliable results for telescope calibration, angle reconstruction and
radiation length calibration steps
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(b) Radiation length image (75 µm pitch)
(c) photograph of back side (mirrored)
Figure 7.25.: Radiation length image and photographs of the PCB target plane. Many different
components like capacitors, fan-outs, vias and connectors are visible in the X/X0
image.
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Several copper lines within the PCB volume are also visible on the right hand side
of the image, outside of the FPGA chip volume. Measurements of radiation lengths
of individual components of the PCB or chip were not possible, because the scattering
target consists of multiple layers of different materials with unknown radiation length
constants and detailed information about the thicknesses and the composition of the
individual materials were not available.
As a conclusion, the measurements conducted during this beam test demonstrated the
good spatial resolution of the radiation length method based on materials with a large
range of radiation length values. The spatial resolution suffices to resolve small structures
such as the fan-out lines inside the PCB volume.
7.5. ATLAS ITk prototype measurements
The data set analysed in this section was recorded in August 2016 at the DESY beam
test facilities at beam line 22 with the DURANTA telescope8. Data taking at DESY
was performed by ATLAS group members [77], while the analysis of the recorded data
was conducted by me. The telescope alignment and cluster calibration were performed
for a geometry, that contained not only the 6 planes of the telescope, but also a homo-
geneous aluminium plate with a thickness of approximately 2 mm. The telescope setup
is depicted in fig. 7.26. However, as can be seen from the DQM plots, the additional
scattering in the telescope does not seem to have impacted the calibration step signif-
icantly. The only remarkable DQM plot is the distribution of the z positions (see fig.
7.27) of the telescope planes after the alignment. Every telescope plane affected by the
alignment is shifted in the negative z direction relative to the nominal position and the
shifts of 3 to 5 mm are unusually large.
Another unwanted influence is visible in the angle distributions, which are used during
the radiation length calibration (see either fig. 7.28 or fig. D.45 in the appendix). Some
of the distributions , especially the distributions from area 1,3,4 and 7, show periodic
disturbances, which have been discussed in subsection 6.2. The angle distributions are
assumed to be Gaussian and the periodic peaks lead to a comparatively large fit χ2ndof
value. As discussed in the previous chapter this systematic influence is caused by digital
effects due to coordinate correlations, which in turn originate from the digital readout
of the M26 sensors. This effect is most pronounced, when the M26 distance along the
beam axis is small9. However, as documented in section 6.2 digital effects do not lead
to a bias in the radiation length measurement. Instead they increase the variance of the
measurement as depicted in fig. 6.14. The radiation length image is therefore expected
to show statistical fluctuations, that are larger than one would expect from the statistical
uncertainties determined via Highland fit.
8DQM plots in appendix D.5
9Which is the case here as can be seen from fig. 7.26
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Figure 7.26.: Schematic side view of the telescope setup during the August 2016 beam test
campaign.























Figure 7.27.: Difference between nominal and aligned sensor z positions for August 2016 data.
The determined differences are all positive and rather large.
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Figure 7.28.: Angle distribution used in the X/X0 calibration measurements. A pattern of peri-
odic peaks is visible which leads to a non-Gaussian shape of the angle distribution.
The main scattering target was an ATLAS Inner Tracker Upgrade (ITk) dummy mod-
ule [19] that was glued onto a mechanical support structure. The support structure
itself consisted of a sandwich of a carbon fibre face sheet, a carbon fibre layer with a
honeycomb pattern for stabilisation in the middle and another carbon fibre face sheet
on top. The track sample of approximately 140 million tracks with a constant nominal
particle energy of 3 GeV and steady telescope setup is sufficient to generate a radiation
length image with pixel pitches of 50 µm. The radiation length image is depicted in fig.
7.29b.
Several interesting structures are visible in the radiation length image: The two 8 x
8 mm2 rectangular shapes are read-out chips of the ITk module. A periodic grid of 8 x 8
vias lies in the flex board beneath the chips. The inside of the vias can be identified as
small dots with a reduced radiation length. These vias have a diameter of three to four
image pixels, which corresponds to approximately 200 µm. Between the two read-out
chips, an array of four capacitors is located. On the edges of the capacitors, traces of
solder can be seen. In the area near (u, v) = (0 mm, 0 mm) bond pads and metal traces
are visible, which manifest as regions with a slightly increased radiation length. As
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(b) Radiation length image (50 µm pitch)
(c) photograph of module on flex board (without chips).
Figure 7.29.: Radiation length image and photographs of an ATLAS ITk dummy module. In
(b) and (c) arrays of vias are visible. The hexagonal carbon fibre structure is only
visible in the radiation length image.
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already mentioned, the ITk module is supported by a layer that is stabilised by a hon-
eycomb carbon fibre structure. The honeycomb carbon fibre pattern is clearly visible as
hexagons with a high radiation length and at some positions the fibres are surrounded




























Figure 7.30.: Radiation length image of a carbon foam layer on the left hand side and air on
the right hand side.


























Std Dev    0.08206
 / ndf 2χ  105.6 / 57
Prob  05− 9.657e
Constant  3.3± 122.3 
Mean      0.0016± 0.4173 
Sigma     0.00127± 0.07464 
Figure 7.31.: Distribution of all measured X/X0 values in the highlighted area in fig. 7.30.
The radiation length of the carbon foam and its uncertainty was determined by a
Gaussian fit.
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In addition to the measurement of the ATLAS ITk prototype, another measurement of
a foam sample was conducted. Fig. 7.30 depicts the image of the carbon foam layer on
the left side and air on the right side. As can be seen the image is rather noisy10, which
is expected because of the suboptimal telescope setup and consequential increase of the
variance of radiation length values. The carbon foam has a thickness of X = 7.86 mm
and an expected radiation length constant of X0 = 1856 mm due to its low density. The
expected radiation length value is therefore 0.423 %. The black box indicates all pixels
that are used to determine the radiation length of the material. Fig. 7.31 depicts the
radiation length values of all 2394 image pixels that lie within the highlighted area. The
radiation length of the foam can be determined by a Gaussian fit of the distribution.
The determined radiation length value is
X/X0 = 0.417± 0.002 % . (7.2)
The uncertainty of the mean value corresponds to the statistical uncertainty of the fit.
The measured value is therefore slightly smaller than the expectation value of 0.423 %.
The corresponding radiation length constant of this material, when considering a thick-
ness of 7.86 mm, is
X0 = 1884± 7 mm . (7.3)
Accordingly, the measurement shows that the expected value of 1856 mm underestimated
the radiation length constant of the carbon foam. The deviation from the expected value
corresponds to approximately four times the statistical uncertainty of the measurement.
However, as the scattering material is porous foam a part of the deviation may be caused
by fluctuations in its density and, consequently, X0 profile.
7.6. Measurements on a Belle II PXD mechanical sample
The data set analysed in this section was recorded in March of 2015 at the DESY beam
test facilities. The goal of the beam tests was to confirm expected radiation lengths
profiles of prototype sensors of the Belle II pixel detector (PXD). The beam test results
led to improvements on several parts of the PXD detector model. The most important
updates will be explained and a comparison between the material distributions of the
two detector models and the radiation length measurements will be presented at the end
of this section. Additional information on the Belle II vertex detector system and the
PXD in particular can be found in section 2.2.3. This section presents measurements
of interesting detector regions in comparison to Geant4 simulations [78] of the detec-
tor model of the PXD. The detector simulations are conducted in the Belle II analysis
framework (basf2) [39]. A visualisation of the Geant4 detector model can be acquired
10In the region of the foam the standard deviation of the measurements is approximately 0.07 % X/X0
at mean values of approximately 0.42 % X/X0
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Figure 7.32.: X-ray of the balcony of the PXD mechanical prototype module in the vicinity of
a switcher. The periodic groove pattern on the balcony was generated with the
deep anisotropic etching technique [34] to reduce the overall mass of the module.
Radiation length measurements were conducted on two different scattering targets: The
first target was a PXD mechanical sample with a thinned down sensitive area and silicon
balconies on which PXD specific ASICs, called switchers, were located. An X-ray image
of the region surrounding a switcher is depicted in fig. 7.32. Underneath the switcher,
four rows of bump bonds are visible. Via deep anisotropic etching [34], a periodic groove
structure is formed in the silicon balcony region with a maximum thickness of 525 µm.
The balcony region lies within the acceptance region of the Belle II experiment as ex-
plained in section 2.2.3 and due to very strict radiation length requirements, a reduction
of material in the balcony region is mandatory. The second target was an inoperable
PXD 9 module with two sets of different ASICs, which are called drain current digi-
tizer (DCD) and data handling processor (DHP). The locations of the DHP, DCD and
switchers on the PXD modules are displayed in fig. 2.6a. The ASICs include patterns
of bump bonds, which are located underneath the chips.
The DQM plots in the appendix D.6 indicate that the telescope calibration, includ-
ing the alignment and cluster resolution measurements, did not work as well as for other
beam tests. The main problem is, that the telescope was calibrated with an aluminium
calibration target present between the telescope arms instead of air. As explained in
section 7.5 this would pose no problem if the material was homogeneously thick and
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affected all tracks in the same way. However, the aluminium calibration target was
designed to have several material steps with different thicknesses as can be seen in the

















































Figure 7.33.: Schematic view of a dedicated calibration target, which was used during beam
tests in 2015. The target consists of 9 aluminium layer with a thickness of 200 µm,
which are arranged in such a way that nine measurement areas with different
aluminium thicknesses are available.
There are 10 different material regions ranging from air over 0.2 mm aluminium to 1.8 mm
of aluminium. During the telescope calibration the target plane is modelled as a homo-
geneous aluminium layer with a thickness of 1.4 mm, which roughly corresponds to the
average thickness of the material in the beam spot area. Consequently, the tracks which
are traversing the material plane in regions with small aluminium thickness or even
air will have largely overestimated covariance matrix entries. The opposite case is the
underestimation of the covariance matrix entries of tracks that are traversing the full
1.8 mm of aluminium. Wrong assumptions about the track covariances have a negative
impact on the quality of the telescope calibration. This is visible in most of the DQM
plots: Shifts of the M26 z positions are very large and always positive as displayed in fig.
7.34a. The track p value distribution has large peaks at one and zero as can be seen in
figure 7.34b. Tracks with either very large or very small p values are most likely travers-
ing a target region which is insufficiently modelled by the average aluminium thickness
of 1.4 mm such as the air hole or the area with 1.8 mm of aluminium.
Despite these problems during telescope calibration, the angle reconstruction was suc-
cessful and an average of five six-hit-tracks were found per event. However, another issue
occurred during the radiation length calibration: The first, third and fourth M26 sensors
were found to have multiple dead rows and columns as can be seen in the example hit
map on telescope plane 2 in fig. 7.35. These areas of dead telescope pixels are visible
as lines with increased radiation length in the resulting X/X0 images (see fig. 7.38).
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(a) Difference between nominal and aligned sensor z positions


















(b) p values of the track sample
Figure 7.34.: DQM diagrams of the 2 GeV data sample indicating problems during the telescope
calibration. The differences between the nominal and aligned sensor position are
in the order of several millimetres and all in the same direction relative to the
nominal position. The track p value distribution has peaks at zero and one. The
tracks in both regions are expected to under- (values close to 0) or overestimate
(values close to 1) the material of the scattering target.
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The most pronounced vertical lines are located at u = 2 mm, u = 8 mm and the most
prominent horizontal line lies at v = −1 mm.
550 600 650 700 750 800








































Figure 7.35.: Digit map for the second telescope plane in the column range between 500 and
850 and the row range between 50 and 350 during the telescope calibration of the
March 2015 data set. The empty rows and columns were found to be dead pixels,
which never produced a signal above threshold.
Unfortunately, some of these lines are located in the vicinity of the designated calibra-
tion measurement areas such as the air hole in the calibration grid as can be seen in fig.
7.36. For better visibility the row and columns with increased radiation length values
are indicated by red lines in the images. In order to avoid compromising the X/X0 cal-
ibration, alternative calibration areas were used instead of the designated measurement
areas. Five measurement areas on the aluminium calibration target with a thickness of
1.8 mm and five air measurements were employed for the X/X0 calibration. The position
of the measurement areas is depicted in fig. 7.36a and 7.36b.
Using this alternative radiation length calibration strategy worked reasonably well, as
can be seen from the measurements of the target thickness in fig. 7.37. However, the
calibration factors κ and λ (see table 7.7) are unusually large. These large values are
most likely caused by the problematic telescope calibration step: In order to correct
for errors in the alignment and cluster resolution, the calibration factors have to differ
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(a) PXD mechanical sample with air measurement areas. The image has a pixel pitch of 200 µm.



































(b) calibration target with 1.8 mm aluminium measurement areas. The pixel pitch is 200 µm.
Figure 7.36.: Alternative measurement areas used for radiation length calibration measure-
ments. The designated measurement areas were not used in order to avoid distur-
bances from the rows and columns with increased radiation length values indicated
by red lines.
widely from the expectation values of 1.0.
Fig. 7.38 depicts radiation length images of the PXD dummy module at nominal beam
energies of 2 and 4 GeV. The 4 GeV data set has rather small statistic. In order to
avoid unstable angle fits due insufficient statistics, a large image pixel pitch of 200 µm
was selected. On the left hand side of the images, air can be seen. The balcony with
a silicon groove pattern is located in the centre of the image between u = −2 mm and
u = 0.5 mm. The switcher corresponds to the yellow rectangle on the balcony between
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Beam energy λ κ ∆up [MeV/mm] ∆vp [MeV/mm]
2 GeV 1.208±0.007 0.917±0.007 9±3 -2±7
4 GeV 1.151±0.007 0.927±0.007 22±6 2±13
Table 7.7.: Beam test March 2015 calibration results for 2 and 4 GeV. λ is the calibration
factor of the telescope resolution. κ is the calibration factor of the scattering
angle width and ∆up and ∆vp correspond to beam energy gradients in u and
v direction. The given errors correspond to the statistical uncertainties of
the fit.



























Figure 7.37.: Air and 1.83 mm aluminium thickness measurements after the radiation length
calibration procedure. A comparison between the measurements with beam ener-
gies of 2 and 4 GeV is shown.
v = −1 mm and v = 2.5 mm. On the right hand side, the thin sensitive area of the
PXD is visible. The expected thickness of the sensitive area is 75 µm silicon [33], which
corresponds to a radiation length of 0.08 %. However, as the measurement was per-
formed on a mechanical sample, the real radiation length value might deviate slightly
from the expected value.
The black boxes highlight an area with image pixels, that were employed to determine the
radiation length of the sensitive area. The measurement area was placed at this position
to avoid any influence of the lines with increased X/X0 values, which are caused by dead
rows and columns on several M26 sensors. For orientation the positions of these rows
and columns are highlighted with red lines in the images. The results of the radiation
length measurement are shown in fig. 7.39. The determined radiation length values of
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sensitive areaair balcony with switcher
(b) Beam energy: 4 GeV
Figure 7.38.: Radiation length images of the PXD dummy module at beam energies of 2 GeV
(top) and 4 GeV (bottom). In both images air, the silicon balcony with a switcher
and the sensitive area are visible. The image pixel pitch is 200 µm.
the measurement at a beam energy of 4 GeV form a slightly broader distribution due to
the smaller number of scattering angles per image pixel. Additionally as explained in
section 5.5, the signal-to-noise ratio of radiation length measurements of two identical
materials is worse for the measurement with a higher beam energy. As this measurement
is conducted on an extremely thin material, the worse signal-to-noise value will lead to an
increased statistical error. Since the statistical uncertainties of the individual radiation
length measurements is larger in the 4 GeV case, the corresponding X/X0 distribution
in fig. 7.39 is slightly broader. The measured radiation length values are:
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X/X0 = 0.1022± 0.0005 % (measurement at 2 GeV) (7.4)
X/X0 = 0.1004± 0.0008 % (measurement at 4 GeV) (7.5)



























Std Dev    0.01174
Prob   0.03444
Constant  2.00± 33.76 
Mean      0.0005± 0.1022 
Sigma     0.00046± 0.01148 
Entries  528
Std Dev    0.0209
Prob   0.2003
Constant  1.2±  19.6 
Mean      0.0009± 0.1004 
Sigma     0.00080± 0.01905 
2 GeV
4 GeV
Figure 7.39.: X/X0 distribution of the 2 and 4 GeV measurements in the highlighted areas in
fig. 7.38. The number of scattering angles per angle histogram was smaller during
the 4 GeV measurement (red). Consequently, the statistical uncertainty of
the fitted X/X0 values is larger and the distribution of the measurements
is slightly broader.
These values are not quite compatible with each other. However, both measured values
are larger than 0.1 % X/X0 and differ widely from the expected value of approximately
0.080 %. There are two possible explanations for the observed difference. The first ex-
planation is, that the issues encountered during the telescope and X/X0 calibration was
not fully absorbed by the radiation length calibration parameters, which leads to a small
bias in the radiation length measurements. However, this explanation seems unlikely as
the radiation calibration self-consistency measurement in fig. 7.37 worked well and a
large deviation was observed for two different beam energies. Another explanation is
that the real thickness of the sensitive area of the mechanical PXD sample really is
slightly larger than expected. This would not be surprising as the measured object is a
sample and not a final PXD ladder. Unfortunately, the thickness of the sensitive area
could not be measured manually as it is extremely thin and fragile.
The radiation length image in fig. 7.40 depicts the end-of-staves (EOS ) region of the
other scattering target, the broken PXD 9 module. Six ASICs with bump bonds are
visible, three DCDs and three DHPs. The dark blue area on the right side is air. The
material between the ASICs is expected to be to 525 µm of silicon [33]. Image pixels
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inside the highlighted black box were used to determine the radiation length. The corre-
sponding X/X0 distribution is depicted in fig. 7.41. The radiation length measurement
of the silicon in the EOS region at a beam energy of 2 GeV yields the following results:



























Figure 7.40.: End-of-staves region on the broken PXD 9 module. Three DCDs (top) and three
DHPs (bottom) and bump bonds below the ASICs are visible. The silicon between
the chips is expected to have a thickness of 525 µm. The image pixel pitch is 50 µm.
The measured value is much smaller than the expected value of approximately 0.56 %
corresponding to 525 µm of silicon. However, the relative deviation from the expected
value here is smaller than for the sensitive area measurement.
The measurement results in eq. 7.4 , eq. 7.5 and eq. 7.6 were found to have relative
deviations from the expected values of 5 to 20 %. There are two possible explanations
for the discrepancies. First of all, the telescope calibration and the subsequent radi-
ation length calibration were conducted under suboptimal conditions. Especially the
distribution of the z shifts after the alignment and the track quality plots indicate ma-
jor problems. Typically, the radiation length calibration parameters are used to absorb
systematic offsets caused by faulty telescope calibration measurements. However, as the
calibration was performed on air and thick layers of aluminium, it is possible that the
radiation length calibration leads to reliable results for 1.8 mm of aluminium, but yields
biased results for 75 and 525 µm of silicon.
Another possibility is that the material distributions of the mechanical sample mod-
ule and the broken PXD simply did not match some of the specifications of final Belle II
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Std Dev    0.0712
 / ndf 2χ  70.57 / 50
Prob   0.02921
Constant  4.9±   273 
Mean      0.001± 0.524 
Sigma     0.0008± 0.0699 
Figure 7.41.: X/X0 distribution measurements on 525µm of silicon (see highlighted area in fig.
7.40) with a beam energy of 2 GeV.
PXD modules. This would also explain why one measurement over- and another under-
estimates the radiation length value. Several of the most noticeable differences between
the modules used as scattering objects in this beam test and final PXD modules will be
discussed in the last part of this section. Regardless of the cause of the deviations, even
under these suboptimal circumstances, the radiation length measurement yields results
that deviate from the expected value by approximately 20 % in the case of the extremely
thin 75 µm of silicon and 5 % in the case of 525 µm of silicon.
In order to compare the radiation length measurements with the detector model a ma-
terial scan in basf2 is used [39]. The simulation and visualisation of the detector model
employs a Geant4 simulation [78]. The simulation involves shooting Geantinos through
the simulated PXD half-ladder on a dense grid. Geantinos are artificial particles used in
Geant4, that register all material contributions along its way, but do not interact with
surrounding matter. The sum of material contributions along its way is calculated and
by assigning the radiation length value to the corresponding grid point, a 2D image of
the material distribution is generated.
A high-resolution X/X0 image of the balcony and the switcher at a beam energy of
2 GeV together with a simulated material scan image of roughly the same field of view is
depicted in fig. 7.42. The image pixel pitch and the step length of the material scan are
both 50 µm. This resolution is sufficient to resolve the solder bump bonds with an ex-
pected diameter of 80 µm beneath the switcher in the X/X0 image. The bump bonds are
visible as a regular pattern of yellow pixels in fig. 7.42a. There are three columns with
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(a) Radiation length image


































(b) Simulated detector model
Figure 7.42.: Radiation length image of the balcony of the PXD mechanical sample module (a)
and material scan of a similar field of view of the detector model after update (b).
In both pictures the switcher is clearly visible. The radiation length image also
shows the 4 columns of bump bonds, which can also be seen in the X-ray image
in fig. 7.32. The balcony has a periodic groove pattern to reduce the average
radiation length of the module.
24 bump bonds and one column with 23 bump bonds. The absence of the single bump
bond in the fourth column is also visible in the X-ray (fig. 7.32). The overlay of bump
bonds and grooves in the silicon balcony reduces the visibility of some bump bonds. The
distance between two bump bonds is expected to be 150 µm in both directions. This
corresponds to three image pixels with a pitch of 50 µm, which matches the distance
between bump bonds in the radiation length image. As bump bonds are not included in
the Geant4 detector model, they are not visible in the material scan image (7.42b). The
detector model features some capacitors on the balcony in the vicinity of the switcher.
Three of them are visible as rectangle regions with a highly increased radiation length.
The balcony of the PXD mechanical sample, unlike the final PXD modules, was not
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equipped with capacitors. They are therefore not present in the radiation length image.
The material scan depicted in fig. 7.42b corresponds to the version of the Geant4 detec-
tor model after an update in 2016. Two black boxes highlight the area of two numbered
material profiles. Radiation length profiles provide a good opportunity to compare the
radiation length measurements to the detector model before and after the update. A
comparison between the detector before and after the update can be seen in fig. 7.45.
A summary with all changes will be given at the end of this section.
Profile 1 shows the material distribution along the silicon balcony in v direction. This
profile also includes a switcher. Profile 2 shows the material distribution in u direction
from the sensitive area over the balcony to the edge of the module. As can be seen from
the images, the grooves follow a clear pattern in v direction: Two medium sized grooves
above a combination of a long and a short groove. In order to measure the influence of
both groove configurations, a complete groove period was used to calculate the average
X/X0 values in profile 2.

















Figure 7.43.: Radiation length profile 1 along the silicon balcony of the PXD. The groove pattern
of the radiation length measurement matches the pattern visible in the updated
detector model. The location of profile 1 is shown in fig. 7.42.
Profile 1 is depicted in fig. 7.43. The radiation length measurement of the grooves
outside the switcher area matches the updated detector model. Measurements of the
radiation length image are compatible with the modified material scan distribution in
this region. In the switcher region, values from the X/X0 image are underestimated
by a constant value of approximately 0.1% X/X0. As mentioned before, the radiation
length measurement was conducted on a mechanical sample. The switcher visible in
the radiation length image is not a final ASIC as used in the Belle II experiment. It is
therefore likely that the switcher was slightly thinner than the expected 300 µm. As can
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be seen from fig. 7.42, the width of the switcher does not match the finalised ASIC in
the detector model either. In the radiation length image the u side length is approxi-
mately 1.5 mm, while the side length in the material scan of the modified detector model
is 1.9 mm. Regardless of small differences between the radiation length measurements
and the updated detector model, the old detector model describes the balcony v profile
in insufficient detail and in several regions incorrectly. The grooves are not modelled
at all, but instead the value in the area of the grooves is set to approximately 0.2 %,
which is much smaller than the average radiation length of the balcony. Additionally,
the thickness of the switcher is 400 µm in the old detector model, which is 100 µm too
thick. It was most likely implemented for a previous version of the switcher with a larger
thickness.























Figure 7.44.: Radiation length profile 2 across the silicon balcony of the PXD. The balcony in
the radiation length measurement is visibly longer than the balcony of the detector
model. The location of profile 2 is shown in fig. 7.42.
The comparison of material profile 2 is depicted in fig. 7.44. The most noticeable differ-
ence between radiation length measurement and updated detector model is the balcony
width: The balcony of the PXD mechanical sample is approximately 100 to 200 µm
wider than the balcony of the detector model. The positions of grooves are also slightly
shifted. Furthermore, the measured radiation length values are consistently smaller than
the values of the updated detector model. This is not unexpected as a comparable mea-
surement in the EOS region of the broken PXD showed a similar deviation.
The radiation length measurements of the balcony revealed several shortcomings of the
original detector model. The changes that were undertaken during the detector model
update are based on schematic CAD drawings and the specifications summarised in
an Belle II internal interface document [33]. Material scan images of a complete outer
backward PXD module before and after the detector model upgrade can be seen in fig.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.45.: Material scan images of a outer backward PXD module before (a) and after (b)
the update.
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7.45. The outer PXD modules in Belle II are located at a radius of 14 mm from the
center of the beam pipe. The sensitive area of the PXD is visible between u = ± 6 mm
and v = ± 30 mm. In u direction the senstive area is flanked by two silicon balconies.
The balcony on the right hand side features a total number of 6 switchers and is much
broader than the balcony on the opposite side. At the bottom of the material scan
images, the EOS region with four pairs of DCDs and DHPs is visible. All changes
between the old and new detector model are summarised in the following list:
1. 3 µm copper layers were added to the balcony regions on both sides of the sensitive
area. Copper layers cover most of the balcony areas. For the inner PXD layers
they have a width (u) of 2.2 mm on the switcher side and 0.9 mm on the opposite
side. The length (v) of the copper layers is 41.26 mm. In case of the outer PXD
modules, the widths are also 2.2 mm and 0.9 mm, but the length of both copper
layers is 58.51 mm.
2. Groove structures were added to the balcony regions on both sides of the sensitive
area. There are four different types of groove etchings on the switcher balcony and
two different types on the opposite balcony. The length of each groove is 510 µm.
The widths of the grooves range from 190 µm to 1.59 mm.
3. The switcher size, thickness and position was corrected to match the final design
switchers. The width of the switchers was reduced from 2.035 mm to 1.9 mm. The
thickness of the switchers was reduced from 400 µm to 300 µm.
4. The maximum thickness of the silicon balconies was increased from 450 µm to
525 µm
5. Capacitors were added to the balcony on the switcher side. There are two different
capacitor types: The first capacitor type has a width of 1.1 mm, a length of 600 µm
and a thickness of 542 µm. The second, smaller capacitor type has the same length,
but a width of 300 µm and a thickness of 232 µm. Both capacitors are modelled as
consisting of BaTiO3.
The influence of the improved detector model on the vertex resolution and tracking in
Belle II has not yet been studied. However, it is expected that at least the changes in the
area of the silicon balconies will have a positive impact. Before the update the material
budget in the balcony region was largely underestimated as can be seen from the two
material profiles in fig. 7.43 and 7.44. The average radiation length was modelled to be





A method to determine the radiation length of planar objects has been developed in the
frame of this thesis. The results presented here showed the successful measurements of
material distributions of a wide range of structures. The measurements are based on the
precise determination of multiple scattering angles with reconstructed particle tracks in a
reference telescope. An accurate representation of materials in detector simulations is an
important requirement to understand the detector tracking performance. However, the
validation of the material distribution of a detector system against direct experimental
measurements is difficult. Radiation length images generated with the presented method
can be used to test existing detector models. In the frame of this work, the method was
tested in simulation studies as well as in several beam test campaigns. Results from
simulations will be summarised first.
For the first simulation study, a set of scattering angle distributions with different ra-
diation length values, particle energies and telescope resolutions was generated from a
simple Gaussian model. By fitting these distributions with a model function it was
found that the determined radiation length values were slightly biased. However, us-
ing a ROOT log-likelihood fit and at least 5 000 entries per angle distribution ensures
that the relative differences between measured and true radiation length values can be
restricted to below 0.5 %, except for very thin materials such as 50 µm of aluminium.
Measurements with a relative bias below 0.5 % of these extremely thin materials require
at least 30 000 entries per scattering angle distribution.
The second simulation study was conducted with beam test simulations implemented
in TBSW. It was found that the digital signal measurements of telescope sensors led
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to measurement artefacts in the reconstructed scattering angle distributions. These
artefacts manifested in the form of periodic peaks in the scattering angle distributions.
Fitting such angle distributions to determine X/X0 produces radiation length values
with a larger variance than expected due to the statistical fit uncertainty. The influ-
ence of these artefacts can be reduced by increasing the distance between neighbouring
telescope sensors and increasing the size of radiation length image pixels. Additionally,
relative rotations between telescope planes around the beam axis reduce the impact of
artefacts in scattering angle distributions.
The last simulation study confirmed that the implemented radiation length calibration
measurements yield reliable and unbiased results for the calibration factor of the tele-
scope angle resolution λ and both beam energy gradients ∆up and ∆vp. The calibration
factor of the scattering angle width κ was found to have a small bias. A subsequent
measurement of the target thickness showed that the bias introduced by fits of individ-
ual scattering angle distributions was compensated by the bias of κ. Consequently, the
results of the thickness measurements are unbiased. Additionally, beam energy offsets
can be measured reliably in the radiation length calibration procedure.
Several beam tests were conducted to test the validity and range of radiation length
measurements. In order determine the upper limit of radiation length values which can
be reliably investigated with the presented method, measurements on aluminium and
copper wedges with a continuously increasing radiation length were conducted. For
X/X0 values larger than 6 %, energy losses due to bremsstrahlung must be considered
to ensure accurate radiation length measurements. Energy losses can be included by
modifying the fit model by assuming a non-constant beam energy: The nominal beam
energy is replaced by a weighted mean of the initial beam energy and the expected energy
after a material transition, which depends on the initial energy and the radiation length
X/X0 of the material. A weight factor ε determines how much of the bremsstrahlung
energy loss is considered in the weighted mean.
It was found that for aluminium with a radiation length constant of X0 = 88.97 mm and
a thickness up to 30 mm (corresponding to a radiation length of 33.7 %) the weight model
with ε = 0.3 describes the radiation length distribution very accurately. Neglecting the
influence of bremsstrahlung leads to a large overestimation of the radiation length. For
example, a fit using the Highland model without consideration of bremsstrahlung yields
a measured radiation length of 39.01±0.02 % for 30 mm of aluminium. The weight model
with ε = 0.3 yields a radiation length value of 33.67±0.02 %, which is consistent with the
expected value. A weight factor of 0.3 also produces reliable results for measurements
on a copper wedge with a much shorter radiation length constant X0 of 14.35 mm and
radiation length values of up to 60 %. For radiation length values larger than 60 % either
ε has to be increased or another fit model, the Gottschalk model, has to be used.
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Additional applications of the presented radiation length measurement method were
tested at beam tests in the last years. A first application was the measurement of homo-
geneous materials with a known and constant thickness X to determine their radiation
length constant X0. An example measurement was conducted on four samples of hard-
ened glue. The measurements yielded X0 values of 350 to 380 mm for unfilled epoxy
adhesives and approximately 47 mm for a silver filled glue. Material measurements of
this kind could for example be used to create and expand data bases of interesting ma-
terials used in particle detectors.
Another possible application of the presented method is the generation of radiation
length images of complex material distributions with a spatial resolution of 75 or even
50 µm. For example, radiation length measurements on an ATLAS ITk prototype mod-
ule glued onto a multi-layer support structure were conducted. The resulting radiation
length image shows several small-scale features such as a carbon fibre honeycomb pattern
in the support structure, capacitors with solder and vias with a diameter of 200 µm. It
was found that the spatial resolution of radiation length images presented in this work
is mostly determined by the image pixel pitch, because the intersection uncertainty of
tracks in a EUDET telescope is much smaller1. The image pixel pitch on the other hand
is dependent on the statistics of the scattering angle sample. Image pixels should have
an angle distribution with at least a few thousand entries to ensure a stable fit. Accord-
ingly, all radiation length images displayed in chapter 7 are merely limited by statistics.
With sufficient statistics, images with smaller pixel pitches of 20 to 30 µm are conceivable.
Radiation length images can be used to compare a measured material distribution with
the detector model. One of the main motivations of this thesis was to test the material
model of Belle II PXD modules. Measurements were conducted on a prototype PXD
module with small mechanical differences to a final module used in Belle II. However,
the measurements indicated several shortcomings of the detector model, which was sig-
nificantly improved as part of this thesis.
The radiation length measurement algorithm developed for this thesis was therefore
successfully applied to a wide range of structures and found to produce reliable results.
8.2. Outlook
Radiation length measurements and the subsequent analysis in TBSW have been con-
ducted by other groups and the communication about results and analysis steps have
continuously improved the TBSW framework and the implemention of radiation length
measurements. For example, TBSW has been used to measure an ATLAS ITk end-of-
structure board, which is planned to be used to test and improve the existing detector
1Typically smaller than 10 µm
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model. As shown in this work, radiation length measurements show promising results
and can, with some preparation, be conducted at DESY and other beam test facilities.
As shown in chapter 6, the current fitting approach using a binned log-likelihood fit
yields radiation length values with a small bias. In order to circumvent or at least fur-
ther reduce these biases, other fitting methods such as unbinned fits are planned to be
investigated.
The results in this thesis were all derived with fit functions based on the Highland
model of multiple scattering. However, the Highland model is only valid for angle val-
ues in the core region of the angle distribution. Employing the Moliere model could be
a simple way to extend the fit range and consequently increase the usable entries per
angle distribution. However, as explained in section 3.3.2, only the core width of the
distribution depends on the radiation length X/X0. The non-Gaussian tails are ulti-
mately artefacts from single scatterings with large angles. While the Moliere model is
not expected to produce different results than the Highland model, further comparisons
between the two models could improve the understanding of systematic effects and un-
certainties. Therefore, further studies of the Moliere model are planned in the future.
Border effects between materials with widely different radiation length values can cause
fitting failures in the radiation length imaging process. An example can be seen in fig.
7.16, where a region of 30 mm of aluminium is located next to air at v ≈ 82 mm. Image
pixels in the border region contain scattering angles from particles traversing the thick
aluminium as well as from particles traversing air. Accordingly, the angle distributions
of these image pixels are expected to consist of two scattering angle distributions: A
very broad distribution from aluminium and a very narrow distribution from air (see fig.
7.17). Fitting such a distribution with a simple Gaussian will most likely fail or at least
produce a large fit χ2 value. This can be seen in the fig. 7.16: The image shows a column
of blank pixels between the region of aluminium and air. This problem is expected to
be solvable by using a fit model with two Gaussian components, which is planned to be
investigated and potentially implemented in TBSW.
Applying the presented radiation length measurements to new use cases has led to
several improvements of the existing analysis algorithms and increased the flexibility
of the method. Further applications in future experiments are expected to require ad-
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<parameter name="LCIOInputFiles" value="" />
<parameter name="GearXMLFile" value="gear.xml" />
<parameter name="MaxRecordNumber" value="100000" />
<parameter name="SkipNEvents" value="0" />
<parameter name="SupressCheck" value="false" />








<parameter name="DetectorName" type="string" value="EUTelescope" />
<parameter name="FileName" type="string" value="/home/belle2/rawdata/DESY_Oktober16/run006973.raw" />
</processor>
<processor name="M26Unpacker" type="NIUnpacker">
<parameter lcioInType="TrackerRawData" name="InputCollectionName" type="string" value="NI" />
<parameter lcioOutType="TrackerData" name="OutputCollectionName" type="string" value="zsdata_m26" />
</processor>
<processor name="M26HotPixelKiller" type="HotPixelKiller">
<parameter lcioInType="TrackerData" name="InputCollectionName" type="string" value="zsdata_m26" />
<parameter name="MaxOccupancy" type="float" value="0.01" />
<parameter name="NoiseDBFileName" type="string" value="localDB/NoiseDB-M26.root" />




A. TBSW example files
A.2. Geometry file example
Typically the reference telescopes used in this work have six layers and one additional
target layer. The following example has only the layers, which suffices to explain the
general setup of the XML file:
<gear>
<!--
GEAR file for toy simulations of EUDET/AIDA telescope
-->
<global detectorName="EUTelescope" />





































































































































































Figure A.1.: 2D M26 efficiency measurement for a comparator threshold of 3. The area indicated
by the black box was used to calculate the average efficiency depicted in fig. 4.16
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APPENDIX B
Calculation of angle reconstruction errors with an unscented transform
Unscented transforms can be used to solve the following problem: A stochastic vari-
able y and its covariance matrix Cy must be calculated from a random variable x and
its covariance matrix Cx. The two random variables are connected by the non-linear
transformation g:
y = g(x) (B.1)
This scenario can be transferred to the scenario described in section 5.1. Here the












must be reconstructed from the vector holding the slopes of the in- and out-state track



















0 0 σ2moutu ,moutu
0
0 0 0 σ2moutv ,moutv
 . (B.3)
The non-linear transformation g corresponds to the relation between the scattering an-
gles and the in- and out-state slopes. The detailed description of the calculation is given
in section 5.1.
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B. Calculation of angle reconstruction errors with an unscented transform
The basic idea of the unscented transform is to define a set of sample points χi, which
contains the information of the vector and covariance matrix in eq. B.3 and apply the
non-linear transformation g on the vectors of the set. Afterwards the mean and covari-
ance of the transformed ensemble of sample points can be calculated. The mean and
covariance of the χi set is required to be identical to the values given in eq. B.3. At least
nine χ vectors are needed in order to sample the random distribution of the slopes. Due













wi (χi − ~x) (χi − ~x)T (B.6)
For the calculation of the scattering angle uncertainties the following χ vectors are used:










x ~ei−4 for i = 5, . . . ,8 (B.9)
The weights were selected to be w0 =
1
5 and wi =
1
10 for i 6= 0. The transformed








wi (g (χi)− ~y) (g (χi)− ~y)T (B.11)
The uncertainties of the reconstructed angles can be calculated from the diagonal entries













Systematical studies of the radiation length calibration procedure
C.1. Target thickness measurements of beam energy
uncertainty simulations
measurement area













































Figure C.1.: Self consistency test plot for a beam test simulation with an beam energy
uncertainty of 10 %. The measured thickness values are in agreement with
the expected aluminium and air thicknesses, which were fixed during the
radiation length calibration.
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measurement area





























































































Figure C.2.: Self consistency test plot for a beam test simulation with an beam energy
uncertainty of 1 % (a) and 2 % (b). The measured thickness values are in
agreement with the expected aluminium and air thicknesses, which were
fixed during the radiation length calibration.
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measurement area





























































































Figure C.3.: Self consistency test plot for a beam test simulation with an beam energy
uncertainty of 4 % (a) and 8 % (b). The measured thickness values are in
agreement with the expected aluminium and air thicknesses, which were
fixed during the radiation length calibration.
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C.2. Target thickness measurements of beam energy variation
simulations
measurement area























































































Figure C.4.: Self consistency test plot for a beam test simulation with simulated beam
energy of 1850 MeV (a) and 1900 MeV (b). The measured thickness values
are in agreement with the expected aluminium and air thicknesses, which
were fixed during the radiation length calibration.
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measurement area























































































Figure C.5.: Self consistency test plot for a beam test simulation with simulated beam
energy of 1950 MeV (a) and 2000 MeV (b). The measured thickness values
are in agreement with the expected aluminium and air thicknesses, which
were fixed during the radiation length calibration.
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measurement area























































































Figure C.6.: Self consistency test plot for a beam test simulation with simulated beam
energy of 2050 MeV (a) and 2100 MeV (b). The measured thickness values
are in agreement with the expected aluminium and air thicknesses, which
were fixed during the radiation length calibration.
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APPENDIX D
Telescope and X/X0 calibration of various beam test measurements
D.1. Aluminium wedge measurements in June 2017

















Area 36: d=6.00mm aluminium
















Area 37: d=6.00mm aluminium

















Area 38: d=6.00mm aluminium

















Area 39: d=6.00mm aluminium
Figure D.1.: Four of the 40 scattering angle distributions used during the radiation length cal-
ibration together with their corresponding fit functions. The fit functions match
the distributions quite well and the determined fit χ2ndof of the simultaneous fit is
0.57 which is reasonably small.
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Area 5: d=0.50mm aluminium



















Area 6: d=0.50mm aluminium



















Area 7: d=0.50mm aluminium


















Area 8: d=0.50mm aluminium


















Area 9: d=0.50mm aluminium



















Area 10: d=1.00mm aluminium


















Area 11: d=1.00mm aluminium
Figure D.2.: Twelve of the 40 scattering angle distributions used during the radiation length
calibration together with their corresponding fit functions. The fit functions match
the distributions quite well and the determined fit χ2ndof of the simultaneous fit is
0.57 which is reasonably small.
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Area 12: d=1.00mm aluminium



















Area 13: d=1.00mm aluminium



















Area 14: d=1.00mm aluminium


















Area 15: d=1.50mm aluminium


















Area 16: d=1.50mm aluminium


















Area 17: d=1.50mm aluminium


















Area 18: d=1.50mm aluminium



















Area 19: d=1.50mm aluminium


















Area 20: d=2.00mm aluminium


















Area 21: d=2.00mm aluminium


















Area 22: d=2.00mm aluminium


















Area 23: d=2.00mm aluminium
Figure D.3.: Twelve of the 40 scattering angle distributions used during the radiation length
calibration together with their corresponding fit functions. The fit functions match
the distributions quite well and the determined fit χ2ndof of the simultaneous fit is
0.57 which is reasonably small.
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Area 24: d=2.00mm aluminium


















Area 25: d=3.00mm aluminium


















Area 26: d=3.00mm aluminium


















Area 27: d=3.00mm aluminium


















Area 28: d=3.00mm aluminium


















Area 29: d=3.00mm aluminium

















Area 30: d=4.00mm aluminium

















Area 31: d=4.00mm aluminium

















Area 32: d=4.00mm aluminium

















Area 33: d=4.00mm aluminium

















Area 34: d=4.00mm aluminium


















Area 35: d=6.00mm aluminium
Figure D.4.: Twelve of the 40 scattering angle distributions used during the radiation length
calibration together with their corresponding fit functions. The fit functions match
the distributions quite well and the determined fit χ2ndof of the simultaneous fit is
0.57 which is reasonably small.
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D.2. Copper wedge measurements in November 2017
In November 2017 a beam test was conducted. The scope of the measurements was to
study the influence of bremsstrahlung on the radiation length measurements with the
help of a copper wedge. The results of the copper wedge measurement can be found in
section 7.2.
The telescope setup of the measurements is depicted in fig. D.5. The beam energy
was 4 GeV. Table D.1 contains an overview over the measured telescope data. It speci-




downstream arm upstream arm
target
360
Figure D.5.: Schematic side view of the telescope setup during the November 2017 beam test
campaign.
Target #runs #events #tracks comments
air 2 800k 1.3mio telescope calibration
copper wedge 25 26mio 43mio X/X0 calibration and measurement
Table D.1.: Overview over the telescope data at the beam test in November 2017. The
spacings between the M26 sensors (see fig. D.5) was not changed between
the measurements.
All other DQM plots, which have been explained in section 7.1.1, are listed on the
following pages.
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Figure D.7.: Beam spot on the central scattering plane during an example run of the November
2017 beam test.
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cluster shape resolutions 
cluster u resolution
cluster v resolution
Figure D.8.: Cluster shape frequencies and u and v resolution during the X/X0 measurements
of the November 2017 beam test campaign. The cluster shapes, which correspond
to the individual labels on the x axis, are depicted in figure 4.9.
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Figure D.9.: Pulls of the u and v residuals after cluster calibration and telescope alignment.
The Pulls are centred around 0 and have a RMS value close to 1.
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Figure D.10.: p values of the calibration run track sample after the telescope alignment and
cluster calibration and number of tracks per event during the beam test campaign
in November of 2017
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Figure D.11.: Angle reconstruction errors and track intersection errors in u and v direction.
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D.2. Copper wedge measurements in November 2017
Calibration method λ κ ∆up [MeV/mm] ∆vp [MeV/mm]
No bremsstrahlung 1.017±0.006 1.095±0.007 0 0
Weight model (ε=0.30) 1.017±0.006 1.077±0.007 0 0
Weight model (ε=0.40) 1.017±0.006 1.071±0.0073 0 0
Weight model (ε=0.50) 1.017±0.006 1.065±0.007 0 0
Gottschalk model 1.017±0.006 1.065±0.007 0 0
Table D.2.: Beam test November 2017 calibration results. The given errors correspond
to the statistical errors of the fit. The beam energy gradients were not
determined.












































































Figure D.12.: Visual representation of the position of the 8 different measurement regions, which
are used during the radiation length calibration. Each marked measurement area
contributes a single angle distribution with 50 thousand entries to the calibration
fit. The calibration measurement areas lie on the left hand side of the copper
wedge, where 0.5 mm of aluminium and air is present.
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Area 4: d=5.00mm aluminium




















Area 5: d=5.00mm aluminium




















Area 6: d=5.00mm aluminium




















Area 7: d=5.00mm aluminium
Figure D.13.: All scattering angle distributions, that have been used during the radiation length
calibration together with the corresponding fit function. The fit model takes
energy loss due to bremsstrahlung into account. The fit matched the distributions
quite well and the fit χ2 is small.































































































Figure D.14.: Self consistency measurements after the radiation length calibration prodecure.
Three different fit models have been used: The red curve neglects influences due
to energy losses from bremsstrahlung, the blue curve corresponds to the weight





In 2016 a beam test was conducted. The scope of the measurements was to measure
the material constant X0 of different samples of conductive glues. The results of the
measurements can be found in section 7.3. The telescope setup of the measurements is
depicted in fig. D.15. The beam energy was 4.6 GeV. Table D.3 contains an overview
over the measured telescope data. It specifies the number of runs, overall events and
overall tracks as well as the purpose of the measurements.
beam
0143.1 [mm]280.8473,7624767 400
downstream arm upstream arm
target
Figure D.15.: Schematic side view of the telescope setup during the glue measurement beam
test campaign.
Target #runs #events #tracks comments
air 4 4.9mio 15.3mio telescope and X/X0 calibration
glue A 5 3.6mio 9.0mio X/X0 measurement
glue B 26 27.4mio 68.6mio X/X0 measurement
glue C 4 3.6mio 9.1mio X/X0 measurement
glue D 5 5.0mio 12.5mio X/X0 measurement
empty brass 2 1.1mio 2.7mio X/X0 calibration and measurement
Table D.3.: Overview over the telescope data at the glue measurement beam test. The
spacings between the M26 sensors (see fig. D.15) was not changed between
the measurements.
All other DQM plots, which have been explained in section 7.1.1, are listed on the
following pages.
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Figure D.17.: Beam spot on the central scattering plane during an example run of the glue
measurement beam test.
λ κ ∇u(E) [MeV/mm] ∇v(E) [MeV/mm]
1.092±0.004 1.009±0.005 0 0
Table D.4.: Glue measurement calibration results. The given errors correspond to the
statistical errors of the fit. The beam energy gradients were not determined.
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cluster shape resolutions 
cluster u resolution
cluster v resolution
Figure D.18.: Cluster shape frequencies and cluster u and v resolution during the glue measure-
ment beam test campaign. The cluster shapes, which correspond to the individual
labels on the x axis, are depicted in figure 4.9.
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Figure D.19.: Pulls of the u and v residuals after cluster calibration and telescope alignment.
The Pulls are centred around 0 and have a RMS value close to 1.
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Figure D.20.: p values of the calibration run track sample after the telescope alignment and
cluster calibration and number of tracks per event during the glue measurement
beam test campaign.
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Figure D.21.: Angle reconstruction errors and track intersection errors in u and v direction.
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Figure D.22.: Visual representation of the position of the 10 different measurement regions,
which are used during the radiation length calibration. Each marked measure-
ment area contributes a single angle distribution with 100 thousand entries to
the calibration fit. The top radiation length image depicts an air measurement.
The bottom image depicts glue sample D. The green area, which contains the
measurement points corresponds to 1.8 mm of aluminium.


























Figure D.23.: Self consistency measurements after the radiation length calibration prodecure.
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Area 5: d=1.83mm aluminium

















Area 6: d=1.83mm aluminium

















Area 7: d=1.83mm aluminium

















Area 8: d=1.83mm aluminium


















Area 9: d=1.83mm aluminium
Figure D.24.: All scattering angle distributions, that have been used during the radiation length
calibration together with the corresponding fit function. The fit matched the
distributions quite well and the fit χ2 is small.
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D.4. Chip measurements in October 2016
In October 2016 a beam test was conducted. The scope of the measurements was to
study the influence of the M26 threshold on the frequency and resolution of the different
cluster shapes. The results of the M26 threshold scan can be found in section 4.4.
Additionally a material budget image measurement of a printed circuit board (PCB)
including a field programmable gate array (FPGA) chip was performed (see section 7.4).
The telescope setup of the measurements is depicted in fig. D.25. The beam energy was
2 GeV and the M26 threshold was 4. Table D.5 contains an overview over the measured
telescope data. It specifies the number of runs, overall events and overall tracks as well
as the purpose of the measurements.
beam
025 [mm]49127152177.5
downstream arm upstream arm
target
100
Figure D.25.: Schematic side view of the telescope setup during October 2016 beam test cam-
paign.
Target #runs #events #tracks comments
air 6 6mio 30mio telescope calibration, X/X0 calibration
0.5 mm alu 6 6mio 30mio X/X0 calibration
1.0 mm alu 6 6mio 30mio X/X0 calibration
chip 60 60mio 130mio X/X0 measurement
Table D.5.: Overview over the telescope data at the beam test in October 2016. The
spacings between the M26 sensors (see fig. D.25) was not changed between
the measurements.
All other DQM plots, which have been explained in section 7.1.1, are listed on the
following pages.
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Figure D.27.: Beam spot on the central scattering plane during an example run of the October
2016 beam test.
λ κ ∇u(E) [MeV/mm] ∇v(E) [MeV/mm]
1.049±0.004 0.995±0.004 9±2 -2±3
Table D.6.: October 2016 X/X0 calibration results. The given errors correspond to the
statistical errors of the fit.
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cluster v resolution
Figure D.28.: Cluster shape frequencies and cluster u and v resolution during the October 2016
beam test campaign. The cluster shapes, which correspond to the individual
labels on the x axis, are depicted in figure 4.9.
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Figure D.29.: Pulls of the u and v residuals after cluster calibration and telescope alignment.
The Pulls are centred around 0 and have a RMS value close to 1.
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Figure D.30.: p values of the calibration run track sample after the telescope alignment and
cluster calibration and number of tracks per event during the October 2016 beam
test campaign.
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Figure D.31.: Angle reconstruction errors and track intersection errors in u and v direction.
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Figure D.32.: Visual representation of the position of the 15 different measurement regions,
which are used during the radiation length calibration. Each marked measure-
ment area contributes a single angle distribution with 100 thousand entries to
the calibration fit. The top radiation length image shows air. The image in the
middle depicts an aluminium layer with a thickness of 0.5mm and the bottom
image depicts an aluminium layer with a thickness of 1 mm.
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Area 5: d=0.50mm aluminium





















Area 6: d=0.50mm aluminium



















Area 7: d=0.50mm aluminium


















Area 8: d=0.50mm aluminium


















Area 9: d=0.50mm aluminium

















Area 10: d=1.00mm aluminium


















Area 11: d=1.00mm aluminium
Figure D.33.: First twelve scattering angle distributions, that have been used during the ra-
diation length calibration together with the corresponding fit function. The fit
matched the distributions quite well and the fit χ2 is small.
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Area 13: d=1.00mm aluminium

















Area 14: d=1.00mm aluminium
Figure D.34.: Remaining three scattering angle distributions, that have been used during the
radiation length calibration together with the corresponding fit function. The fit
matched the distributions quite well and the fit χ2 is small.






















Figure D.35.: Self consistency measurements after the radiation length calibration prodecure.
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D.5. ATLAS ITk prototype measurements
In August 2016 a beam test was conducted. The scope of the measurements was to
perform a material budget image measurement of a ATLAS ITk prototype module (see
section 7.5). The telescope setup of the measurements is depicted in fig. D.36. The
beam energy was 3 GeV and the M26 threshold was 4 times the noise level. Table D.7
contains an overview over the measured telescope data. It specifies the number of runs,
overall events and overall tracks as well as the purpose of the measurements.
beam
025 [mm]50180206232
downstream arm upstream arm
target
107
Figure D.36.: Schematic side view of the telescope setup during August 2016 beam test cam-
paign.
Target #runs #events [106] #angles [106] purpose
Aluminium 7 6.0 26.9 telescope & X/X0 calibration
Carbon foam 10 8.1 32.9 X/X0 imaging
ITk prototype 27 29.9 280.3 X/X0 imaging
Table D.7.: Overview over the telescope data at the beam test in August 2016. The
spacings between the M26 sensors (see fig. D.36) was not changed between
the measurements.
All other DQM plots, which have been explained in section 7.1.1, are listed on the
following pages.
λ κ ∇u(E) [MeV/mm] ∇v(E) [MeV/mm]
1.212±0.005 0.907±0.02 11±3 7±10
Table D.8.: August 2016 X/X0 calibration results. The given errors correspond to the
statistical errors of the fit.
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Figure D.38.: Beam spot on the central scattering plane during an example run of the August
2016 beam test.
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Figure D.39.: Cluster shape frequencies and cluster u and v resolution during the August 2016
beam test campaign. The cluster shapes, which correspond to the individual
labels on the x axis, are depicted in figure 4.9.
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Figure D.40.: Pulls of the u and v residuals after cluster calibration and telescope alignment.
The Pulls are centred around 0 and have a RMS value close to 1.
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Figure D.41.: p values of the calibration run track sample after the telescope alignment and
cluster calibration and number of tracks per event during the August 2016 beam
test campaign.
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Figure D.42.: Angle reconstruction errors and track intersection errors in u and v direction.
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Figure D.43.: Visual representation of the position of the 10 different measurement regions,
which are used during the radiation length calibration. Each marked measure-
ment area contributes a single angle distribution with 100 thousand entries to the
calibration fit. The top radiation length image depicts a composite material on
the left hand side and air on the right hand side. The bottom image depicts an
aluminium layer with a thickness of 2.05 mm.




















Figure D.44.: Self consistency measurements after the radiation length calibration prodecure.
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Area 5: d=2.05mm aluminium


















Area 6: d=2.05mm aluminium


















Area 7: d=2.05mm aluminium



















Area 8: d=2.05mm aluminium



















Area 9: d=2.05mm aluminium
Figure D.45.: All scattering angle distributions, that have been used during the radiation length
calibration together with the corresponding fit function. Some angle distributions
show periodic peak structures, that are caused by digital effects of the telescope.
This disturbs the fitting procedure and leads to a comparatively large χ2ndof value.
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D.6. Measurements on Belle II PXD mechanical samples,
March 2015
In March 2015 a beam test was conducted. The scope of the measurements was to
perform a material budget image measurement of a PXD mechanical sample module
(see section 7.6). The telescope setup of the measurements is depicted in fig. D.46. The
beam energy was 2 GeV. Table D.9 contains an overview over the measured telescope
data. It specifies the number of runs, overall events and overall tracks as well as the
purpose of the measurements.
beam
043 [mm]83165210253
downstream arm upstream arm
target
120.5
Figure D.46.: Schematic side view of the telescope setup during March 2015 beam test cam-
paign.
Target #runs #events [106] #angles [106] purpose
calibration target 2 3.1 23.2 telescope & X/X0 calibration 2 GeV
calibration target 1 1.3 13.8 telescope & X/X0 calibration 4 GeV
PXD dummy 11 11.4 103.2 X/X0 imaging at 2 GeV
PXD dummy 5 10.0 91.4 X/X0 imaging at 4 GeV
Broken PXD 9 6.8 131.6 X/X0 imaging at 2 GeV
Table D.9.: Overview over the telescope data at the beam test in March 2015. The
spacings between the M26 sensors (see fig. D.46) was not changed between
the measurements.
D.6.1. Beam energy 2 GeV
All relevant DQM plots for the analysis of the 2 GeV data are listed on the following
pages. The DQM plots listed here are explained in detail in section 7.1.1.
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Figure D.48.: Beam spot on the central scattering plane during an example run of the March
2015 (2 GeV data) beam test.
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Figure D.49.: Cluster shape frequencies and cluster u and v resolution during the March 2015
(2 GeV data) beam test campaign. Cluster shapes, which correspond to the
individual labels on the x axis, are depicted in figure 4.9.
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Figure D.50.: Pulls of the u and v residuals after cluster calibration and telescope alignment.
The Pulls are centred around 0 and have a RMS value close to 1.
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Figure D.51.: p values of the calibration run track sample after the telescope alignment and
cluster calibration and number of tracks per event during the March 2015 (2 GeV
data) beam test campaign.
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Figure D.52.: Angle reconstruction errors and track intersection errors in u and v direction.
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Figure D.53.: Visual representation of the position of the 10 different measurement regions,
which are used during the radiation length calibration. Each marked measure-
ment area contributes a single angle distribution with 50 000 entries to the cali-
bration fit.
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Area 5: d=1.80mm aluminium
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Area 9: d=1.80mm aluminium
Figure D.54.: All ten scattering angle distributions, that have been used during the radiation
length calibration together with the corresponding fit function. The fit worked
well and the χ2 value is small.
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D.6.2. Beam energy 4 GeV
All relevant DQM plots for the analysis of the 4 GeV data are listed on the following
pages. The DQM plots listed here are explained in detail in section 7.1.1.



















































Figure D.56.: Beam spot on the central scattering plane during an example run of the March
2015 (4 GeV data) beam test.
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Figure D.57.: Cluster shape frequencies and cluster u and v resolution during the March 2015
(4 GeV data) beam test campaign. The cluster shapes, which correspond to the
individual labels on the x axis, are depicted in figure 4.9.
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Figure D.58.: Pulls of the u and v residuals after cluster calibration and telescope alignment.
The Pulls are centred around 0 and have a RMS value close to 1.
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Figure D.59.: p values of the calibration run track sample after the telescope alignment and
cluster calibration and number of tracks per event during the March 2015 (4 GeV
data) beam test campaign.
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Figure D.60.: Angle reconstruction errors and track intersection errors in u and v direction.
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Figure D.61.: Visual representation of the position of the 10 different measurement regions,
which are used during the radiation length calibration. Each marked measure-
ment area contributes a single angle distribution with 50 000 thousand entries to
the calibration fit.
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Area 5: d=1.80mm aluminium
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Area 9: d=1.80mm aluminium
Figure D.62.: All ten scattering angle distributions, that have been used during the radiation
length calibration together with the corresponding fit function. The fit worked
well and the χ2 value is small.
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